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a factory assembly
where objects float by instead of
on a conveyor bell. Can you
overcoming gridlock by shifting

his Gilroy, Cai tenia, students in creating

Imagine working on
line

own superconductors.
Superconductors may eventually alter
such technologies as transportation
on Earth, but former astronaut Buzz Aidrin
hopes to propel us toward Mars in his
pyramid-shaped cycler spacecraft. In "The
Martian Metro" (page 52) Frank Braun
their

riding

picture

your car above the others? For thai matter,
who needs a car? Just place a small

gizmo in your shoes and move along
magnetic fields from which you push off
and keep going. These are just a few

and Owen Daves explain A onn's plans
for the spacecatt :hs: wll beard and
discharge passengers at space station
stops between Earth and the red planet.
Endorsed by the National Commission

future scenarios using the technological
'

of superconductors. If you can
possibilities, send us your
and you could win S500 in this
month's "Superconstruction" contest.
Beginning on page 72, Bruce Schechter
tells you "How to Make Your Own Superconductors." The chemicals and other
ingredients and equipment you'll need are
fairly easy to obtain from high-school
and college laboratories or such sources

marvel

conjure up other
ideas,

as electrical supply houses and the
Edmund Saen;if:c Catalog Before you
start mixing and baking, however, be sure
have a science teacher or some other
professional by your side; any experiment
of this nature is potentially dangerous.
Once you know the recipe and understand
how and why superconductors work.
you can let your creativity run rampant.
We don't need to see the resufts. Just
submit your ideas, in 200 words or less,
for the most creative future superconductor
invention you can think of. whether

on Space.
hitch rides

us

science teacher David
10

OMNI

Pribyl,

who

directed

into the twenty-first century,

psycholo-

gists are delving into the cultures of

to

serious or just fun. The entries will be
judged by our panel of experts, including
IBM research scientist Paul Grant and

Aldrin's unique vehicle will
on the gravity fields of the moon

and Mars. According to Aldrin's calculaspaceport for such a trip
could be installed as early as 1995, with
the cycler becoming fully operational
by the year 2014.
While researchers may be looking at
Space Age technology to spearhead

tions, the first

primitive

peoples

like

the IKung of southern

As a result of their investigations,
a number of new therapeutic techniques
have sprung up in the West, according
to Richard Katz in "Make Believers" (page
Africa.

similar to those

'

126). Using trance s'.a'.os
induced by tribal healers, Jungian analyst
Mary Watkins, for example, submits her
clients to' "waking dreams." In such therapy,
patients imagine conversations with

"characters"
alises.

who compose their

person-

Psychologists, moreover, are

also learning to treat psychotic patients

by entering the fantasy worics with them
and helping them find a way out. A clinii

cal psychologist at the Universily of

Alaska

Fairbanks, Katz has spent the last 20
years observing :r bai hca'ers around the
world. His study of IKung practices is
the subjecl of the book Boiling Energy
(Harvard University Press).
in

When

medicine has failed,
patients seeking a cure have oflen been
susceptible to quackery. As Nina
traditional

Guccione points out in the pictorial
"Patently Absurd" (page 100), whether
you sutfered from headaches, rheumatism,
or hair loss,

somebody was sure

to

have

a bogus remedy. And in "Little Drop of
Horrors" (page 84) Henry Wouk enters the
microscopic worlds of mosquito larvae

anc other pond denizens.
This month's fiction features "Diner"

(page 92), Neal Barrett, Jr.'s first story to
appear in Omni. His novel Through
Darkest America was recently published
by Congdon and Weed. Lewis Shiner
("ReDeis,"

page

64)

is

the author of

Frontera (Bain Books) and,

Deserted CHivs
1988).

o! the

more

recently.

Hear: (Bantam,

And Dan Simmons

("E-Ticket to

Namland," page 108) won the 1986 World
Fantasy Award

Omni
showing

Song of Kali.

made

an impressive
the recent World Science

fiction
at

for his novel

Fiction Convention.

We

congratulate

award winners Greg Bear, honored

Hugo
for

his short story "Tangents" (January 1986),

and Roger Zeiazny
Permafrost

lor

ms

(April 1986).
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Burden of Dreams
agree with Yevgeny Yevtoshenko
I

Asimov,
'First

Word, August 1987]. Wouldn't il be
wonderful if our world leaders believed in
international brotherhood? Let's rid the
world of nuclear weapons and then reduce
our stockpile of conventional weapons.
We could even eliminate war if the superpowers refusec to supply miklary aid to
smaller countries. With all the money
saved, we will solve Ihe problems of
hunger, sulfering, disease
and travel

Mars and beyond

—

—

to

together.

Bob

Fischella

AZ

Tucson,

a world where all
don't want
political views are accepted.
to live in such a world. Is peace worth
ignoring political regimes that practice

Yevtushenko pleads

for

writer

who

some

basis

example, is a sc entist and
rnaghary worlds with
hope my
in fact. As a writer,

build:;

I

no matter how crackpot,

Ideas,

stimulate

will

someone

to say, "That just

in the hard sciences
might work."
C. D. Moulton

Hudson, FL

Why does Omni have such a hang-up
about MIT? You treat that place as if it
were the only scientific anc technological
research center on Earth. Have you ever
heard of Rice, The Universily of Texas,
or Rensselaer Po.yleennic Institute?

Alfonso G.

Chan

Fort

Worth

for

I

"

genocide,

racial discri mi nation

or slavery?

,

L

K.

Darrow

Grants Pass,

OR

Fractured
To set the record straight and satisfy
those so concerned with making sure
crcd't is given where it is duo. here's

some

additional information about the

oictora "Fraclal Fairy
:

After reading Yevtushenko's article.

1987).

I

how my friends and then Sovie!
leenagers, used to laugh at the "lackey
poet" and court jester Yevtushenko.
He may be able: lo fool so m e naive
Weslerners, but he can't fool people who
lived in the Soviet Union.
When he talks about Ihe tragedies of
the twentieth century, why doesn't he
mention the Gu.ag A'ciioeiago? Instead,
recalled

he

I,

criticizes the "evils" of

tion.

and

I'll

take American

puerile

Western

TV

civiliza-

advertising

can shed; Scxzhon Isyn

losif

Brodsky

banned. But Yevtushenko still pushes his
dubious brotherhood. The new glasnost
covers a vicious monster.
Paul Stonehill
.

Inventing

Los Angeles

The Future

agree with Stewart Brand: Science fiction
influence sconce "Mothers of
Invention," Forum, August 1987]. Isaac
I

(October

New

York, 1986).

pictures were produced by a group
mathematicians and physicists at
the University ol 3romen and me University
of California, Santa Cruz, that included
the book's coauthors, as well as D. Saupe
and H. Juergens.
Homer Smith of Art Matrix. Box 830,
Ithaca, NY 14851, .sells fractal photo-

The
of

:

is

s exiled- ihe

besl Soviet science -fiction writers such
as Arkady and Boris Strugalsky are

does

Tales''

The image below, as well as several
was from the book The Beauty
by H. 0. Peitgen and P H.

of Fractals

Richter (Sprin.ger-Veilag.

graohs, pestca'ds. find v cicos and
provided us with pictures; Scott Burns,
Julian Palmore, and Harold Benzingerof

media evangelists over the
TV

dreary, all-pervasive Soviet Marxist

propaganda anytime.
The great Russian poel

others,

the University of

Champaign

Illinois al

Urbana-

also contributed.

FDRurin
Can

l.SD assist anstic developcan, according to Los
Angeles psychiatrist ar»:l Lhnveisily
medical school prolessor

ment?

It

o! California

Oscar Janigar.
against

all

In this

lime of prohibiten

experiments with the drug,

Janigar recently made public the results
of the largest study of LSD and creativity
ever conducted. Under wraps for 25
years. Ihe study was conducted prior to
the 1962 ban on the drug by the Food

with LSD's effects on the

artists'

consumed

process. Totally

tasks.

"would continually look at the object and
then go back to the canvas and conlinue
painting. Almost never going back to
resketch, they'd

Ihey were laying

Does

move on

confidently,

as

and Drug Administration.
The research on LSD. and the creative
process was par*

moves

of a larger

study

of

Jack Nicholson, James Coburn, Andre
Aldous Huxley, AnaTs Nin, Adele
Davis, and 800 oihers^ truck drivers,
proslilutes. college Duressors, and spaceprogram scientists.
According to. Janigar, Ihe larger study's
purpose was simply to "map the terrain"
ot LSD, then a mysterious new drug.
Previn,

—

creativity study was begun at the
suggestion of an artist who, after painting
under LSD, likened the experience to
four years ol art school.
The creativity study's design was simple

The

enough. Each artist went to Janigar's
home. Before being given two micrograms
LSD per kilogram of body weight, the
artist was asked to painl a Hopi kachina
doll provided by Janigar After ingesting the
drug, the subject was again asked to

of

paint the

doll.

Later the painter

was asked

account of
the experience and to comment on its
meaning. Janigar sent a comprehensive
to write or dictate a detailed

questionnaire to each participant

at

a month and a year later.
The contrast between the "belore" and
"after" works is striking. The before
intervals of

renderings of the colorful kachina doll

were often realistic, predictable, and
drawn to scale. But the LSD-inspired
renderings were invariably abstract,

more emotional, more,
adventuresome, and tended to use all
available space on the canvas,
symbolic, brighter,

Janigar or an assistant stayed with Ihe
subject at

all

experience.

times during the eight-hour

An

ol sixty-eight,
16

OMNI

intense,

Janigar

somber man

became

fascinated

too fast," he says. Instead, Janigar
speculates that carried wilhin the brain

germs of the so-called
They are reflections of some

are the inherent

schools

of art.

human
maybe the way our

internal contigurations of the

brain: "In other words,

Twenty-five of the original (50 artists were
located. Three general impressions
out: They were all very taken by
seeing meir work aqa n: most of them
expressed how often they had thought
aboul ihe expe once over the years; and
the experiment had influenced their
work from thai point on.
'Almost to a person." says Janigar,
"Ihey said that
it wasn't the most imporlanl experience in their artisiic development,
was one of the most imporlant,"
Only Ihree of the returnees said Ihey
had taken ihe drug again.
According-to Janigar, LSD does not
produce a tangible alleraton in the way a
painter painls;
does not turn a poor
painter into a good painter, or a good
painter into a great one. Instead it alters

stood

:

if

tile."

the painter subconsciously call

up buried influences? Having observed
dozens of painters under LSD. Janigar
believes the spontaneity induced by Ihe
drug precludes studied imitation. "It

the drug's effects thai nok.nfod Gary Grant,

displayed Ihe oelO'C and afler paintings
for Ihe first time last year and invited
the aiVists to comment on their work.

inner

in their

the artists rarely spoke. Instead they

apparatus is designed in our heads is
not totally open-ended, but there are
clusters of constellations of perception,"

if

il

it

way

LSD becomes a means ol opening the
possid lities, a connecting rod to specific
schools of art in Ihe sense that they
expose lo the mind what is already Ihere.

the

According to their statements, the
were uniformly pusTve about the
drug's effects on Iheir work. Wrote Frank
Murdock in 1958, "The LSD helped
Iremendously lo relieve inhibitions had

his perceptions.

"It

I

had
art.

in

my

artwork.

It

taught

impressionistic

me

approach

the value
to

my

This impressionistic area of thinking

now

my

work, whether

be
realistic or abstract. So many taboos are
self-imposed by the artist because of
prejudices and jealousy. LSD helped
release me from these bonds."
Painter Tom Van Sant said in 1959, "All
self-consciousness, value, and judgment
disappeared. was capable of attention
seemed
only in Ihe area of my brush, and
enters into

it

I

il

impossible. to attend to the
oi

composing

an area larger than two or Ihree square

inches." After a while, the brushes

seemed
to

too small, so

Van Sant switched

a three-inch house-painting brush.

and moved with
and waves of
and excitement flooded through me."
an exhibit titled "The Enchanted
Loom LSD and Creativity," Janigar

artisi

access was

artist

appraises the world.
stuck at a certain level
unyc into areas where
by the confines of

restricted

"From childhood on we are given a

artists

of the

the

allows an

of perception to p

prescribed set of ways

look at the world,

to

essence ol tne artist's activity
break loose ol Ihe tyranny of form.
offers the artist an additional tool to
explore the greater depth of whal he
is looking tor," says Janigar.

yet the very
is

to

LSD
use

lo

or she

And what about others who want to
enhance their creative po'.onual? Janigar
stresses "artistic training'' as being necessary lo reap any benefit from the drug.
"Without thai training you're just a kid
in Haight-Ashbury who is elevating novelty
into an art form. Novelty is not art."
Even for the artist, Janigar does not
feel

LSD always uncovers

new. useful

can break out ot jail,
can be built in the middle oi

information. "You

and

the

jail

the desert or the jungle," he notes.
hardly seems
In a drug-riddled era,
r

i

the right time for

renewed

interest

who advocates

in

the

"Color and form vibrated

LSD. But Janigar,

the music being played,

conlrolled study of the drug, sees hopeful

loy

signs.

In

—

at

When he sponsored a symposium
recently, the auditorium was

UCLA

packed,

— Robert

B.

TuckerOO

——

—

'EL

\E

nniruD
,By

Bill

Lawren

The

travelers lie on the floor of a
darkened suburban living room,
some of them covered with

blankets to ward olf (he journey's

chill.

Their bodies form a wheel, wiih their

heads nearly touching at Ihe hub. The
room becomes quiet; and a massive,
graying man with a full beard and friendly
eyes begins to speak. "This is an invitahe says, "a iuture you

tion into the future,"
.vill

create.

We will

be

traveling to the

year 2137. If you find anything
lhat doesn't please you. then

fulure

in lhat

change it."
The man's measured Arkansas drawl
and soothing— ou^s the traveers

soft

along an imaginary forest palh
clearing.

Deep

in a.

into

a

sunlit

I

music playing

soft

in

the background,

own

into the future, Hart
into

a time so

fiction

deddeu

to lake

nor the death c!

stand in Ihe way of creativity.
For the last ten years, members of
Hart's extensive network ol ";ime tourists"
hundreds o- clients ranging from a
religious group in Ames, Iowa, to the nononsense American Psychiatric Association
have reported a variety of experiences that rival the best science fiction in
richness, imagination, and pure lyricism.
One businessman traveled to a distant
planet, a perfectly i'ansoa'enl world with
cities Ot shining crystal. A social worker
was swept across a green landscape
by a flying porpoise, who could plunge

I

[ife

deep

into

the

ocean

to the rim of the sun.

themselves

:r

or carry her

One couple

found

a world '"acle entirely

who stands

six fee! four

inches

and weighs mo c lhi.tr 300 pounds.
calls what he does sociomotry, explaining
r

the term as "the study of interpersonal
vibrations."

He uses

future travel

as a

therapeutic too; to help people plan their
lives or solve their p-bbems by visualizing
the outcomes. "The idea," he says,

"is

to

help individuals deve'oo confidence
by building their own futures,"
Hart stumbled onto ihe technique in
when he was leading
psychodrama sessions in which he used

the mid-Seventies,

role-playing to give participants insights
into their problems. 'After these types of
sessions only a tew people divulge

their leelings

are

talk

aoout what has

I

I

sessions, to got closure," Hart recalls.
It

worked. People

became

less inhibited,

more expressive. But Hart wasn'tsatis20

OMNI

them

moved by

.'';.<

;./;,v.iu'K

No lulls

!np

staff

like chariots.

create, the distinction

outside

themes

is

between

is

that

keep

inside

and open

.spaces, which a'e then incorporated

other buildings.
tion is

and

often blurred," Hart explains.

"Buildings flow into parks

The means

vague -and

in

of transporta-

inexplicit: traveling just

to happen. Communication
between people is much less verbal than
What we're used to but much more
precise. People seem lo operate on some
kind of unspoken understanding."

.seems

No

matter

how

intriguing ihe architecture

and magery ot these futures, Hart is
more interested in Ihc-i' therapeutic value.

When travelers reach 2137, they walk
through a "museum" and see their own
lives on exhibit. Hart, at the helm, instructs
them

to lake

apart

and then

rebuild, their

lile exhibits
Then they enter a "palace"
where they can gratify ail ther wishes. "The
experience of accomplishing goals in
the Iuture and u no or s; arcing what steps
were taken to acnieve those goals helps

defeatist cycles," Hart says.

He has a bulging file of success stories.
According lo Hart, oeoplc have turned
their lives around: A government employee
developed the confidence to win a longsought promotion; a manager resolved a
dikieull cue ness problem; terminal
cancer patients developed: new networks
cf understanding friends who helped
them face death. "I used to feel like a board
with a ounch of buttons on it," says
JoAnn Cavanaugh, a Dallas woman whose
hundreds of future trips during the past
seven years guah'y her as Hart's most
veteran traveler. 'Anybody could push
those buttons, and would light, weep, or
go to pieces," she says. "Now there are
no more buttons on the board."
Hart says there is no average profile of
a future traveler. But not everyone should
ride the imaginary carpet. "The best
results occur with people who have an
ooen belief system," Hart says. 'And
participants believe tney re going to get.
I

just

to them. wanted more people
share their experiences, so started
using future projection at the end of

happened
to

riding

While each person's experience
unique, Hart finds certain

recurring. "In the futures that people

end

al the University ol

Rock. Hart,

poopo

ne ther science
Ihe-r egos would

distant thai

This future
Hart,

through which Iney

"launching" notes from a music

her

futures

ir which
hey unravel
problems.
drama is the creation of Joe
a professor and career. counselor
Arkansas in Little

personal Utopias
their

of music,

and

—

trance, they join

hands and arrange: themselves on a large
The obelisk lifts otf and begins
to speed through -me eventually landing
in the year 2137. The passengers
dismount and move through a crystal
spire into a timeless. suspended state. With
obelisk.

the travelers create their

"By plac.ng them twenty years in the
he says. "I was getting a lot of
science fiction. Or
people couldn't get past their own
deaths." Inspired by Christopher Priest's
The Perfect Lover, a science-fiction novel in
which people- projeel Inemselves tar
lied.

future,"

stuff out of Slsr War-, or

if

WHEN ROBOTS

RULE THE

WORLD

ARTIFICIAL

lOITELLIBEfUCE
By Grant Fjermedal
Hewitt scares
Carl
me, but perhaps he

the hell out of
is right:

Use

intelligent computers to help
govern us and robotic police to help keep
us in line. Hewitt, an associate professor
of electrical engineering and computer
science at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology (MIT), sees the future of
humanity in the quickly developing field
of parallel computers, the massively
powerlul machines that will process infor-

mation

in

a

fashion similar to the

human

brain's. Hewitt also believes that the

coming
will

of

such high-powered marvels

allow the

human

race to sidestep the

war by equally sharing

threat of nuclear

control with machines.
In

he is already at work designing
making computer systems more

fact

ways

of

reliable, a step that will lay the foundation
such sharing Hcwrts doa is lo make
computers more like the U.S. Congress—
is, give them the capability to not
only process a vast amount oi knowledge
but also evaluate and debate it before
coming to a decision about what to
do. Eventually such a sophisticated
electronic organization would be capable
of analyzing wor d conflicts and choosing
appropriate actions. It would do so in
a way. says Hewitt, that's "no! left to human
for

that

!

whim and emotion,

with nationalistic

each other."
Of course, Hewitt's solution depends
on whether countries would be willing
to share power with computers and
be policed by robots. One can already
see the bumper stickers: when guns are
OUTLAWED, ONLY ROBOTS WILL HAVE GUNS!
Governments will undoubtedly balk when
comes to handing over control.
states threatening

it

But Hewitl thinks the resistance

will

ebb under certain circumstances. "People
could become very scared and very
threatened," he explains, "by small nuclear
wars popping off here and there like
between India and Pakistan or between

—

and the Arabs."
Then, Hewitt believes, the countries of
will consider implementing
institutional controls to prevent future use
Israel

the world

of nuclear

24
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weapons.

"In

the current

politi-

cal cli™ate,'' Hewitt says,

possible. But as

artificial

makes advances and as

"it

doesn't

seem

think

fix

to

an

essentially social

problem. He agrees that ideally we should
disarm and learn to live in peace, rather
than sharing our destinies with machines.
But,

he says,

"history

is

not

on the side

of long-term understanding."

And while weapons technology has
advanced tremendously during the
twentieth century, political systems have
not. Consequently, Hewitt believes, we
have a dangerous imbalance between our
capabilities and our political
capacity to handle that weaponry.
George Willia~s. a professor emeritus
of divinity at Harvard, believes Hewitt

assessment of the
back of my thoughts about

right in his

situation. "In the

computers taking over is my (ear that
are not capable
as human beings—

we

—

I

I

I

But then there's another

chil ing factor

Could we lose control over the
system we 'create to protect us ? One of
young computer whizzes who has
considered such a disaster is MIT graduate
to consider:

the

Phil Agre. "It strikes me that the
J
generation o intelligent, orograms is
going to be psychotic j-jst because it's
so hard to build a self-organizing entity that
doesn't fall apart." he says. 'And falling
apart is what's going on when a person

student
firsl

starts hallucinating."

He sees psychotic behavior developing
a computer program in much the

weapons

may be

care of ourselves," Williams

"We are just going mad. don't
we can remain humane very much
longer. think computers could lake the
rattle out of life.
just don't see how we can
keep going on the way we are."
explains.

the threat of

Hewitt recognizes that his solution
to the threat ol nuclear war represents a
technological

of taking

intelligence

nuclear war becomes more concrete, the
climate of opinion is going to change."

in

same way

develops

it

in

result of "inappropriate

childhood. That

is,"

a human, as a

care

in

very early

he says, "when the

basic inner parts of the mind don't develop

because of the child's attempts
compensate for an inadequate environment. The same developmental
problems," he notes, "could easily arise
with -advanced computer systems."
But even we can give our computers
and robots a happy childhood, is
properly

to

if

it

conceivable

that

through the sheer acqui-

sition of knowledge they might embark
on completely unexpected paths. For one
thing, an intelligent machine truly
concerned with protecting the environment
might dec.de that the earth would be
better off with fewer humans, perhaps
even with no humans. Agre is well aware
of such scenarios.
"We will soon be in the place of the
people who were developing atomic power
and deciding whether to do it and
whether history would hale them," Agre
says. "I hope that
makes a difference that
we are somewhat more politically aware
it

than the scientists working at Los

Alamos

the people who were doing nuclear
physics back in the Thirties. But still,"
he says sadly, "I have this bad fantasy that

and

if

I

really

do my job

reviled at

my

death.

properly,

"OQ

I

will

be

HIGHER EDUCATION
By Doug

Stewart

This month
office in

The

school, called the International

University (ISU),

become

the

firs;

hopes

Space

to eventually

degree-granting universily

to orbit planet Earth.

Presently ISU has a small faculty, and
expects to have an equally modesl-size

body

student

cenlury
in

its

donated

space

it

of 100. For the rest of this

classes

will

facilities

activists

see

most

on

likely

terra firma.

as the

it

international training

ground

first

be held
But

purely

for the

Diamandis, the usual aerospace curriculum is "too much aero- and not enough
space." One of the goals of ISU, he says,

buzzwords arc gets si leas; a basic
understanding of what that area does."
The summer sessions w start in June
1988 and continue through 1992. MIT

is to train space doctors, space lawyers,
and space architects, noi just engineers.

and both Canada and

University of North Dakota, according to

modest

officials in a

Boston are accepting

student applications for an instiany (his planet has seen.

tution unlike

space

citizens of the luture.

What also makes ISU unique among
space-studies programs is its chief goal of
bringing together researchers from differ-

ent countries

and

dittorcn; disciplines.

Although the taculty

will

be

largely Ameri-

body will be a careful
mix of naticra ities and backgrounds.
Diamandis and the faculty are looking to
day when crews, like those that will
staff the spaa: sislicr w
oe international.
T ne classes, he says, will be similarly
mixed, providing an opportunity for
"teaching U.S. students how the Japanese
students think and vice versa, because
they'll be interacting w'tn each other." ISU
will also seek out students with different
academic backgrounds and interests. "A
student comes to us and takes classes
in a total of eight areas, from space law to
space medicine." he explains. "At the
can, the student

the

II

The school's courses will be taught in a
series of summer sessions held at different sites in the United Stales and abroad
over the next five years. The first will
begin on the oarnous o (lie Massac huse;;s
Institute ol Technology (MIT) in the
summer of 1988, when students from the
United States, Canada, Europe, and—
ISU founders hope the Far East will take
classes in a variety of areas such as
space law, business and management,
and space engineering.
ISU is the brainchild of Ihree people;
Peter Diamandis. Todd Hawley. and Bob
Richards, all in their mid-twenties and
each possessing a near obsession wilh
;

—

least

s'-e

'i',.

r

a~ns

some

of the

Hawley

sel

NASA

to the

space

Despite

ISU's kickoff.

last April for

has

fired the

Two former

astronauts; a Boyle; cosmonaut; delega-

from China,

tions

and

Japan, Canada,

India,

the European

Space Agency;

a
former secretary of the Air Force; and two
NASA administrators all attended. Also
present were sc enrsts, eng neers,
1

In

attendance, courtesy of the video-

was

author and scientist

Arthur C. Clarke. "The first universities
to bring mankind out of the Dark

Ages and

up the Space Generation

into the

reminded the

now working on an MA. in international
policy at Gecge Washington
and Richards, a Canadian,
founded a Canadian branch of Students
for the Exploration and Development
of Space. He has a B.S. in systems

irom his

home

Space

tional

become an

OMNI

university

them converged on the MIT campus

space

26

small scale, the idea of an

space

imaginations of space bureaucrats and
scholars from around the world. Many of

University;

Renaissance." he
videotape

cor,fe

in Sri

r

ees

via

Lanka. "The Internamay very well

University

essential cornerstone

in

m space and on
come " Clarke

leading humanity ahead

Earth in the century to
pointed out that people under the age of
are part of a space-bound generathe majority are unaware of their

thirty

of Toronto.

The three joined forces
1986,
large part to lure people away from the
usual tunnel-and-cornputer fields of
research and get them' to participate in a
graduate program concentrating on
space studies. Although there are spacestudies programs at schools such as
the University of Colorado and the

session,

helped

is

in

iirst

station.

its

international

cassette recorder,

fellowship.

Foundation, a space-activist group, and

engineering from Ihe University

to host the

the Soviet Union
have expresscc interest m nesting summer
sessions in 1989 and 1990. The cost of
the $1.3 million program will be borne by
participating governments and corporations that sponsor '.he students, not by the
students themselves. (As of this past
summer, ISU already had received
$170,000 in start-up funding— $50,000 of
that granted by NASA.) By the turn of
the century the ISU founders dream of
having a university module attached

aerospace executives, and several
hundred space Cut's o assorted ages.

space exploration and development.
Diamandis is wooing on both a Ph.D. in
aerospace engnee^nc si Mlf and an
M.D. at Harvard under a

'I

has already agreed

tion, "yet

in

celestial birthright."

During the three-day demonstration
classes last April, attercees got a

o

this

college

may bt

sampling of lectures. The faculty of the
day included such notable space experts
as Harvard astronomer George Field,
MIT professor Philip Morrison, and George
CONTINUED ON PAGE
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"

,

"

(

:hild uke.

EXPLDRATORJ5
By Dava Sobel

^^^

orn under the sign of the

m^t^S

acid

'We

I^^S mushroom cloud, weaned on
rain,

the

wake of Three

fall

to Earth,

and sent

Mile Island

to

school
in

image

of the (uture that

optimistic.

At

Minne-

It

is

is

is

else."

Kurth-Schai recals. the students

It

guardedly

it

a world they expect to create

my

"There is a perfect future I have in
mind. One characteristic is peace-

home and everywhere you

first,

shared a passive, pessim stic attitude
about the future. would "happen to
lelt, no matter what they did,
arc would not be good.
"Finally, in the end, there will be a last
battle. The missiles will be launched, and
them," they

within their lifetimes.

no! just a world without wars out

discover thai the universe

will

something inside something

in

and Skylab's

154 sixth-graders

sota have nevertheless fashioned an

there

will

Asked

peace

in

"

be

nothing.

to write

an essay about the
came up with only three

future, the children

were volunteers in a research
by futurist Ruthanne KurthSchai, who Pel eves that children's

ideas apiece. All 154 students mentioned
nuclear war and some aspect of high
technology. But the third idea differed from
one child to the next, and from this diversity the children eventually forged a
common group view that was both posit ve

images

and action

the

go.

The 154 eleven- and twelve-year-oids
the predictions shown here

who made
in italics

project devised

of the future, like their ideas

general, are a major

in

untapped resource.

Kurth-Schai enlisted students from

"People

make

five

schools in Minneapolis and St. Paul. She
gave them the opportunity to work as
luturists

—

effort to

to take part

in

worlds—

and unhesitatingly ihoy jj'-ped at
chance to contribute their ideas.

the

this

share what they have

to

first

anonymous essays nto a se'ies of statemen's about the luture and returned
to their
"Ih

classrooms

to

read Ihe

the future, the world

by nuclear

war.

"

embrace ideas they

to

liked.

getting the benefit of a group

discussion, without having to risk
their hopes or fears to the

expressing

group

directly.

colorful pie charts o' "he

way

showed

the children

had voted on the statements. Each class

a better world.

Kurth-Schai turned the youngsters'

a long-term group

sketch ideal future

expanded
They were

At the next meeting Kj-th Schai

oriented.
will

people will assume aduk. responsibility
and have adult opportunities at a younger
age. " "In the luture, people will be more
intelligent." "In the future, people will
on the moon and other planets. " and
so on. Again anonymously, each child
voted whether the predictions "probably
will happen" or "probably won't happen"
and whether the events would "make me
happy" or "make me sad."
Here a subtle change came over the
five groups of children. As they considered
each aea, their own future thinking
live

will

list

aloud.

be destroyed
young

"In the future,

got a sense of

its-

collective conscious-

ness, and the individual children could see
their hopes and fears.
most nature will be
destroyed to make room for people to live
on Earth, but I hope some will survive

that others shared
"/

for

think that

us

to love,"

In subseguent rounds, as the children
wrote more essays, crew pictures, voted on

statements, and got more feedback
on the group stance, Kurth-Schai says,
their

views

of the future

became more and

more

creative. Free to change their
opinions as tne weeks wont by. the
youngsters held firm on the desirability of
various future scenarios, but their assessments of probability kept evolving.

By the

final

essay, nuclear

war was

still

threatening to them, but the children
concentrating tier energies on a

broad range
family

life,

freedom,

and

Look forward,
30

.OMNI

ngels: to jetpacks,

ted brams, and world peace.

of issues, including education,

Ihe environment, world peace,
equality,

human compassion,

social welfare. Instead of three ideas

in an essay, they generated eight or nine.
"Computers pour ait you need to know
in your brain in seconds. Kids will start to
experiment with the kinds of things the
worlds smartest sdc-rmsis are experimenting with now."
In their Utopias, techno ogy became an
ally that would enable them to don a

PLANET STALKER

.

By

Jeff

Hecht

There
much

are 10
like

alone.

assume,

II

billion stars

our sun

in

planets has not

been

companion. Someone watching our sun
from a distance oi light-years, for example,

to

easy, since they

distances a planet might appear to be on
top of a suniikc star, making :t as hard

are-

— one

plane!

to ten

times the

mass

of

— orbiting them.

They made the discovery using a
common technique for planet searching
They looked for a telltale wobble in a
star's movement, which might indicate

Boston

Eric'ani

and

Gamma

"

it

is

actually brighter, since

about 50 light-years away, Speedstudies indicate. Camooell says, that
Gamma Cephei is

a planet with

mass

1.7 times the

of Jupiter

once every 2.7 years.
astronomers were a little skeptical about the Canadians' announced
discovery. Two years ago other scientists
claimed they hac iound a planet they
named VB8-B, which, on second glance,
orbiling

it

Initially

turned out not to

be

there.

Since then astronomers have been
extremely wary of any more discovery
They now agree, however, that the
Canadians have discovered something,
perhaps planets or brown dwarfs.
claims,

is

ol the closest single sunlike slars.

For that reason, it.has long

is

shift

somewhere around

Cephei.

At ten light-years away, Epsilon Eridani

one

British

it

Epsilon Eridani,
it

measurements of the speed with which
they moved toward or away from Earth.
Their measuring method was so sensitive
it could detecf speed changes as slight
as 25 miles per hour.
The two stars most likely to have planets

see as a firefly on a distant searchlight.
This past summer, however three
Canadian astronomers announced that
they had found a series of stars with
possible planets. Bruce Campbell of [he
Dominion Aslrophysical Observatory
in Victoria, along with Gordon Walker and
Slephenson Yang ol the University of
to

Columbia, has studied 16 sunlike
stars for the past Six years. Of these,
the three scientists said, seven gave every
indication ol having at least one large

Although

might notice that the gravity of some
large mass (Jupiter) pulls the sun a million
miles out of its path every year.
Using a refined version ol this technigue,
the Canadian group looked for subtle
shifts in 16 stars by making minuscule

sun

orbit stars light-years away. At those

Jupiter-

The other candidate is Gamma Cephei.
looks about as bright as

the gravitational tug of a planetary

very

our galaxy

seems reasonable

then, that ours is not the only

with planets. But finding those other

been a favorite
and

For the

setting for science-fiction writers

moment, a

positive idenliiicalion

impossible. First, Campbell says, he
his colleagues don't know the exact
companions. Their detection
methods allow them to make only rough
estimates of the size range— one to
of the
ten times the mass of Jupiter
objects. Second, he points out that he and
his colleagues have been studying the
stars for only abou> s x years and have
sketchy information about these objects.
Our own Jupiter takes 12 Earth years
to orbit the sua and it would take at least
that long for a distant observer to learn
basic data about it
like its exact mass, its
orbital period, and the plane of its orbit.

was one of two stars astronomer Frank
Drake picked in 1960 when he began
looking for radio transmissions that might
indicate extraterrestrial life. Campbell's
measurements indicate has a planet two
'to five times as massive as Jupiter; with
an orbit at least ten years in length.

is

and

sizes of the

it

—

—

it could take decades of studying
these stars to get more information about

Similarly,

the mysterious planetlike bodies.
At the

moment, we don't have the

technology

to

spot smaller planets on the

scale of Earth that might harbor our kind
of

life.

have

But by the Nineties astronomers
a device called

will

at their disposal

the Astrometric Telescope Facility.

Designed

to be attached to a space
could measure stellar motion
much more accurately than is now possible
with instruments on the ground.
Until then, the discoveries by Campbell
and his colleagues will keep planet
searchers occupied and excited. And
station,

.

it

maybe somewhere
discovered,

is

oi..i

:here. waiting to

Earth Two.

.

.

.DO

be

—

THE BHOPAL SYNDROME

EARTH
By David Weir

Today

life is

back

to

normal

that

in

Bhopal. Unlike Hiroshima and

Nagasaki the town did not suffer

damage. So the appearance
has been easier to reconsti-

structural

of normality

and

now hard

imagine that
the worst industrial disaster the world has
ever known happened here. Very early
on the morning of December 3, 1984. a
violent chemical reaclion occurred in
a large storage lank at the Union Carbide
factory. A yellowish-while fog, an aerosol
of uncertain chemical composition, spread
over the sleeping city of 800.000. (The
exact chemical composition of the gas is
a matter of continuing controversy. For
tute,

it

purposes
is

is

to

of simplicity, the killer

gas

identified here as MIC.)

The mist hovered close lo the ground
MIC is heavier than air and blanketed
Hundreds of

—

the slums of Bhopal.

thousands
their sleep,

wheezing.

were rousted from
coughing and vomiting and

of residents

Many would soon be

at least

temporarily blinded. Most of Ihose fortunate

enough

to

have

lived

on upper

or inside, well-sealed buildings

floors

were

deaths and

injuries

were caused

it

escapes

into the

atmosphere,

close to the ground.
ble

and

39.1"

It

is

Most

that

of

Bhopal

in pipes, tanks, and
Those reactions are extremely

vigorous and heat producing. Furthermore,

given the presence of a catalyst, which
could be a tiny bit of corrosion, MIC
reacts with itself, quickly developing into
a violent chain reaction.
The Union Carbide pesticide plant that
sent poison gases pouring into the air
over Bhopal was much closer to all of our
lives than we realize. It was part of a
worldwide food production system that
affects nearly every person on Earth. The
word lor pesticide translates as

many languages.

ancestor farmers and today, it is a
belief that we cannot grow food
without them. A more accurate statement
would be that we could grow all our
food without pesticides.
During the' past decade, as the agriculpesticide
markets in the developed
tural
countries approached saturation, the
multinationals have turned more and more
to exports, particularly to the

booming

markets of the Third World. In Africa,
pesticide use was projected to have
quintupled during the past ten years.
By moving into the Third World, the
multinationals have encountered conditions quite unlike those at home. Malnutrition, illiteracy,

poverty,

and

short

life

spans are the norm. Economic development, the priority of virtually every
government in the world, lags far behind
that of the United States. Europe,

and

Japan. By 1974, a decade before the

Bhopal tragedy, Union Carbide was
marketing its products in 125 countries,
75 of which had smaller economies
than the corporation.

Of the thousands

of industrial plants

now

in operation, few have been subjected
During 1984,
example, Du Pont announced plans to
new pesticide plants in Indonesia

to rigorous public scrutiny.
tor

build

and Thailand: Hoechst, in India, Pakistan,
and Colombia; both Stauffer and Sandoz,
in Brazil; and Monsanto, in Taiwan. Each
year brings new announcements of
similar plans by companies, big and small,
throughout the world.
"In Dar es Salaam, Tanzania,

I

saw a

formulation planl under contract to a

where the workers were
completely unprotected," says Jan
Huismans of the United Nations Environment Program. "The environment around
the plant was exposed to dust and
fumes, and the plant simply had no treatment facility for water discharge."
multinational

had
is

MIC

accumulate

valves.

only an estimate of the toll is left for
historians— 200,000 exposed, by most
approximations;. at least 2,500 dead
and 17,000 permanently disabled, For
of the living, however, the horror

remains

a temperature of

critically.

Nobody counted as the bodies were
heaped in piles and cremated according
to Hindu tradition, or wrapped in shrouds
and buried according to Moslem tradition.
Posters with numbered pictures of some
of the dead were put up so that relatives
and friends could try to identify them.
Many remained unidentified. Therefore

OMNI

it

highly inflamma-

volatile, boiling at

C (102.4° F).

has the ability to react with many
substances: water, acids, metals, and the
small deposits of corrosive materials

ing in their own fluids. Families were
separated; whole groups were wiped out
a lime. Those strong enough to keep
going ran 3, 6, up to 12 miles before they
stopped. Most ran until they dropped.
By dawn the dead lay everywhere.

begun. The tragic irony

in

common

at

just

food"

drugs in the United States as well. They
stimulated crop yields undreamt of by our

moped, bullock car, or bus did. But for
most of the poor their feet were the only
form of transport available Many dropped
along the way, gasping for breath, choking on their own vomit, and, finally, drown-

many

for

once were called wonder

Pesticides

needed in India.
MIC is a particularly dangerous chemical. It is a little lighter than water but
twice as heavy as air, meaning that when

spared. Those able to board a bicycle,

38

"medicines

during the production of a pesticide not

Bhopal:

Can

i!

happen again?

And in Egypt, a prominent scientist
reported that a former dye company
scheduled to start pesticide production
C0NTINUFD0MPAQE62

in

—

AUTHORS

IN

SEARCH OF A UNIVERSE

BOOKS
By- Peter S.

Beagle

the Twenties

and

Thirties, H.

InLovecraft extended

R

like

and novels based on bis
cosmology. He ottered them
characters like the Old Ones and the Elder
Gods, as well as the hostile, horrifying,
and essentially alien universe he
constructed for his emerging "Cthulhu
Mythos." That inoluded his haunted,
sunless town of Arkham. where everyone
is the offspring ot accursed matings
between New Englarders ard such
fictional

creatures as g;an: 'togs arc squid.

Although few look him up on the
tion

during his

eventually
in

lifetime,

began

young

seii.no

r

:-::o

invita-

writers

new gods,

categories as "aces" and "jokers"—writers
must obtain permission from a character's creator to use that character in
another story. For others, like the swordand-sorcery romance Thieves' World
(Ace), writers can usually do anything
except murder or mutilate a character.
As a major contributor to Thieves'
World and other shared world anthologies,
C. J. Cherryh's dictum is, Thou shalt not
create more trouble for a character than its
creator can undo. 'And that is more
delicate than you might think," Cherryh
says. .'As a writer. have done some really
I

and novels

ies

Lovecrait's overwrilten, overwrought

universe, inventing

Wild Card- (Bar.:am ). vvhe'e mutants

are divided into such comic-booklike

to other horror/

fantasy authors an unusual invitation: to
write stories

mysteries,

and half-human monsters to accompany
his. In doing so, they were developing
what is now known as a shared world.
A burgeoning phenomenon, today's
shared worlds a-o specifically created by
one or more writers, rather than by
expanding on a previously developed
world in someone else's work. The creators

rotten things to [cocontribulor] Janet

Morris's favorite characters,

and she,

predetermined characteristics

—

fauna;

and

and

its

and

geopolitical, cultural, racial,

OMNI

the residents are magicians,

"When we embarked

r

very broadly,

if

Thieves' World's general

is Robert E. Howard (the creator
Conanseries, the cornerstone of

ancestor
of the

modern sword-and-sorcery stories!,
be J. R.R.Tolkien."
"We owe a lot to both Liavek and
Thieves' World," says author George

Liavek's must

off to

40

all

soldiers, or spies.

go

the publishing house's editor, who
tracks the process from manuscript to
published text.
With some shared world anthologies

says Minneapolis writer Will Shetterly,
Emma Bull created Liavek

with

on the origina Liavek antnolcgy, we were
very aware of Thieves' World and
decided to go in another direction, toward
a lighter, gentler fantasy style with
absolL.'.oly no adventurer tyoes, no
mercenaries," Shehe iy says. "Speaking

The anthology's editors control the
world as well as oversee the ongoing
project. They guarantee that every story
remains within the anthology's framework.
and they coordinate writers' ideas and
referee difficulties among writers. Only
it

who

not

of the

shared world tsolf belongs ro its creators,
who act as the editors of the anthology.

completed does

shared world anthologies would

sell,"

editors rarely lose sight ot the fact that

earning an additional percentage point
every time another member uses one

is

it

ex's-.erce to Thieves' World, including

and magic. "But the phenomenon is
bigger than Thieves' World itself. Its
precedenl gave the rest of us a foot in the
door, but alter thai, we were on our own."
Unlike Thieves' World's grim and
Wagnerian Sanctuary, mosl of Liavek's
gods generally keep their distance, and the

each s".oiy they
They also belong to a consorand

the project

Sanctuary, a city that might

in

(Ace), a shared world focused on luck

religious divisions.

when

set

mercenaries, and
wandering adventurers in which the genre
abounds. And its gods, demigods, and
semidemigods continually possess and
repossess their human avatars.
"It grew beyond anyone's expectations,"
Cherryh says. "The idea was simply to
have lun. Writers like Poul Anderson,
Marion Zimmer Bradley, and Philip Jose
Farmer all followed the same rules, playing
with each other's characters. No one
imagined becoming a cottage industry.
And certainly no one expected it to set
a trend." Every shared world anthology on
the market today, however, owes its

thai

Allhough royally arrangements vary,

Ownership

it's

be Rome, Byzantium, or any medieval
crossroads, with the usual seething warren
of wizards, spies,

rework the entire story.
Created a clecace ago by Robert Lynn
Asprin and Lynn Abbey, Thieves World
to

tium, sharing in a book's profits

of their characters.

ogy,

Cherryh's Meroven (Daw).
"The success of Thieves' World proved

writers are paid for

contribute.

nine volumes of ntene a;ed
sword -and-sorcery romances. The first
and most successful shared world anthol-

can get touchy." If a compromise can't
be negotiated, the writer might have

then recruit like-minded authors to
contribule stories confined to the world's
history; population; climate; flora

in

turn, has done terrible things to mine."
Cherryh adds, however, that as an editor,
"I've had to tell writers that a character's
owner won't penr.i: assassination. And it

now comprises

l

.:Mm&—

Martin, editor of Wild Cards, the

recent enlry

among shared

R.R.

most

world anthol-
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IALIFORNIA FEVER
was

traveling

in

Nigeria last year, researching a book, when
in the city of Ibadan and asked her out
I

mel a young- woman

to dinner. "I don'l socialize with Americans," she said. "It's too
dangerous." She was talking about AIDS. About the tact lhat
at Ihe iime had lew reported incidents of the disease,
were dying of by Ihe thousands.
Her remark caught me by surprise. Suddenly was looking
through the wrong end of a telescope at a world in which
a
while. American, was dangerous to a black Alrican. From her
perspective an opinion would later hear repeated across the
continent AIDS is a First World disease, a product of affluence
and decadence, a white man's plague infecting Ihe globe.
The African view of AIDS may be as xenophobic as our own,
but it bears thinking about. After stripping away Ihe fear that
surrounds the issue, one arrives at the following facts: AIDS was
first identified as a syndrome
a group of symptoms that collectively characterize a disease— by Michael Goltlieb in Los Angeles in 1981. That a virus caused the disease was discovered
in 1983 by Frangoise Barre-Sinoussi, a researcher in Luc Montagnier's laboratory at the Pasteur Institute in Paris. According to
common medical practice, syndromes, such as Parkinson's disease and Down's syndrome, are named after the' people who
discovered them. Viruses and viral illnesses are named after the
locale in which they were first isolated, as with Colorado tick
fever, St. Louis encephalitis, and Coxsackie and other viruses.
What if protocol had been followed and acquired immune deficiency syndrome (AIDS), instead of receiving a name so vague
as to be almost meaningless, were known instead as Gottlieb's
syndrome, California fever, or the French disease?

I

West Africa

while Americans

it

I

I.

—

—

I

—

'

Tracing the origin of a virus

is crucial to

of transmission, Bui the issue

disease

is

understanding

also highly political.

its

mode

Because

producing, the protective reflex is.io regard one's
body politic as invaded from outside. (They
Asian flu in Asia.) Scapegoating the foreigner is a way
of avoiding the midnight fear that we actually deserve to die this
horrible death, and many Africans suspect a political agenda
behind the wave of AIDS researchers currently flooding Ihe continent. "If you spent enough money, you could prove that AIDS
came from anywhere in the world you wanted to," a medical
researcher loid me. Numerous experts on this side of the. Atlantic
is guilt

— and the

body

don't call

—

it

it

concurred with his view, including several senior professors in
epidemiology at the Yale University School of Medicine. While
the origin of AIDS remains obscure, what we do know about Ihe
disease is that kills a lot of people in southern Uganda and New
York City, where AIDS is the leading cause of death lor men
I

between the ages of twenty-five and forty-five.
Jonathan Mann, director of the World Health Organizations

AIDS program, announced 'earlier this year that Ihe disease had
entered a new stage, one in which prejudice about race, class,
and nationality was spreading as fast as the virus. "We are wilnessing a rising wave of sligmatization: against Westerners in
in Europe, of homosexuals, of prostitutes,
he said.
According to Mann the epidemic- is now in its third and most
dangerous phase. The first stage ended when the silent workings of the disease were unmasked in 1981. In its second phase
AIDS emerged as a killer ol major and potentially catastrophic

Asia, against Africans

of hemophiliacs, of recipients of blood Iransfusions."

proportions. In its latest manifestation the disease has become
political y and culturally dangerous.
Restricting travel and demanding blood tests for foreigners will
not prevent the virus from spreading throughout the world, which
is why the World Health Organization opposes these measures
as costly diversions with no medical justification. Legislation to
.screen all travelers entering the United States will have no eflect
on an epidemic already widely disseminated throughout the
population. In their rush to scapegoat foreigners, what U.S. politicians fail to realize is that the rest of the world views Americans
as the most dangerous carriers of the disease.
AIDS in its third phase has become "a direel threat to free

between countries and, more generally, to open internaexchange and communication," says Mann. Xenophobia
not stop the disease, but il may stop the spread of ideas and
approaches to curing the disease. As one nation afler another
throws up defens ve walls constructed out of prejudice and exIravel
tional

will

clusionary
virus thai

be our

—

measures measures with no practical effect on a
already pandemic the next casually of AIDS may
and cultural freedom.— THOMAS BASS

is

—

political

:e in Africa. !g

be published

—
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2,000

to

infrared telescopes.

2,300 years.

The problem

is

that vol-

canologists rarely see the

full

The infrared detection
system, called an interferomgenerate

eruptive cycle of mosl vol-

eter,

canoes; so they don't know
what constitutes normal
change. If Locke's collated
measurements show an

determined wavelengths. The
laser light helps repeatedly

Increase

the rare of caldera

in

expansion, he believes an
eruption is probably on
its way. As Locke puts
"What I'm trying to find out is
what is normal for this particit,

ular volcano. Is
ing, or is the

it

just breath-

doming, a pre-

cursor to eruption'?"

— George Nob be

uses a laser

measure
arrival

the difference in
times between the sig-

up by each
Knowing the range
between

nals picked
telescope.

of differences

these two times and also the
distance between the two
telescopes, astron ome rs can

determine the size of the star.
So accurate are the twin
telescopes, which have
80-inch

LASER TELESCOPES

to

infrared light at precisely

flat

mirrors, that their

ability to distinguish details

distances is akin
being able to see a New

at vast

Using a process akin

to

from California. His system
will delect much that optical
telescopes miss, says
Townes. 'This is a microscope

physics, has linked

in

He says
deliver

Mount Saint Helens deposited just millimeters of

William Locke, a glacial

geologist at

Montana State

ash

over one

comer of Washing-

ton Slate

in

Locke,

1980.

who

enlisted the

says that the
molten magma ot a large
silicic volcano tar beneath the
placid surtace of Yellowstone

support of the National
Science Foundation and
volunteers from Earthwatch,
the Massachusetts research

Lake

organizalion,

University,

is

slowly bulging.

II

the lake

has
backward, raising
literally tilled

its southeastern shoreline and lowerits northweslern end.

ing

It

has been 600,000 years

since the national park's
venerable volcano last
erupted. But when did, it
spewed a layer of ash inches
thick over everything west
it

of the Mississippi.

AA

OMNI

By

contrast.

is

collating

measurements made

last

summer in an effort to determine how last the caldera
the basin

formed by the

collapse of a volcano's

cone

—

is

expanding

at Yel-

lowstone. Over' the- last 50
years there has been a threetoot shift in the shorelines,

Locke says, and perhaps a
33-fooi shift over the last

way

Yorker's

Charles Townes. a Nobel lau-

two infrared telescopes
capable of penetrating the
clouds of dust and gas
thai shroud parts of the galactic center of the Milky Way.

YELLOWSTONE?

hand

iiisnaulalion'iirsurveying.-

reate

ERUPTION AT

to

detai

together they

up

to

will

100 times more

all

the

on the sky," says the man
who shared the 1964 Nobel
prize wiih two Soviet scientists for work that led to
the development of both lasers and masers.

—

—

SOLAR POWER
AND RHINOS

The twin telescopes are
mounted on their own flatbed
trucks (so they can
be separated by
various distances), and they
can be moved around the
world to take advantage

Scientists

in

Kenya have

resorted to enclosing vasl
areas of private ranches and
national parks with 5,000volt, solar-powered electric
fences in an effort to keep
the country's rare black
rhinoceroses in and the

good viewing opportuniparticularly from the
Southern Hemisphere.
o!

ties,

The much-improved

reso-

lution of infrared signals,

poachers out

gained by coupling the two
separate telescopes, should
shed light on the process

from four to ten hof wires

The fences, some three to
have anywhere

ten feet high,

enough stored

of young-star formation; allow

carrying

tests of the theory of relativ-

tricity to

ity; and explain the source of
puzzling signals coming
from the center of the galaxy,

are so highly prized

which Townes and others
believe is strong evidence
a black hole.

price
If

is

Telepanel.

correct,

in

Inc.,

of Toronto

ten years every

big supermarket worth

coupons
its

its

have replaced
pricing clerks with an
will

electronically controlled shelf-

pricing system.
That's no small achievement, considering that a
50,000-square-foot market

as many as 40,000
individual products, about
2,000 of which need weekly
price changes. Marking
sells

them by hand

is

expensive;

time-consuming, and no
longer practical.

At least not to Teiepanel's
Chris Skillen, vice president of

sales

and marketing. His

company has devised a
tem

sys-

that utilizes a liquid-

crystal, display tag instead of

the plastic tag you usually

see

at the

in front of

edge
each

of

each shelf
The

item.

memory chip,

receiver, transmitter,

and

battery interfaced with a
computerized scanner at the
checkout counter.
As a store's computer gets

changes from com-

pany headquarters, all the
market manager has to do is
turn on the transmitter. Lowfrequency radio waves will
send the pricing information
(o each tag that has to be
changed and toihe
automated scanner at the
checkout counter.

In

tests

been 100 percent
accuracy between shelf
and scanner.
there has

According to Teiepanel's
Garth Aasen, installation at a
typical supermarket (8,000
to 12,000 different products)
will cost between $15
and S20Q.OOO. Skills
diets Ihe

average

i

could save enough
and earn
through increased pricing
costs-

and merchandising' capability
pay for ihe system in 18
to 24 months.
to-

—George Nobbe

elec-

thwart the plodding

animals whose

tag contains a
of

— George Nobbe

ELECTRONIC PRICES

today 500 in Kenya, the rest
in Zimbabwe and South
1970 there were an
estimated 60.000, says
David Western, an ecologist
Africa. In

trailer

easily

gristly
in

horns
Norlh

Yemen (for dagger handles)
and the Orient (as a fever
depressant) that they are
worth some $9,000 on the
hoof. Tweniy-five poachers
and 230 rhinos have been
slain in recent months in
what has escalated into a
small war in Zimbabwe
between paramilitary government forces and organized bands of hunters.
Only about 3,800 black

rhinos are

in all

of Africa

and director of

Con-

Wildlife

servation International.

He says

solar

been a boon

power has

in Africa,

lower-

ing the cost of fencing to

about $2,250 per kilometer,
mostly around Tsavo and
Nakuru national parks. Westem and Don Melnickof

New
sity

York's

Columbia Univer-

are collecting blood

and tissue samples from wild
and zoo rhinos They hope
determine how many
subspecies of black rhino
there are and whether they
can be safely moved
from a genetic standpoint—
into smaller better protected
to

areas without risking damaging inbreeding and a weak-

ened gene pool.
"We hope to relocate

thirty

info Nakuru and fifteen into
Tsavo by the end of the year,
and fifty to seventy more
over the next two years," says
Western —George Nobbe

cDruTiruuuon
POLLUTION

AND THE POOL
Air pollution,

it

(urns out,

can be reduced using the
stufl used to stabilize

same

chlorine

in

swimming

Robert Perry

pools.

of Sartdia

National Laboratory

in

Liver-

more, California, knew that

much

air pollution is

caused

by nitrogen oxides, com-

pounds formed during combustion in diesel engines.
He found tantalizing chemical
clues indicating that nitrogen

oxides could be removed
trom diesel exhaust by filtering it with a chemical called
cyanuric acid. But it look
six weeks to order it Ihrough

government channels, and
Perry knew thai the substance was used as a water
stabilizer in

"So

I

just

swimming

went down

pools.

to the

swimming pool supply
and bough! some,"
he says.
local

store

When

he tested cyanuric
acid, he found that indeed
removed 99 percent of the
nitrogen oxides from diesel
it

Chalk one up

tor

the philosopher. Alter studying 266 species ol rodztils. 3 scientist verified Aristotle's

two teats

•::-;-i;-!'.i::;iS

He

is

working on a

series of devices to

be

smokestacks
as to "wash" exhausts
through cyanuric acid"'and

and

so

factory

thus remove nitrogen pollut"I think this could have
ants.

a major impact [on
tion],"

air

pollu-

Perry says, "Studies

have shown

that

if

you can

eliminate the nitrogen oxides
from diesel exhausts, you
could eliminate first-degree

smog

alerts in

—

les."

Bill

for

each offspring

in

Los Ange-

Lawren

Western

toilet is

—Alan

Coult

look at

statis-

moms in over

266 species of rodents. The
average mother, he found,
sported two teats for each
offspring in an average litter.

racy of many of his armchair
observations about animals,
But a contemporary scientist

This provided her with a

has just shown that at least
one of Aristotle's uneducated
guesses appears to have
been right: The number
of teals on some mammalian
mothers is in fact directly

saiety margin

in

case

litters

larger than average,
so that there would still be at
least one teat per pup.
But some species of tree

were

squirrels. Gilbert found,

give birth in such rapid
succession that two litters

,

related to the

the basis

civilization"

litter.

Senses Center, took a
tical

The Greek philosopher
Aristotle has been subjected
to much modern scoffing
because of the wild inaccu-

number

of kids

in their litters.

"Thetlush
ol

an average

ARISTOTLE WAS RIGHT

fitted

over truck exhaust pipes

Avery Gilbert, a research
biopsychologist at Philadelphia's Monell

Chemical

are often nursing simultaneously, placing younger,
smaller pups in competition
for available teat
their

"Baby Huey"

space

with

siblings.

In some of those cases,
though, nature has been kind

The younger
pups have special incisors

to the kids:

them lo.clamp

that allow

down and
to

cling for

a captured

dear

teat. This,

life

says

younger
offspring something of an
advantage in what he callsa
Gilbert, gives the

"natural conflict situation."

was not available
comment. —Bill Lawren

Aristotle
for

MEN DON'T
GET MURDERED
FAT

Everyone knows the cliche
man, the.guy

of the jolly fat

who
to

carries

toomuch weight

be anything but easygo-

ing.

Now

has

just

a forensic scientist

added seme new

flesh to She

bones

of that old

seems, according
Kenneth E. Warner
of the Slate of New Mexico
Office of the Medical Examiner, that fat people are
image.

II

to Dr.

significantly less likely to die

violent

deaths than

their

thinner counterparts.

Warner,

who spent

15

years as a nutritionist before
going to medical school,
has long been interested in
people with weight problems.
As a medical examiner'in
Miami, he noticed that people
who died violent deaths
seemed to be predominantly
thin. When he moved to
New Mexico, he decided to
test that impression. Looking
at the autopsy records of
726 people who died by suicide, accidents, or murder,
he found that only 12 percent
were overweight, whereas
in the population as a whole,
as many as 26 percent are
on the heavy side.
Warner, who has since
switched to the Alabama Department of Forensic Sciences in Tuscaloosa, finds the
evidence "startling" but
admits thai he still can't guite
explain it. Sedentary lifestyles

may be part of he
"We don't see obese
it,

thinks:

people skydiving or riding
in

hot-air balloons."

:lk"ii

they're just not going to

do the kinds
get

them

of things

—

— Wendy Wasserstein

"There is nothing to express,
nothing with which to
express, no power to express,
no desire to express, together
with the obligation to express."

—Samuel Beckett

COMPUSKETCH
Remember

Junior, the wire-

haired redhead who was
Dick Tracy's consummate
police artist?- If a group
of Silicon Valley entrepreneurs
have their way, the Juniors
of the future will be sharing
their chores with an electronic

named Compusketch.
Developed by a team
computer engineers at

artist

On
of

stereotype of the

Visatex Corporation

man may be

true.

It

may be

Lawren

Bill

the other hand, he says, "the
jolly fat

that'll

killed in bars."

"When a man asks a woman
out for dinner, it isn't because
he knows that on Friday
night he'll want a steak."

Campbell,
pusketch is

in

California,

Com-

already found work at about
a dozen different police
departments most of them,
like the one in Las Cruces,

—

New
to

Mexico, outfits too.small
afforda flesh-and-blood
artist. But Sumner

police

thinks that the

Compusketch

advantages
will soon

descriptions to generate

what one or two police
artists can handle. So a
minor cases don't get

detailed composite sketches

sketches." With

program

ol

.a

$3,500 software

that

uses witnesses'

possible

bad guys. A
punches

detective operator
in

the answers to such ques-

tions as

shape

"How

"What was the

of the guy's face?" or

big wa'shis nose?"

and Compusketch- then sorts
through its massive library

sketch,

he

lot

of

Compueven such

thinks,

petty crooks as burglars

and

street

cons could end up

with their portraits

in

a com-

puteiiied rogues' gallery.
—Bill Lawren

"Technological progress

of facial features (19,440

like

example,
and as many as 6,500 mus-

of

different eyes, for

of

become apparent to big-city
cops as well. "Large cities,"
he says, "have thousandsof
crimes a month, way beyond

an axe

in

the

is

hands

a pathological criminal.

"

— Albert Einstein

taches) to assemble the face
that

most closely matches

the witnesses' descriptions.

According to Visatex s Don
Sumner, Compusketch has

"Anyone who sees and paints
a sky green and pastures
blue ought to be sterilized."

—Adolf Hitler

conrnnjuuriri
they survived a burning
books by Ch'in Shih Huang
Ti, who built the Great Wall
of

of China.

Grave robbers

later

lound the annals. Modern
astronomers study them for
records of ancient events.
The Bamboo Annals list
earlier eclipses, but in the

days before clocks, none
were timed accurately. The
daybreak eclipse at Zheng is
an exception because modern astronomers can calculate the time of dawn.

Pang and Kevin

K.C. Yau

of Britain's University of

Durham calculated that an
eclipse on April 21, 899
b c matched the ancient
,

account. If the day had
stayed unchanged at 24
hours, the eclipse would have

ROSE TWICE
China's ancient Bamboo
tell of a mystery:

been seen

"In
in

the spring of the

the reign of King

right, just

the letter

first
I

/,

year

[that's

pro-

nounced "aiee"] of the Western Zhou dynasty, the day
dawned twice ai a place
called Zheng." By solving
have

that mystery, scientists

found

how

long days were

What happened? The sun
was eclipsed just before it
rose above the horizon, says
of the Califor-

nia Institute of Technology's
Jet Propulsion Laboratory.
People in Zheng saw the sky
lighten before

dawn, then
moon passed
The end

turn dark as the
in front

of the sun,

Of the total eclipse

AS

OMNI

in

the

China.

It

million intervening days,

adds up

that

to nearly six

hours. That's enough to
move the eclipse a quarter of

way around

bone -Splintering

injuries

thai crippled them.

While

could have hunted," Heald
concludes. To survive, it must
have lived in a family group,.

these huge felines were

which

clearly tough customers,

kill

Heald concludes they could
never have lived with such
severe handicaps unless
other saber-toothed tigers
helped them— by providing
food and, possibly, protect-

them Irom predators.
Heald spent five years examining and conducting a
statistical study ol 12,000
abnormal prehistoric bone
specimens from the George
C. Page Museum in Los
Angeles. "It became apparent
that the saber-toothed cat's
life-style could be read
ing

somewhat in the way injured
itself and the degenerative
diseases it had," he notes,
it

"We found
rib fractures,

dislocated hips,

and

draining wounds.

terrible

One

first

enough

Heald plans

of

if

I

the help of other wolves.

—Sherry Baker

we wish io make a new
world -we have the material
"If

ready.

The

first

one, too,

was made out o! chaos."

— Robert Quillen

"Research is to see what
everybody else has seen, and
to think what nobody else
has thought."
—Albert Szent-Gyorgyi
"It

would be as useless

perceive

vertebra below

how

as

would

was half out of
and the animal's head

look'

the

was

twisted a quarter turn to

television screens,"

right.

There

is

no way

to

things 'actually

be
random dots on untuned

the skull— it
joint

the

each

lions.

study the
bones of ancient giant wolves
they, too, show
next to see
signs of having survived
Disabling injuries hanks to
to

cat

suffered a partial dislocation
of the

left

to maintain its life. Similar
behavior has been observed

among present-day

it

So

watch

—Marvin Minsky

it

the earth,

where the ancient Chinese
saw it as a double dawn.
—Jeff Heeht

G1MPY SABERTOOTHED TIGERS
Although most
of prehistoric

of

us think

America as

a saber-toothed-tiger-eat-saber-toothed-tiger world,

surgeon Fred Heald has

was

come up

second "dawn."
Written on sticks of bam-

the

boo, the annals list events
from about 2000 b C to 299
B.c, when they were buried
with King Hsiang of the
Wei Kingdom. In the tomb,

in

was seen at dawn in China
because days in 899 b.c
were about 0.043 second
shorter than today. Over the

the

nearly 3,000 years ago.

Kevin D. Pang

dawn

at

Middle East, not

Annals

survived grave infections and

.

with

some new

ideas about thai era after
studying 9,000- to 38.000ye.ar-o!d animal bones recovered Irom the La Brea tar
pits. Heald found that sabertoothed cats- frequently

saber -toor/ied iigw ed one rn Matcher io a
surpnannj co'iciusicin- The vicious cats ncipeC Hie handicapped
This skeleton of a

;

that

is

inaudible to a sleeping

fool the

ewe

into

Now

accepting

partner. Gradually Ihis be-

the orphan.

havior modifier

with a combination micro-

nette is placed on the dead
lamb and then fitted on the

phone/speaker

alien animal. Price's'

— complete
—

will

break a

snorer's habit, according
to

patent

has

tiled.

documenls Dowling
- George Nob.be

"Computers can

figure out all

kinds of problems, except
the inii :gs in the world that
just don't

add up."

—James Magary
"A two-pound turkey and a
fifty -pound cranberry
that's
Thanksglving'dinner at
Three Mile Island"

—

—Johnny Carson

the stocki-

technique

also can be used to bond a
second lamb to a ewe by
using two stockinettes. One
is fitted on each .lamb, and

then they are switched so
boih stockinettes carry the
scent of the ewe's offspring.

"The trick is to confuse
the ewe so she doesn't know
which is her lamb. Then
she'll accept both lambs,"
explains Price.

His technique
tive fhat

it

is so effecreduces adoption

time From the current five
to between 24 and 48
hours. The technique also has
been successfully tested
several times with cattle, and

days

SHEEP IN SHEEP'S
CLOTHING
Using a varialion on an old
shepherd's trick, a University
o' California, Davis, animal
science professor has devel-

ANT1SN0RE DEVICE

None

of these

Rube Gold-

berg cures proved popular.

Man's eternal quest

for a

truly effective way to prevent
snoring has led him over

the centuries to any
of ingenious,
cal,

if

number

often impracti-

some merely
some ridiculous,

devices,

useless,
oihers downright painful.
One of the earliest was a
chin strap that held the

either with the snorer or

the

wrong person or

rectly activated

because they

up

incor-

themselves

couldn't

the difference, say,

tell

between

a snore and the sound
passing traffic.

ot

snorer's jaw shut. Another

So it remained for one
Anthony R Dowling, an Aus-

triggered a piercing wail

tralian inventor

whenever

(he hapless sleeper

lost control of his

mandible.

Next was a device that
shook

violently

his pillow at

the faintest sound, followed

by a web of wires that broadcast antisnoring propaganda
via

an earplug.

trom Ihe
Sydney suburb of Vaucluse,

develop a compact, selfcontained electronic mechanism worn in ihe outer ear.
to

It

will

detect snoring via

causes in the
head and auditory canal,
then emit a buzzing sound
the vibrations

il

particularly ungulates."

He

believes it has potential
applications with capiive

lambs by sheep. One day
this surrogate motherhood

the African oryx.

endangered species such as

— Joel Schwarz

could help boost ihe populaendangered animals
tion of

bedmate. Too

with his or her

oflen the devices woke-

Price.adds, "I suspect it
would work with any mammal
that relied on olfactory clues,

oped a technique that speeds
up the adoption of newborn

zoos and wildlife parks.
The technique, developed
by Edward Price and his
is being used
in

W
i
' 9-

colleagues,

sheep ranchthe United States and

successfully by
ers

in

several other countries,

li

uses a stockinette, which
looks something like a turlleneck sweater, and relies
on odor to fool ewes (female
sheep) into accepting orphaned lambs and those from
is'u? hllers

no!

enough

where

there'

is

milk available.

The old shepherd's trick
eciures taking the pelt from a
ewe's dead lamb and plac'

ing

it

on an

alien

lamb

to

X~t

/»-

\j

CHM

cDruTiruuurin
recognition iha: blood doping

tion in

increases thermoregulatory

this

efficiency, (oo.

cacy

Sawka and colleagues
learned that alter 24 hours of
being infused with two units
of treated blood, those research subjects acclimated
to

a hot environment showed
expected improvements

the
in

aerobic fitness, but unac-

climated individuals also
significant increase

showed a

in their ability

heat.

The

to perform

effects

may

in

last "for

several weeks," according
lo

Sawka.
the ultimate purpose

And
of this

research?

asked

if

the

When

Army

is

consid-

Phoenix, discovered

while studying the
of a

(equipped with bed, desk.
and TV) for

chair, sink, toilet,

up to a few days, monitored
by both wrist-mounted and
wall-mounted motion sensors,
and told to act normally
(except no exercising). Their

oxygen consumption was
then measured to calculate
the energy expended,

ering using blood doping

But don't assume fidgeting

help soldiers fight on a

is a substitute for exercise,
Ravussin cautions. The study
found no evidence that

lo

moment's notice
climate

—
—

in

a tropical

say. in Central

Sawka answers,
might be used in a special
situation. But couldn't
really comment on lhat spe-

America
"It

I

cifically,

one way

or the

— Sherry Baker

iidgeting leads to weight loss,

nor even that thin people
fidget more than fat people.
"You can still fidget and
get fat," he says.

He

other"

did extrapolate, though,

that fidgeting

FIDGETING BURNS

CALORIES

DOPING RAMBO'S

hot environments.

BLOOD

Called blood doping, the
technique has been used

Watching Rambo chargeIwo hours through the
steaming jungle, you have to
wonder how anyone could
have such stamina. But
a super aerobically fit commando who can fight tirelessly
in Iropical heat may be more
than a movie fantasy. The
Army Research Institute of
Environmental Medicine
in Nalick, Massachusetts, is
studying a blood -infusion
technique that not only
improves maximum aerobic
performance by 4 to 18

illegally

for

percent, but also helps the

body to adapt
50

OMNI

quickly to

by

and

irack

athletes for

some

years (the

presence of doped -blood
cannot be detected), and
efficacy

was

first

its

scientikcrily

demonstrated in 1980. The
procedure involves withdrawing blood, freezing for
six to eight weeks, and then
it

injecting

il

back

into the

donor's body. "That
increases
the

artificially

number

For anyone
fidgeting

field

of

who

— tapping

drumming

fingers,

ergy, think again.

new,

A

recent

—

track, you'll

— burns

—

Those who are high fidgeters,
he says, lend also to be
more nervous and restless.
Gregg Levoy

if

—

—

attitudes rather handily:

"Even

if

you're on the right

get

you just sit

physical activity

run-

over

there."

—

Will

Rogers

from 100 to 800 calories a
day,

depending on a person's

miles of jogging.

is

shredding

largely

is

fidgeters
genetic in nature
are born, not made
and
that fidgeting translates from
body movements to general

ously reter to as spontaneous

cells in the body," explains
Michael Sawka, a researcher

What

feet,

National Institutes of Health
(NIH) study has found that
fidgeting
what they gener-

weight. Thai

at the institute.

thinks

paper napkins, chewing
pencils— is just nervous en-

oxygen-carrying red blood

however, and somewha!
puzzling to scientists is the

effi-

new device Galled

a respiration chamber, which

measures the amount of
energy expended by the
body in normal activity. One
hundred se vent y-sev envolunteers were each put into
a 12- by 8-foot room

to

is

equivalent

anywhere from one
Dr. Eric

to eighl

Ravussin, are-

in the NIH's Clinical
Diabetes and Nutrition Sec-

searcher

"Whatis the difference

between

and
When a dog

religion

patriotism?

howls at the moon, that's
religion. When it barks at a
stranger, lhai's patriotism."

—Tuli Kupierberg

Gliding endlessly

space,

in

one astronaut's dream machine
be our link to the red planet

will

THE

MARTIAN

METRO
BY FRANK BRAUN AND

OWEN DAVES

o

^.^•ut of the deep blai

at their points. Inside

eacl

m
up

ing quarters for

to

34 people— three times the
space sta-

)ants planned for the

r,

:e at s|

the 735-fo

a distance up to 15,000 teel from the

cr

The craft is called the Mars Cycler. Once
launched, it will sail endlessly between Earth and
Mars, its half dozen permanent crewmen pic'
up passengers or sending them off in space
moons of Mars,
the brainchild of Buzz Aldrin, the
ago was part of the first crew

„, „.j

.,,,-.

rhe cycler

man who

is

18 years

to walk on the moon. Although he has left the
-astronaul corps, he continues to be fascir-'
1

(travel,
>n.

and today he

is

a

n~

~

The sandy-haired ex-astronaut .™ .~ ™
than foment a revolution within
;

iqram. Durinq the next 30
but

an

interplanetary shuttle ferrying colonists

and

supplies from Earth to Mars and backon a regular
irs Cycler.

eships. the cycler has no
oi;

ni

-Oi.

-.1

fjiiii!:

;

to boost

itsetl

from one planel

i/ns/c/e

pyramid are

each square-based
up to 34 people, three

living quarters for

times the total

occupants

pushed

number

of

NASA has planned for the space

station*

American colony on Mars,
serviced by the cycler system that the former astronaut champions.

simply
coasts, using the gravity
fields of the moon and the
planets to bend its path tointo orbit

it

ward its destination. Unlike
the space probes, however,
its route curves back toward
Earth to form an endless
loop so that
can shuttle

With that nationwide exposure, the cycler has become more prominent than

planets.

needs

The
is

only power
an occasional

plex
In

scheme

the cy-

be launched by
2014 and continue its journey for decades. But that
finding some way
around two serious obstaThe program would require more money than
NASA has seen since the
glory days of its race to the
moon, and
would mean
scrapping the space agencles:

later

now scheduled

20

years.

for the Ni notes

In particular,

would reed

space
undergo

the

lo

as a way staton tor the cycler.
Next to these problems, the technological hurdles are relatively
minor. But several key components remain to be developed; The
cycler must be so automated that crew members can diagnose
and repair any possible problems without the kind of help that
shuttle crews now get from Earth. Its lite-support system must
recycle iood, water, and oxygen 'or years. Various new space vehicles are needed, including a heavy-lift launcher to carry the/system up from Earth; a large passenger vehicle to take the crew
members into orbit: and several smaller craft, both manned and
unmanned. In addition, the medical problems of long-term spaceflight

changes

have

yet to

if

it

were

to act

of

be solved.

Despite these obstacles, Aicrh has no doubl hat the goal more
justifies the price. "Mars has to be the goal," he says. "Even
organizing our whole space program around
The space station we're now planning io build is-.a lot
a train station. It wasn't the train stations thai gave this country
mobility; ii was the trains themselves.
"With one-shot rockets we can go to the space station or even
back to the moon, " he adds, "but we'll never have a transportation
system that can support any kind ol permanent development in
space. If we establish a base or Vars. however, we'll have to build
efficient, reliable ".ransportat on to support it. That simplifies almost
anything else we could want to do."
Aldrin has won some impressive support lor this view, including
an endorsement from the Ns'ionai Commission on Space. Though
NASAs posi-Challenger problems have delayed any hopes ol pioneering on the'high Irontier, and former astronaut Sally Ride has
recently called for a go-slow approach lo Mars, the commission's
1986 report stands as the only official., plan lor the space program
independent of the NASA establishment. Its centerpiece is an

spacecraft

equipped with one

lirst

Ph.D.'s

in

of

astronau-

to

it

I

moon

colony." Aldrin continues. "Instead'fof using rockets to gel
there, it seemed more efficient to go with a cycler orbiting between

and the moon, with small transfer vehicles to get you on
end of the trip. Kraft] Ehncke. the late rockel pihad done some work on the concop' of cyders m the early
and Walter Hollister, a noted pioneer of orbital mechanics
had done more a few years later Lip;h studies looked prom-

the earth

and

off at either

oneer,

now we should be

Sixties,

that mission.

at MIT,

like

ising.

OMNI

speaks

tics granted by MIT The rendezvous techniques that
meet in orbit came straight from his
doctoral thesis. After leaving the space program in the late Seventies, Aldrin commanded the test pilot school at Edwards Air Force
Base, then left the service to starl a new career as an aerospace
consultant in California. It was in thai period that the idea for the
Mars Cycler was born.
"Nobody had hough seriously anout a Mars mission in years."
he recalls, "There'd been a lot of work done on in the Sixties, but
when NASAs budget fell apart hey were scared of seeming too
visionary, and Mars became a forbidden subject.
"About three years ago was working on a way to support a

now enable two

than

54

ex-

probaniy his

he joined the astronaut

corps,

the

it

station

second

land.

when the work is not getting
done lasl enough. But a lew
facts do emerge: At twentytwo he was shooting down
MiGs over Korea. Ten years

means

drastic

is

Aldrin

himself with reluctance,
driven by the need to get on
with his mission and punished by grim depression

cler could

cy's current plans for the next

fault.

the

new

part thai

In

own

com-

orbit.

Aldrin's

tor

plorer of a

nudge from maneuvering
its

of the obscurity often

reserved

it

thrusters to adjust

promoter. Aldrin retains

its

much

it

continuously between the

was trymg to find he best erbit for the cycler,"
took some gradua;e sa.den;s 3' he University of Colorado to
break the long silence on Mars. Under the name Case lor Mars,
in 1983 and '84 to revive the
idea of starling an American colony on another plane!. Their call
for scientific papers or: he subiecl drew worldwide attention and
1

It

they organized scientific meetings

inslanl enthusiasm.
In

1984 Aldrin shifted his attention from lunar cyclers to Mars.

"One of the Case tor Mars reports caught my eye," Aldrin says. "It
was a mission that called fora loose orbit around the earth and a
io drop ol: supplies arc rotate crews. Then it would
a high Earh o-Pt After .poking af :he lunar cycler
see any reason to stop al Earth. Why not just loop around
and keep going?"
would be more like a satellite's than a rocket's. The

swing by Mars

come back to
couldn't

the planet
Its

trajectory

I

it

^y ?®

a ©

<s>

v

o

<s

^

2

orbit is a long ellipse interbops and sudden bends, where
the cycler passes the rpoon or a planet and
uses its gravity to d&ange course. The
complex path begins near Earth and extends outward lo the orbil of Mars, some
50 million miles away. Passengers could
board the cyclerwhen it neared Earth, ride
other end
it out to Mars, and gel ofi at the
Or they could get on at Mars and ride Ihe
other way back home.
Aldrin sees a permanent link to Mars as
one guarantee that will give space develNASAs
attenlion
that
opment the continuing
program has never had. Wilhout he tears,
a Mars mission could meet the same fate
as the Apollo program: could be seen as

Early

Mars Cycler's
rupted by

il

it,

It

a grand publicity stunt and leave us with
little more than a handful ol alien rocks and

memories

of losl glory.

Cyclers have other tempting advantages over ordinary rockets: There's no
need to launch heavy engines, fuel tanks,
and life-support equipment up Irom Earlh's
gravity every time you want lo send a crew
or supplies to Mars.

A cycler's small,

light-

weight engines and life-support hardware
lifted only once, when the crafl is placed
are
in

its

orbit.

Only crews and expendable

supplies need go up for each trip. Thus
shipping costs should drop several hundred dollars per pound— the exact amount
varies with the source ot the

estimate— to

around $10 per pound.

in

1985, after working

on the Mars

his freelance consulting :o head the soacsstudies program at the University of North
Dakota. At Ihe same lime, he joined Sci-

ence Applications

International

Corpora-

a consulting firm that often

tion (SA1C).

handles research projects for NASA. There
he found friendly compelilion. It turned out
that Dr. John Niehoff. a long-time member
ot SAIC's staff, had also been working 'on
a cyclic Mars transport.
Both men have spent years of their lives
trying to solve what may be the hardest
technical problem in setting up a Mars cycler: finding
bital

the right orbit for the craft. Oris a lot like a game of ce-

mechanics

lestial billiards,

but

m

billiards,

only Ihe ball

moves. In space, as the vehicle moves, so
does its destination, and so do the "cushions" that can deflect its path, each in its
own unique orbit. Getting them all lined up
just right is as much art as science. Buzz
Aldrin is widely held to be one of the most
talented artists

in

the

is about 22 Earlh months long.
Mars had a 24-month year, sotting up

year

Cyc/erforsix months or so, Aldrin dropped

If

the cycler would be easy. On one orbil you
would leave Earth, visit Mars, and return

On

home.

the next pass,

one Earth year

when you reached the orbit of Mars,
planet would be only hallway around

later,

the
ils

course, on Ihe far side of ihe sun.

trip,

24 monlhs

alter the

you could schedule Irips to Mars and back
once a year.
Bui lhat would work only if the orbit of
Mars were exactly two Earth years long: 1
months doesn't go into 22 months evenly.
(And isn't really 22 monlhs: it's 22 and a
fraction.) So instead of reaching Mars every
it

second lap, a cycler could conceivably ordecades between Martian rendezbit for

field-

vous, missing

connections with

tinations.

miles to 154 million miles out. The distance
from Earth to Mars can be as little as 35
million miles or as much as 340 million when
they are on opposite sides of the sun, Earth
circles the sun in 12 months. Because Mars

Earth, while using the least fuel,

farther

away and

orbits

Mars

would return lo its original position, and you
would find the planel waiting for you when
you arrived in its neighborhood. And so on.
With two well-timed cyclers aimed at opposite sides of Mars' orbit around the sun.

Here are the iactors to juggle for a trip to
Mars: Earth is 93 million miles from the sun,
on average. Mars varies from 128 million

is

firsl,

more

slowly,

its

ils

its

Bolh Aldrin and Niehoff have found ways
did

il

first,

complicated equation. Niehoff

before Aldrin arrived at SAIC.
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it

tile

is
"It

a grand

stands

scheme

for

Versa-

Interplanetary Station for International

he explains. "Or was

it

Versatile In-

ternational Station for Interplanetary Travel?

named

this size

it

that

we

months

to return to Earth

— the up

escala-

to go from Mars to Earth in 150 days
and take 20 months in the other direction
Ihe down escalator As is the case
with any good escalator. Ihe irips follow a
regular schedule. Just one cycler could
transfer people back and forth every 26
months or so. Two cyclers, one up and one
down, would cut that lime in half.

tor—or

Miehoff's solution

called the VISIT orbit.

because on a program

are very interested

in

oi

interna-

lional cooperation."

—

After looking closely at Aldrin's work,

The VISIT orbits lie in almost the same
plane as Mars' orbil around Ihe sun. So a
cycler would not have to use much fuel in
making course correclions. It takes only 15
monlhs to make one loop between Earlh's
and Mars' orbits, A cycler would pass by
Mars only every second year, and Earth,
once every five years. Thus if a cycler left
Earth in, say. December 2001, il would
reach Mars in March 2003 and return home
eight months later. But it would not see Mars
again until September 2020. You'd need at
least three or four cyclers to mainlain a
regular transportation schedule: Aldrin

even Niehoff is starting to wonder whether
the up-and-down escalator may be the way
to go. "I was skeptical of
at first because
of the energies required for course
changes," he says. "It turns out that they
are not as great as
had imagined, and
the schedule is certainly attractive. Aldrin
has put some very good work into this."
There are still other possibilities. "We did
look at what we call an interplanetary lour

guesses

nus

des-

The trick is to find the best mix of
course corrections and gravity swings
around planets to give you the most frequent, regular arrivals al both Mars and

to solve thai

is

drin did

I

The cycler could make'iha! run with only
a skeleton crew lo maintain the craft On
the Ihird

a growing consensus that Al-

But there

Travel,"

six.

Aldrin's solution

escalator;
it

in fact,

operates more

space

like

an

scientists refer lo

as Ihe up-and-down escalator. His orbils
and they angle

lake two years to complete,

away from Mars, gulping more

fuel for

course corrections than the VISIT orbits.
symmetrical cyclers that can be set up to reach Mars in
150 days and lake approximately 20
Aldrin's plan also calls for

m

it

I

orbit,"

says Kerry Nock of the Jet Propul-

sion Laboratory

who

in

Pasadena,

California,

led a recent study of cycler orbits for

NASA.

"You'd use the gravity assisl of Ve-

help maintain a regular schedule
between Earth and Mars, That idea deserves more study'if we decide to sel up a
major research program at Venus.
"We also lookoc at sending pdople and
supplies from Earth orbit to an orbit near
Phobos [one of the Martian moons] and
back using normal rockets in a minimumenergy trajectory," Nock adds. It lurns out.
to

he says,

thai

you can make one

flight in

each direct-on every two are one seventh
years with rockei-powerc-c spacecraft for
aboul the same price as the cycler systems, "That came as quite a surprise to
us," he admits.
Throughout 1985 ihe National Commission on Space weighoc; possible fulures
his

NASA program. Aldrin shullled from
home in suburban Los Angeles to the

Jet

Propulsion Laboratory, the Johnson

for

the

Space Center

in Houston, and
NASA's
Washington, DC, headquarters, lobbying
wherever he might win support for the cycler concept. On many occasions he attended commission meetings, and in January 1986 he flew to Washington to presenl

own testimony to the panel So did Nock
and several NASA scientists.
The group effort apparently worked. In
his

May

1986, after a long delay

in

the

wake of

the Challenger tragedy, Ihe commission

released

linal

its

reporl. formally endors-

ing a manned mission to the red planet,
construction of a Martian colony, and a cy-

system

support
The report painted a picture of stately
structures leisurely gliding through space
toward their Martian destination. "Like
cler

ocean
contain

lo

Ihe eyefi
i-ieeships will
the necessities for extended

liners.
all

it.

;

journeys." the commissi.}:", slated. 'They

will

be

sufficiently spacious to provide passengers with comfortable quarlers lor long

voyages through space and would include
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substantial research facilities. They will
have food production and recycling, water
and air reuse, and an 'artificial biosphere'
closed-ecology support."
The cycler i:se would be only one stage
in the long journey io Mars. In both Aldrin's
plan and the commission's report, the trip
is a dazzling and imaginative catalog of

The best way to
ratunej

WbTi

space stations and specialized rockets,
none of which exist oir.side some design
studies prepared by Eagle Engineering, a
Houston-based research firm founded by

NASA

former
II

personnel.

You'd leave Earth on a passenger liner.
mighi be the aerospaceplane now on
slated to en-

NASAs drawing boards and
ter

service

in

the late Nineties.

If

so. you'd

leave from, say, JFK Airport or Dallas-Fort
Worth almost anywhere with a long
enough runway. Another possibility is that

—

might be needed.
No one has given the matter much detailed thought as of yet.
Your first stop would be at fhe Earth
spaceport in low orbit. is a space station
but one that's considerably more complex
than the one NASA now hopes to build.
"You need hangars and fuel tanks and refueling equipment," Aldrin points out, 'That
isn't compatible with the superclean, zerog research environment planned for the
current space station. And ought to have
a way to move from place to place in orbit,
as the current Soviet space station can."
(Aldrin notes that while the space station
could not act as a spaceport, the spaceport could easily act as a space station

a special

ferry into orbit

II

it

and take over its research functions. "You'd
have to put the research projects on a

just

separate platform far enough from the
spaceport to eliminate the fuel vapors, vibrations,

and

the structure's gravity

field,"

he says. "There is nothing diflicult or expensive about it.")
At the Earth spaceport, you would board
a journey to
somewhere near the

.an orbital transfer vehicle for

the lunar cyclaporl,

moon. (One

variation

on the plan

calls for

an intermediate cyc:aoort in geosynchronous orbit, 22,300 miles out from Earth.)

The cyciaport would look much like the
Mars Cycler, but would carry only a single pyramid at one end of its trusswork
it

beam
ably

with housing for 17 people.

will

hang

not orbit the

moon

itself

It

prob-

but

will

space at one of the Lagrange
where the gravitational tugs of the

in

points,

earth and moon counterbalance each
other, so that anything placed there will

hang

So

in

space

far,

indefinitely,

of the five possible

points, L-1 seems
some 35,000 miles

Lagrange

the besf choice; it lies
from the lunar surface,

on a direct line toward Earth. Again, the
have yet io be worked out.
Board the Mars Cycler, and 150 days
later you disembark tor another cyciaport,
making Ihe transfer in tiny "space taxis"
carried in a hangar onboard the cycler. And
from there, at lasi, another shuttle takes you
to the surface of Mars.
details

Aldrin points out that a

good deal of aux-
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iliary equipment is needed to make this
system work. At the very least, it requires
a cargo rocket for the Earth-spaceportcyclaport run and a new generation ol
heavy-lift launchers to carry the whole
works into space. Also needed: bases on
our moon and the Martian moon Phobos.

The moon base would,

smell

oxygen from

he lunar rook, eliminating the cost of carup from Earth.' The Phobos base
would manufacture propellant to resupply
the cycler ard cargo lockotsat that end of
I

rying

its

it

journey.

Johnson Space Cenbe able to monitor the

Projects Office at the

"We

won't

spacecraft's operation from Earth

and help

the crew solve whatever problems they run
into during a trip. Everything we now do in

Houston

will

more -esuppy

kips. For

>-

1

"Similarly,
doesn make sense io run a
Mars cycler wilhout closed life support."
he continues. "The trip is tod long, and for
that reason it would bo advantageous lo
grow our own food."
it

i

Niehoff ol Science Applications dies two

other hurdles; "We've seen what long stays
orbit do to human muscle and bone," he
have had people in
for up lo nine months, and some of
them could hardly stand up when they got
back. We have to learn how to maintain
muscle tone and minimize the loss of bone
calcium before we can send crews out on
in

If all this is to be in operation before the
year 2014, as Aidrin hopes, a lew technical
obstacles will have to' be overcome— and
quickly. "My strongest concern is that these
long 'lights are going to be out of communication with Earth for long periods," comments Barney Roberts of the Advanced

ter.

igh-e' out requires

those reasons a partly open system was
fir ;j n.-;l
supposed to be cart oi the space
station project, bul now a fully closed lifesupport syste " is iho accepted idea.

have to be automated and put

says. "The Russians

space

lights that

will last tor

ship to orovioe

years. Spinning the

artificial

gravity

will

do that,

but unless it's an extreme- large ship, you
run the risk of nivTig everyone onboard severe motion sickness.
"The other concern is high-energy ra1

,'

diation," Nieholf says.

"We

don't see a

lot

the spacecraft.

of powerful cosmic rays on Earth, so we
haven't studied how to protect against
them. We don't know how much damage
high-energy particles will do to the booy

tiously trying to earn

There's even a

into

the ship.

It's

how that can be

going

to

lake time to learn

done."

Anolher problem is life support aboard
"We've been conscienhow to recycle waste
products and to provide food in space instead of having lo carry enough supplies
to last the whole trip," Roberts notes. "By
comparison, an open system is simpler and

Carnage
ol.-.'

in

chance

lha' Ihey will

themselves but

will

interact

shielding material to create a

of- particles

that are

cause more

biological

do

lillle

w

th

shower

less energetic but

damage. There

is

a

o: of research :o be done m this area."
Aldri.n does not see these as overwhelming problems now-over. The cycler
:

would be completely cut o Irorn Earth only
the sun passes dimcl / between the
cycler and Earth. At ;hosc times a relaysatellite could be used to maintain communications. Experiments already in progress at NASA labs are addressing l.-ic i-osupport problems hat wocy Roberts. And
preliminary NASA slm ties have suggested
that
may bo possible to prevent the debi-tating effec:s ot zero g w thout simulating full Earth gravity. If so, motion sickness
may not be a hazard.
The biggesl obstacle confronting iho
Mars Cycler s NASA's schedule for the next
decade. TheonlyiVarsmssoiirowf.il! -he
agency's docket is the Mars Observer, a
low budget orbitor meant io '~ap the planet
and analyze its minerals. The probe was to
be launched in 1990 bul is now on hold
unlil the shulilerel urns h service or an unmanned launcher becomes available,
NASA underscored its commitment to lis
schedule when Sally Ride's sludy panel on
aerospace exploration released its findings last August. A-ter reviewing possmle
space missions and consulting with NASA
planners, Ride advisee against a "headlong rush toward Mars' While endorsing
the settlement of Ma r s as "the ultimate objective" of the space program, (he report
said a lunar base should be established
first and all Iho lochnieal proulemsol longterm spaceflight solved before we begin
to think of expanding mlo he solar syslem.
'

when

11

it

NASA does
for at least

A

e'rm

no! plan lo

iike to

Iho

moon agan

rewrite that

agenda

slop would he lo loft a
research laboratory." a

-Is firs!

"variable-gravity

sng
like

visit

20 years.

would

complelely.

c pyramid version of the cycler,

much

the cyclaoorts For tee Mars Cycler to

begin service

in

2014, the variable-g

facil-

ity would have to be completed by 1992,
same year thai NASA iniends to begin
work on the space station.
If Aidrin had his way, the remaining parts
ol the syslem would follow n close order,
an LEO {low Earth orbit) spaceport in 1995.
a cyclaport in geosynchronous orb't a year
later, and one near Iho moon in 1998. We
would return to the moon in 1999, 20 years
ahead "of NASAs current daydreams, and
build a permanent manner.; base and oxygen factory there within two years. As all
'his takes p, ace Aidrin would have a series
of robot probes visit Mars between 1997
and 2001 to learn more aboul he Martian
environment and to helo oiok a landing site
Manned flybys would follow in 2003 and
2005, each flight dropping oT hah' ol" Ihe
fuel factory lo oe eiectec: on Phobos. The
cycler would begin service to a commu
nity on Mars. by the year 2014,
The National Commission on Space was
much less amotions in its version ol the
eye c plan As the commission saw it, the
variable-g research slahon would nol be
completed until 2001. and the Earlh
spaceport weule Qe deayed until 2007. The

the

oxygon o'ont wou d go into producyears later Cyclaports would appear near the moon in 2016 and near Mars
2022. There could be a small oulpost on
Mars by 2015, and Ihe base would nol be
lunar

be too big a

:

"There

tion five

operational

fully

who had

tau

12 years

record againsl the cycler idea, arguing

thai

should be explored
faces are

pri-

a! (he

very least

The major hurdles

it

it

fur-

it

it-

ade, NASA's budget has been frozen at half
its Apollo years' peak, and funding for advanced planning and technology development is now only one tenth what it was.
And that doesn't account for the de facto
losses NASA can expect in building new
shuttle boosters and a fourth orbiler with
little
added lunding. Not even the announced, retirement of the space pro-

gram's arch-foe. Democratic senator William Proxmire of Wisconsin has given

hope that Congress will
space
add appreciably more green to NASA's
scientists

dark financial picture.
Just what

would cost

it

on the Mars Cycler

to

make, a

start

an easy
guess that a manned mission lo Mars will
not come cheaply, much less a whole cynot clear.

is

It's

cler system. NASAoilicials are reluctant to

name a

price for any part of this package.

"There's so much room
gineering and cost that

on the en-

for error

we don't leel comone piece
hedges Johnson Space
"When you work out a

fortable with our estimate or any
1

of Ihe system."

Center's Roberts.

price for the whole program, a
little

are

errors cancel

more sure

one another

lot

of

out.

Ihese

so we

of that."

And

the total? $160, 000, 000, 08 7. It's
probably safe to ignore lhal lasl $87 because the estimate is good only to plus or
minus 20 percent. 'Say between one hundred forty billion and one hundred eighty
billion." Roberts concludes. "If. comes lo
about ten billion doha.'s a year, including
inflation With inflation, that's only twice as
much as the Apollo program."
Numbers like these, say the cycler proponents, can be misleading. The Apollo
program cost $24 billion in 1967 dollars. In
1990 dollars, that translates into at least

$200

billion.

And we

paid

off

Ihe Apollo

program in live years. The cycler program
and payment for
would be spread'out
over 20 years Roberts's estimate includes
Ihe lirst-stage Mars base but not the variit

able-g research

facility,

the Earth

or Ihe lunar cyciaport. Figure

fatality

-

a

station,-

little

less

vanableg research
and around $20 billion for each

than $30

the

or the

—

OMNI

the next

thirty
it

may change
The National Commission on Space has
forecast two more -years of economic
years." Thai,

drought in NASAs future but called for
steady budget g/owth liiercallerlo $20 billion per year by the end ot the century. If
the gross nat ons: product grows steadily
percent per year for the next 45
years slightly better than it has done in
at 2.4

—

25

— the

space program would
continue to soak up only half a percent of
the nation's economy. That will require a
commitment tnat cost- oosessed Washington has never been willing to make.
Whether
will make that commitment is
anyone's guess right now. For the near futhe

last.

it

NASAs offering any
support to the cycler idea appears bleak. Al the Case for Mars conference held this past summer, James
ture the likelihood ol
financial

Fletcher, the

head

NASA, gave general

ol

support to the idea of exploring Mars but
stopped sho't oi committing the agency to
any one technology or timetable.
"I firmly believe we should go [to Mars]."
he told the conference, "and I'm confident
we will go. But the question is. When will
we be ready?"
In* the face of this ambivalence Aldrin
continues to lobby for his dream. He loo
made an appearance at the same conference to urge scientists :o support a Mars
mission and was joined in his efforts by
fellow moon traveler and Apollo III veteran
Michael Collins. 'America needs ihe. space
program," Aldrin tola Ihe scientists al rending the conference, "because of the lift it
gives mens souls."
Aldrin has another solution: Make Ihe
cycler an international project. "We could
start with an interna'nona va^ab.e-gravily
cycler,"

he says. "The habitat could be a

w

derivative of Skyial?.

tn extra

life

support.

would likfi lo see lain -ched by Ihe Soviet
Union into the same orbit as their Mr space
station. A launch in 1992 conlcJ celebrate
both Columbus, and the seventy-fifth anit

I

niversary. of the Soviet revolution."

July 1985 Aldrin visited the Soviet

In

Union
"I

about a joint cycler program.
have "much luck," he reports, "I
lead Academician Roairi Sag-

to talk

didn't

Spoke

with

deev,

who

I

is

director of their Institute for

was ve r y frustrating. They
see"' ready to talk about a large
cooperative program. As fhings stand, a
Russian will set .foot on .a Martian surface,
Soace Science

li

just don't

either
fore,

Mars

itself

we go back

:

billion

added cycler. .So a four-cycler system
could top $200 billion
to be paid for overa 20-year per od On a yearly basis it's less
than what Apollo cost. But thai couldstill
62

if

criticisms

ther.)

in

no way we could ever do
budget slays flat, not in a hundred

years. There's

later.

marily economic. Can we afford to .do it?
And is cheaper than traveling by rocket?
The answer lo bolh questions appears to
be a qualified yes. Like many grand
schemes, its likehnood
shaped by more
mundane development -or nearly a dec-

one percent growth we

t

the technical fea-

".

as things stand." Roberts con-

couldn do a f/frs mission

scheme. (The one sciwould not go on

sibility of Aldrin's

entist

at least

i.,n!ll

Few within NASA

even to" 20 years
no way we can do this kind

bill,

is just

of mission

cedes-: "Even wilh

in

IF

so,

it

will

not

or

one

to the

be

oi

its

moons, be-

moon."

Aldrin's fault. Shortly

rip :o Ihe Soviet Union he went to
Washington to give a report on his findings
and to lobby ye', agan lor a more ambitious space coqrarri
is a nsot mat
ie

alter his

I

I

intends toconlinue..DO

EARTH
con

nun-

Mi-

.'.'

PA@i

1985 did nol have 'enough safety measures lot poslicidos." Ihe wastes will be
discharged from a drain into the Mediterranean Sea, in the vjcinity ol a "very
crowded and highly populated area," He
also ideniilied a pesticide formulation plant

near Cairo that had made "many discharges" into the Nile, killing fish and causing conflicts with Ihe surrounding "heavily
populated areas." An official from the Ministry of Agriculture in Cairo confirmed thai
Ihe plant represented a ootential Bhopal."
In Central America, pesticide manufacturing zones exist in the Dominican Republic and Guatemala. One investigator
reported that most of Guatemala's pesticide plants "are practically in the middle of
the city, and we have no safety measures."
Since the Bhonal pes:icido disaster the
world has been shaken by additional industrial accidents of major ecological significance. The worst occurred in the spring
of 1986. in Chernobyl, USSR. A nuclear reactor exploded, spewing radioactivity into
lo
the atmosphere, which then carried
every continent, contaminating food supplies all over the world.
'

it

Then came what Europeans

call

"ChernoBasel" or "Sandoz-Bhopal" in the
of 1986. A fire at a chemical warehouse
owned by the multinational Sandoz, Inc.,
fall

in

Basel, Switzerland, led lo the

dumping

massive amounts ol toxic substances,
pounos o' pesticides, into
the Rhine River, one of Ihe mosl important
waterways in the world. Ciba-Geigy, a
neighbor of Sandoz, also released a
of

including 66,000

smaller load

during the
"I

n' loxio

same

pesticides into the river

period.

have lo live with
Jackson Browning, a

think you're going to

some

of

it

[the risk]."

Union Carbide vice president, told a
congressional committee Nobody wants
a leak

to occur.

But to operate [Ihe

Insti-

West Virginia] plant without any leaks
all for any length of time is just beyond

tute,

at

our capabilities."
In the United States and overseas the
accidents continue, usually without fatalibut often many people in surrounding
communities are exposed to the chemicals. The long-term impact of pesticide
poisoning on these victims' heath is unknown. And the possibility of a worse accident remains ever present. "There is no
question that 'Bhopal' could happen in the
United States," says Richard Boggs. a
ties,

consultant on employee
and health issues. "You arc dealing
such terriby dangerous cnemicals fhal
failures or mechanical failures can
be catastrophic Tne potential is hero, and
could happen, maybe today, maybe fitly

management
safety
wilh

human
it

years from now."
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down

Tearing

scientific
is

the walls of the

community

just the beginning for those

afraid of the future

BY LEWIS SHINER
again. Before the
Gunfire
project took over back when
this

was

hotel,

a (ailing luxury

Thomas's

office

had

the laundry room, He was
the back of the main building,

been
in

good

half mile

rifles

sounded

was

from the
like

street,

a

and the

firecrackers.

the third time this

It

week the

guardia had opened up on demonstrators— nothing but warning shots
so far, but the thought of it still made
Thomas a little sick. Two days ago one
of the kids, running away, had tried
to climb the project fence and gotten

hung up

in

the

barbed wire on

His concentration

top.

was gone He

rolled away from the computer and
picked up the letter again. It was

on lined notebook paper and said,
"Need to see you. Where are you
hiding out? Love, Lindsey."

The

envelope had been addressed to
him care of the Anthro Department at
UT Austin, Please Forward. It had
come in with the morning mail. He put
it back in the envelope and put the

PAINTING BY DIEGO RIVERA

5
envelope

The shooting

his shirt pocket.

in

now there was another noise,
thai kept climbing and dropping in
Heavy machinery.
Oh. Chris!. Thomas thought. A lank.

stopped, and

he heard the slap oi running leel on concreleand Ihe. n'niTakableralflcThat rifles
it,

a roar

make when

pilch.

and cecked.

His intercom hummed. "Wake up.
Thomas." Sarah said. "The Sixties are over.
Big Brolher

is

"What the

here. They're

coming

we supposed

in."

do?"
"I don't know about yon. but I'm going to
lie down behind my desk and chant some
manlras."
Sarah was overweight and pushing fifty.
hell

are

Thomas

"That's really funny,"
"I

to

do any-

It

window and crawled
ahead was

outside. Straight

the crumbling orchestra pavil-

ion, its wall of solar cells glistening in

the

afternoon sunlight. The smell of manure

and damp earth

gardens in
hundreds
of yards back along the hillside, were experimental permiculture and agriculture
plots, animal compounds, ponds, and stables. To his right were the front gates and
front of

it.

To

his

drifted olf the

left,

running

Thomas stopped and

his

it

had pushed

soldiers

the tables

and

one sido so they could herd
everyone togenoi Lvery so often the doors
would open and another two or three people would straggle in from the back woods,
soldiers behind them to shove them they
slowed down.
Thomas tound Judy Shapiro, the project
director. She and Di Ge s or were the center of attention, but they didn't have any
answers either. Geislerwas Shapiro's
roommate and lover. He was also Ihe only
if

I

Thomas watched the tank come over the
had been a hell of a fence, eight
and topped with barbed wire,
them off from the hungry and Ihe
poor and the desperate. Now the poles
snapped like toothpicks, and metal treads

47b
were the

It

his right

front

gates

and

the

He watched
come over the fence,

guardia.
the tank

the poles snapping
like

links into ihe lawn.

The tank crawled past the ruins of the
casino and parked up against the fountain.
The casino had been the namesake of Ihe
Hotel Casino de la Selva back in the Twen-

toothpicks,

and

Thirties,

It

one

of the

ocean

and was

arks.

He had his shirt open
boom. "What's

leaning off the

happening?"
"We're busted,"
for the

fucking

Thomas

yelled.

"Head

hills."

Between the pool and the back guesthouses was a_stretch of imported sand, with
umbrellas and folding beach chairs. Weedswere slowly taking over, but the footing was
still bad. Before Thomas could get across
66
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up a united

he wouldn't go much

further.

Indian ances

was Ihe thing these days.
Thomas had seen him out here before,
asking questions, pounding his fist into his
lefl hand. His name was Espinosa.
"This is everyone?" he asked. Sarah, out
of breath, came to stand next to Thomas's
chair. Everybody e se got more or less into
aline facing Espinosa.
"I Ihought you were cowering behind
your desk." Thomas said.
try

!

me

"They dragged

out,"

she

said.

"The

Espinosa walked slowly down the line.
He poinled lo Shapiro and Geisler and finally io Thomas. "You three will stay here."
His English was accented but clear
enough. "The rest of you will go back to
the United States, to your homes and families. You will be searched and your belongings will be searched, but you will not
be harmed. We will bring a bus to take you
back to Mexico City, where you will take an

"Why you?" Sarah asked Thomas.
"Seniority, guess." Shapiro and Geisler
had been here three years, since the beThomas and the cleristaff, like Sarah, everybody else was
pretty recent. Thomas stood up, and Sarah
put her arms around him. She was crying.
I

ginning. Outside of

"I

it,

perpetually stoned botanists, down here
from Texas A&M, had lost them to a new
gene-spliced kudzu a year ago and been
fighting to get them back ever since.
"Thomas!" was one of the summer kids,
out in the middle of the enormous pool on

lo pul

cal

it

put a geodesic dome over
an aluminum
framework and triangular insulating plastic
pillows.. Next to it the tank looked like a
bloody-jawed tyrannosaur.
There looked to be about fifty soldiers.
They would outnumber the project staff two
to one. Thomas sprinted around the back
of the main building, toward the swimming
pool and the scattered guest cottages. The
humidity glued his shirt to his back and
bunched up his underwear between his
legs. Beyond the dark, algal green of the
swimming pool were the jai alai courts. The

have

-airplane."

and metal

treads grinding
the chain links into the lawn

when had been the social center of Cuemavaca. The project had
ties

We

oil iound a chair, and
sat down. A guardia officer came in and
stood for a while with his hands behind his
back He was bareheaded, and his uniform hung loosely of! his shoulders. He
looked about sixty. His hair was brown,
going to gray, a stigma of Furopean blood.
He was a captain, and Thomas suspected

fascists."

feet high

ground the chain

up

I

tor

cutting

suppose you know anything?'
He shook his head.

"Stay close.

Thomas wandered

slowly put

arms. The soldiers took him into the mural
room. Most of lie others were already milling around in the middle of the, floor,
ewarted by the fifty- foo: ceilings and the
allegorical figures on the walls. The project
had been using for (heir main dining room.

The

don't

"I

Shapiro asked Thomas.
front."

-jAltol"

theg/uardia.
fence.

the shoulder

litted to

chairs off lo

said.

wasn't kidding. Look, don't

okay?
looks like the entire
Mexican National Guard out there. They will
kill you, okay?"
Thomas kicked the screen out of his
thing stupid,

they get

person on the project who didn't seem to
her penchant for graduate students of either sex, the younger the better.

know about

They were both

in their

early thirties,

al-

most ten years younger than Thomas, both
velerans of the New Alchemy Institute on
Cape Cod and ihe Lindisfarne Hamlet in
Colorado. They were sunburned, earnest,
and wore odd clothes. Geisler was project
secretary, which mean: he greased palms
and got permits and generally tried to
maintain Shapiro's supply lines

Thomas had

his

ect anthropologist.

own
It

title.

didn't

to reality.

He was projmean much,

except that Margaret Mead used to hang
out at New Alchemy, so Shapiro had
wanted an anthropologist of her own. He
was supposed to provide expertise on native shelters. In practice, when he wasn't
doing the shitwork that was expected of

them all. he had plenty of computer time to
work on his own stuff. That being the application ot llya Prigogine's dissipative

structures to the

Mayan co lapse

circa a.d.

900. He'd runout of funding aiUT, the proj-

had made him an offer, and now he'd
been here two years, and there was a tank
ect
in

the yard.

to

want

don't

to go."

she

said. "There's going

be concrete everywhere and chlorine in
The food's going to taste wrong,

the water.

and

I'll

"It's

this

get cancer."
temporary. Got to be. We'll get

just

straightened oul and send for every-

body again."
Thomas, don't patronize
"God damn
It's over. The world's not ready for us,
it,

me.

and so

they're

go

rig to

cestroy us."

."

"Sarah.

.

"G'bye, Thomas," she said, backing
away. "Peace, love, and all [hat crap." She
wiggled her fingers al him and Ihen turned

and
It

let

one

took

ot

half

the soldiers lead her out.

an hour

io

get the

room

Thomas was amazed to see how
some of them lought to stay. Who was

cleared.

hard

going to lake care of the composi, who was
going to check the pH in the fish tanks?
What about aphids, what aboul nitrogen
shortfalls?

One of the grad students, a thin girl from
tried lo get loose. Espinosa signaled to one of his men, who slapped her
hard across the face, jerked her arms behind her back, and marched her out.
But then, Thomas Ihought, if they tried
UCLA,

"

.

to drag me out, maybe I'd be lighting, too.
The place was seductive. He'd gotten

comfortable with the idea of being out of

power

the

grid, politically

and

ecologically.

Espinosa kept three soldiers behind with
him. They were just kids, Thomas though!.
The older ones would be fighting in Ihe
eastern jungles or the streets of Mexico Cily

and Zihuatenejo.
want you to show me the weapons,"
Espinosa said.
Shapiro let out a theatrical sigh. "Is lhat
all? The weapons business again? We
"I

How many

haven't got any.

have

to

limes

do we

you?"

tell

known lhat you are supporting the
We know this, you see. The rebels
up outside the oa:e. We don't look for
the guns or the mortars. We look for the
"It is

rebels.
line

nerve gas. The

were

protesters.

They want us

out of here as much as you do. In spite of
Ihe fact that your government asked us

here
"I

the

in

am

first

started turning over cars and lighting
matches. Half of Zihua had burned to the
ground before the guardia sho! enough
people to quiel things down again.
"Okay, we hear you making all the right
noises," Shapiro said. "What is you want?
lis mordida?"
Thomas flinched. There was plenty of
corruption

in

Mexico,

One

expected.
in public

a cerlain style

bi.t

didn't

was

haggle over bribes

don't want you money. want
see the things you have keep hidden
from me. Everything, you understand?"

"Mo, lady,

I

I

to

A couple dozen

ol the soldiers

were

stan' cottages
homas could
hear drawers slamming and furniture being
pushed around. They'd even dragged a
of mattresses out onto the lawn and

searching the

I

couple

place."

not playing with

games

here," Es-

ripped Ihern up with bayonels

to

make

position clear.

nosa.

Thomas ielt sorry for EspiWhat was the old man supposed to

make

of

elected

candidates. They are breaking the law,"
It

was a bad year for the Institutional
The PRI had been continuin power now since 1946, and countname ciwiges they went all the

winnmihs

six-foot-high,

ously

water

ing a tew

to 1928. Parties didn't last lhat

long by losing elections. Sometimes they

that

looked

ships on top of miniature

Revolution.

way back

had parked their tank. The project's sewage ran through troughs to get rid of the
organics, then out to the fountain and a series of sand filters to clean and aerate
But the greenhouse itsel- stank of shit.
it.

Espinosa hesitated

columnar

oil

fish

"I'm with you,"

like

folks don't

own

Thomas
to

said. "But these

mind the smell

part of .living in

shit. All

of their

harmony

with

"Fuck you, Thomas," Shapiro said.
"
'These people' 7 " Espinosa said. "Are
you not one of them?"
"That's- something Thomas was never
good at," Shapiro said. "Making up his
mind. Committing himself.''
"Could we maybe have a little less dissension in Ihe ranks 9 " Geis-er asked.
Esp nosa said.
"I want to sec inside.
"What in hell lor?' Shapiro asked.
'"What better place to hide weapons?"
'

1

"Oh, Christ. Make yourself at home.''
"You," Espinosa said, looking al Thomas.

come

"You

with."

in. Thomas breathed through
mouth. He felt like he was getting snil
tongue and gums. Espinosa made
it didn't bother him, poking al the
bending over to check [he under-

They went

toy rocket

and

his

on

rigs? Five-

seem

the planet."

tanks with giant

lilies floating on top? The glass walls
and aquariums on the south sides of all the
bungalows?
The worst was the solar wall; troughs of

the door, wrinkling

a(

his lace.

their

pinosa said. "The rebels must be stopped.

They are

fighting against legal

hyacinths insico a lore. louvoreO green
house. It ran straight out from the main
building to the fountain where the guardia

it

virus."

"For God's sake," Shapiro said. "Those
kids outside

had to keep recounting Hie votes until
came out the way they were supposed to.
The PRI had 'nod lha: in Zihuatenejo and
Taxco back in December, and people had
just

they

his

out that
plants,

sides of the bracing under the troughs.

"There aren't any weapons."

Thomas

said.
"I

He

V^ ^
—TST^"—T

want to 'believe you." Espinosa said.
up one sleeve and Ielt around in
murky water. "Maybe do believe you.

rolled

the

I

But don't trust you." There was a certain
dry humor in the slant ol ins eyebrows. "You
I

understand?"
"Los requisitos.

p

"

Formalities.

"Clam que si." Espinosa dried his arm
thoroughly wilh a handkerchief and then
dropped Ihe handkerchief on the floor. It
was like they had scaOd so^e kind of bargain, though Thomas wasn't sure what it

j0?

They went back outside. A soldier came running up with a three-foot
involved.

~PW^^

plant, dirt still crumbling off its
cap/tan ,Marijuana r
not ours " Shapiro sad. "God damn
told everybody, No dope!"
Espinosa told the soldier in Spanish, "Go
See lie's found any
in the rooms." Then he looked at
Shapiro. "You could go to jail lor this, all of
you. Smuggling the dn..gs and help ng the

marijuana
1

jitfiS

cu?s
\

;

1)

fjj~~--&

roots. "jMim.

3^ /

1

"It's

it.

I

talk to the sergeant.

rebels."
"I

c^tmi

"

\

<

already told you
ir

easy.

'Judy.

."
.

.

Espinosa wasn't bluffing. The plant was
more than enough to gel them into jail. And
their paperwork got lost .and they spent
if

months or years
it

there,

had happened
Thomas's skin

even died

there, well,

before.
fell

clammy. "Look." he

said. "We're trying to cooperate.

of course,

OMNI

—

hand on her arm.

Geisler put a
iake

We didn't

He was

lying,

and so was Shapiro. The

A&M

know about
6B

it

drugs

the marijuana."

.

gang was famous

for their killer

hybrid pot.

Espinosa Incd ;o burn the plants he would
stone all of Cuernavaea.
"jSargento!" Espinosa shouted. The
sergeant came running back, knees high,
British Army style. "Lock Ihem up," he said
in English, then repealed it in Spanish.
Thesergear locked contused "Where,
li

he asked Espinosa

sir?"

"Everything

is

in

Spanish.

smoke from the cigarette. It had been so
long since Thomas had actually seen anybody srroking tobacco lhat he was a little

anymore. He snread out Lmcsey's eiter
on the bed next to him and tried to decipher it. She had signed "Love"— thai had

horrified'

to count tor something.
What he wanted to believe was that she'd
developed, after al these years, a physical
passion for him that she could no longer
deny. None of the other-men she'd had,

"I think," Espinosa said at last, "my men
have not much discipline."
"They trusted me." Thomas said. "Don't
blame Ihem for that."
"You are believers in trusi, you North-

americans. True?"

glass."

"What do you mean?"
me aboul you boats."
"You mean the ocean arks?" The ark was

"Think of something." Espinosa said.
shut Ihem in the kitchen.

The sergeant

One door

led into the mural

rest of the

man

room and

"Tell

the

oulding aoc the other door

guards
on both of them. "It's time for supper anyway." Thomas said. He made himself an
avocado sandwich and sat down at thelong, grease-soaked table.
led out by the poo!. Espinosa put

Shapiro ranted for ten or fifteen minutes
about how none of this could be happening. Finally she got hungry, too, and
Thomas made some more sandwiches.
Thomas hadn't worn a walch in over a

in the deep end. Thomas could
scraping genUy against the edges
of the pool. Itwasabei of a design: strong,
light, simple, made of balsa wood and
epoxy. It was twice as fast as the gasolinepowered boats it replaced, silent, needed

anchored
hear

no

it

fuel or engine repairs.
"They use them on the south coast now,

1

ii

Close

He was slumping

in.

"You can sleep

There

night.

wil

came

Espinosa

a

looking his age.

bit.

you same places

in

be guarcs

at

to-

the door."

on the

if

"If

It

was

you

"Claro,"

When

only a tew yards away.

Iry to run,"

have

to

one

was

like

they

them apolo-

Thomas said.
saw he just wanted

they

I

to sit by
he darkness and

him alone.

The pool was
Thomas had ever

The project was a model of the
and the pool was its ocean. It was
slocked with mirror carp, which made imitation tides when they thrashed their tails.
had tilapia instead of whales to eal the
algae and clean the water. While amurs ate
Ihe bigger plants, and the project ate the
aphorically.

world,

It

amurs and the tilapia. Thomas was far
enough into Ihe metaphor that lislening to
murky water against the
had become like listening to real

the patter of the
tiles

cleared his head, relaxed him.
Eventually he noticed an orange glow off
to his right, on the hotel side of the shallow
end. About the same time he smelled'the

waves.
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a

bargain, though he
it

involved.^

1

eaten ng -.wice the tisb ;hey used to."
"No," Espinosa said. "The rebels have
you boats now. One is sunk. The other they
sail around in the bay.
is a weapon now,
you see?"
It

Stupid bastards,

i

nomas

thought. They'd

sunk a boat thatcould have fed hundreds
for the rest of their lives.

For

politics.

"You trust too much," Espinosa said. "You
ru si Ihe money and the tools, and you think
people are stupid that don't speak English
as good as you."
"No," Thomas, said. "Maybe
used to
came here. But people can change. People can learn. That's
what Ihis place is all about."
"I would like to believe you." The orange
I

think like that, before

light of Ihe

1

cigarette flew out over the pool

and sizzled into the water. Thomas heard
"But
a second splash as a carp struck at
it.

I

don't Irust you."

Thomas went back to his room. The
guards, who must have heard Espinosa
complaining, looked nervous as he shut
them out. He stuck a doorstop in the frame
to

kid.

still

used

and zippers. A ciga-

to thinking of

but seeing Lindsey

Eddie as

changed

all

Her image was primal. A little kid
been able to live up to her.
bullshit, of course. Under the blapropaganda she was like anybody else. She walchod soap operas and
read Cosmo and ate canned peach halves
wrapped in a slice of Wonder Bread. Bui
Thomas had imprinted her as some kind
of bush-league sex goddess, Ihe way
ducks imprint their mothers, and his leflbrain logic had no power over her.
Thinking about her, even now, made his
dick hard as a piece of lumber. He pulled
musty-smelling drapes over ihe fish tanks
that.

was

tant sexual

I

gigantic, Ihe largest
II was the center
met-

seen,

of the project, not just physically but

He was
little

wouldn't have

floor.

had sealed a

wasn't sure what

shoot you."

the water, they laded into
left

of

time

It

hung out of her mouth, the smoke not
as strong as her perfume. Her hands ratmany rings, and her hair was
brittle from bleach.

It

It

None of the cottages had iocks. Thomas
until dark to open his door and look

gized, "we'll

first

seen he- was backstage after one
would have been in

rette

out. There were !wo guards, neither over
eighteen. They slarl.ee to raise their guns,

utes.

Bui he hadn't forgotten her. The
he'd ever

tled with too

waited

saw the bottles in his hands. He gave
them each a beer and asked in Spanish
he could silby the pool for a couple of min-

a couple of times a year.

with ihree-inch heels

arm thoroughly with
a handkerchief and
then dropped the handkerchief

il

then

Dallas

white iank top and no bra, leather jeans,
all Ihe way around her eyes, boots

<mEspmosa
dried his

"You want something to eal?" Thomas
have to throw out if you don't."
Espinosa looked uncomfortable. "We
meel here tomorrow morning. Seven o'clock." He turned and walked out again.
said. "We'll

in

eyeliner

sunset the goats

"o

Hospital

of Eddie's concerts.

it

later

back in the late
Seventies and hadn't been heard from
since. In those eight years Thomas had
seen Lindsey maybe twice, whiten to her
atric

the early Seventies sometime. She was
hanging all over Eddie. She had on a thin

and chickens and payors got restless and
out more than their usual amount of
noise. He mace to be about eight o'clock
when they heard the tank starl up and drive

A few minutes

of

though his brother was legally dead,' had
disappeared from the Timberlawn Psychi-

"There's two of them in Zihualenejo. The
people down there love them. They're

let

away.

and God knew there had been enough

them, had worked out. Now Thomas would
get his shot. She-was his brother's wife,
whiclr had always been a problem. Even

true?"

year, but he'd gotten pretty sensitive to the

cycles of daylig

it

wedge the door closed.
He didn't want to think about Espinosa

the south wall. "This could gel
he told the fish. "You wouldn't wani
see it." He masturbated, picturing Lindsey stretched out:On her back, arms
reaching up for him, breasts flattened a little toward the sides, eyes a little crossed.
Kid stuff. Then he drank a beer and took a
built into

ugly,"
lo

shower and went

to

sleep.

Espinosa met them

in

the kitchen for

breakfast huevos motulenos. "This

is

good

food," he said. "Very rich."

"Thanks," Shapiro said, "since you sent
our dishwashers home yesterday, you can
do your own dishes."
"Forget Ihe dishes." Espinosa said. He
looked at Thomas. "Today want to see
what you do with the computer."
"Today," Shapiro said, "is Thomas's day
in ihe gardens. There's nobody to trade out
I

with him."

"Tomorrow maybe there are no gardens.
Today look at the computer."
I

"Suit yourself,"

Thomas

dishes and Espinosa's

CONIINU_DONPAGL78

in

said.

a sink

He

full

pui his

of water.

W

HH

w*

The new superconductors are so
easy to make that even high-school students can whip
<<•

them up

And they have*

in their tabs.

very

last

Irace of

As abruptly as
normal mercury

3 ice. tne

irconductor.
:

50 years

scientists learned

metal cot ild

become a su-

ing niobium

tita-

.und as well. But

mce.

it

had

be

to

i.

And

Hon

of

rs worked.
thow
more tnan ha.f a centur / superconduclivity was one of the outst; mdmg mys-

For

teries of physics.

Then,

m

195

John Bardeen. Leon Coopci

?.

,

physicists

and John

Schrieffer published a historic series of
papers describing the phenomenon, The
who won a Nobel prize for their
work in 1972. proceeded Irani an already
well-established observation: thai an eleccurrent moving through an ordinary

scientists,

in

the form of heat. Superconductors, on

the other hand, carry energy absolutely

tric

Because superconducting maleoifer no resistance to moving elec-

metal

is essentially a stream of electrons
flowing through a fixed crystal lattice.
Electrical resistance arises when from time

gratis.
rials

trons, they're the closest thing to

a iree

lunch the universe has to offer. Casting
for a convenient analogy, journalists

to time, the electrons

about

have compared the breakthrough
il

attracted to

of traveling the lattice

Praveen Chajdiian vice pes dent oi the
Science Research Division of IBM. "are in-

twenty-one years as a scientist, I've never
experienced anything as profound."
Most physicists agree. Without even
thinking very hard they have come up with
• -v,
-'
"
ip-rdozens of p-ai
conducting power lines for cxampte. couto
save the large amount ot electrical power
i.-

inlo the crys-

different

has- the potential for being bigger
'_
--,s

Tien either oMhese. 'Tier:-'-.

deed as awesome and wide reaching as
the imagination can absorb, and they may
affect the lives of all of us one day. In my

smash

ductor, the scientists say,

invention of the transistor or the laser. Actually

losing energy. But in a superconsomething very
happens. The electrons become
one another, and now, instead
one by one. they
travel in pairs. These electron pairs engage in an elaborate kind of dance: When
one zigs, the other zags; and when one
moves to the right, the other rnovesto the
tal lattice,

to the

medical scanners, and even drive more
efficient houseneic appliances. Once your
eves are trainee vol., will see applications
for supexencuct .-.: ar. whore. Wherever
'-.,- ; .clean-: !y :
.:]. Svvastoc.su-

left. In

ages

other words, they
of

electron

each other, so
bangs into an

become mirror imthat

when

the

impurity, the

first

sec-

,-

i

stance ano is called a superconductor,
But this new understanding broughl scientists no closer to the goal o' creating superconductors that functioneo at temperatures nigher than a tew degrees above
absolute zero. (Absolute zero is equivalent
to approximately -273 15 C the temperalure at which every last bit of heat is removed.) To ach eve these low temperatures, scientists had to use liquid helium
and elabora;e. cu.Ky insulation. According
to Patel. when you taKe coo :r.g costs and
s

perco; cucfors could pre
travel

between

cities al

Superconductors
faster

and

30

co.uld n

smaller:

be

liles
;e

per hour.

computers

the

be
perconauc

et'icient

and

neat. Until just re-

of course, practical
,c'.o:s
first

was

use of super-

elusive, to say :he least,

superconductor was discovwhen Dutch physicist H. Ka-

t 1911,

olher factors into account, using liquid

ni-

—
trogen is about 1.000 ;r"es less excessive
than using helium So almost all oflhe wonderful applications of superconductors
were used only where nothing else would

do

— as the magro;s t

ers, for instance,

and

gia:ii

in

atom smash-

the latest medical

scanners. Technologists were teased and
tantalized by. the potential of superconductivity:

They

le::

like

starving

men

feast-

"Nox! year science fairs will have
hundreds of these experiments."
The new superconductors are made up
of yttrium, barium, copper, and oxygen
the chemical formula is Y.Ba.Cu 3 0,,. The
proportions of the yttrium, barium, and
copper have led scientists to call this material 123
a nice coincidence, since making
is as easy as that.
say:;.

—

it

ing on beauliful photographs of food.

To

Spurred by Ivgh tech dreams, scientists
have spent entire careers searching for
materials thai become: superconductors at

higher temperatures. The late Bernt Matthias, who divided his long career be-

tween

Boll

Labs and the University

of Cal-

San Diego, was the best known
and most successful superconductor
ifornia in

Guided by little more than intuition,
Matthias and his co-workers discovered
of superconductors, including

hunter.

hundreds

the niobium compounds that form the basis ot the current generation of practical

superconducting devices. In their search
superconductors, scientists left
no plausible stone unturned and even had
a go at some pretty implausible stones. On
the belief that some biological molecules
might be superconducting, for instance,
one investigator bred bacteria in a strong
magnetic field, hoping to grow superconducting bacteria. It was a crazy idea but
pot quite crazy enough to work.
Room temperature superconductors, of
course, would be ideal. But superconductors that could be. kept cool with the help
of liquid nitrogen, which is cheaper than
beer and can be kepi overnight in a picnic
cooler, would be a development of incal-

start,

according, to the recipe formu-

lated by Grant, you wilt

need some copper

barium carbonate, and yttrium oxide. The first two are often found in highschool chemistry labs. Ail three can be obtained Irom almost any chemical supply
house or, as Grant suggests scrounged
oxide,

from a nearby university or June college.
The chemicals need not be all that pure
99.9 percent is fine. As the formula mplies,
the proportions of the three chemicals
should be one part yttrium to two parts
barium to three parts copper. According
Grant, 1.13 grams yttrium oxide, 3.95
grams barium carbonate, and 2.39 grams
to

for better

obliging "but

magnanimous. Thanks

to

a

stunning series of discoveries initiated by
Alex Muller and Georg Bednorz of the IBM
Zurich Research Center, scientists have
found aclasso'ma'er alsihat become superconductors at well above the temperature of liquid nitrogen. In lact, these materials, which- become superconductors at
90° above absolute zero, are so easy to
make thai high-sol'iooi students can whip

school labs. And they have.
Paul Grant, a research scientist at the
IBM Almaden Research Center in San Jose,
California, believes he has even come up

them up

in

with the

first

practical

perconductors

use

of the

new

su-

— science education. A few

months after he and his colleagues had
whipped up their first batch, he advised
high-school spience teacher' David Pribyl
and his students from Giiroy, California (fa-

mous

for its garl-c). to have a go at making
superconductors themselves. Grant feels

that this

must be some kind

of record. "In

less than six months a major discovery
made the tnp Irom the research laboratory
to

a high-schoo chemistry project," Grant

is agon baked at 950" C, but
very slowly
eight
is crucial to cool
hours at the minimum— to ensure it absorbs enough oxygen.
To make sw.c your project is successful
you must be ps-'ticularly careful about a
few common pitfalls: Temperature is critical. While baking your material at 950° C is

The material
it

—

it

ideal, cooking
at 1,000° often means failure. You must make sure you cool your disk
slowly and measure your ingrediAbove all, keep your lab
bench clean. Contaminating one substance with another drastically lowers your
chance of success. Please remember,
recipes are rarely complete. The experienced chef knows this and fills in missing
steps unconsciously. The same is true of
it

down

ents carefully.

laboratory recipes.

mistakes

in

The consequences

the kitchen are only

of

unpay-

be dangerous or even deadly So have a professuch as a science teacher, in the
room while the work is being done.
all goes well, your disk will be a
Bui
superconductor. To prove this you will need
some liquid nitrogen (which can be obtained from a local college, dermatologist,
able; laboratory mistakes c:-m

sional,

il

4T/?e specter of a

magnet hanging motionless
in space should

many students

propel as

into the

or welding supply house),

an insulated cup,

and a sliver of a samarium-cobalt magnet.
The last is a powerful, lightweight magnet
available from,

mund

among

other sources, Ed-

Scienli'ic in Harrington.

New Jersey.

cup and place the
slightly concave cup

invert the insulated

sciences

as the ominous beeping

disk of 123 on the

bottom. Handle ihe 123 with plastic twee-

because 'it crumbles when absorbs
magnet on top
and pour on a little liquid nitrogen, just enough to almost submerge the
cools, the 123 disk becomes
disk. As
furred with ice. And then the magic: The
disk becomes superconducting, and the
magnet leaps mlothe air.
zers

of Sputnik

ago3

did a generation

culable importance. After 75 years of research, however, nobody had even gotten

close to nitrogen temperature. Most believed that nitrogen-temperature superconductors were simply impossible, that
nature wasn't that obliging.
Nature, it turns out, has been not only

tained from their school's machine shop.

it

moisture. Put a sliver of the
of the disk

il

copper oxide

do

will

just fine.

Grind the chemicals lo a :ino powder with
a mortar and pestle, obtainable at any
chemical warehouse Next bake the powders in a kiln al a temperature ol bolwccn
900° and 950° C for 12 hours. Turn off the
kiln and, without removing the mixture, allow
to cool. This should take five or six
hours. The resulting material should be a
fragile black mass. Grind
up again and
place the powder in a disk-shaped die
about a half inch in diameter. Place a metal
it

it

ever
'na hydraulic
the powder and compress
press to 15,000'to 18.000 pounds. Such a
hydraulic press is found in most highschool machine shops.
The resulting d'sk is not yet a superconductor because, although it contains the
right-proportions of yttrium, barium, and
copper, il does nol contain enough oxygen. The disk mus: be baked again this
time in a gentle 'lew of oxygen, which can
"anvil" (a piston thai just fits in 'he die)
:

i

be pumped back
of tube'

ing

found

oxygen

in

isn't

.

into the kiln with 'he sorl

lab. (Addnecessary, but it

any chemistry
sliicily

makes for a better superconductor.) The
students at Giiroy High used oxygen ob-

Already Arthur Ellis, of the chemislry deof the University of Wisconsinto put togelher a levitation
that includes a superconducting disk
and magnet. And as far as Grant is concerned, Ihe specter of a magnet hanging
in space should propel as many students
into science as Ihe ominous beeping of
Sputnik did a generation ago. "There will
be kids growing up as familiar with superconductivity." he says, "as the present
generation is wilh lasers and computers.
don't want to oversell it, but it is to our ben-

partment

Madison, plans
kit

I

efit to

have an electorate

cated

in

that

is

well

edu-

the science of the day."

Whether or not you go to the trouble of
making your own superconductor, you can
Still enter Omni's Supercenslruction contest. We wouxj like you lo suemit 200 words
or less on the most creative future superconducting invention you can think of. Your
entry may have wortowide implications er
may simply be fun. A panel of judges will
review all submissions, and the winner will
receive $500. Please send entries to Superconstruction,

New

York.

Omni,

NY 10023.OQ

1965 Broadway,

that

REBELS

were as

alien

as he could make them.

He swiveled around

in

a

his chair.

the monitor programs.
"You," Espinosa said.

Thomas logged on and called up his
mapping program. He was suddenly conscious of his open window, of the screen
on the lawn where he'd kicked it.
Esp'inosa didn't say anything about it, so

memory of the tank,
men pawing through the cot-

neither did he. But the

the

rifles,

tages,

the

was a physical presence in the room.
scrolled down the CRT.
looked

A graph
a

little

It

like

a topographical map, the var-

ious regions

shaded

"This
sites,"

is

with dots, brackets,

and

plus signs, asterisks,

rectangles.

a trend surface analysis

Thomas

words came out

said

in

fasf

and

of

Mayan
The

explanation.
harsh.

"It's

a kind
as

.surface.

city.

We

don't afraid of

com-

.analysis,"

.

"She

is

you

girlfriend?"

Thomas .said.

Thomas

"No,"

said. 'Uust.

was

c/ara,"

the

is

like,

.she's just

Espinosa said. "Of course."

way he might have smiled
in

Mexico

The guard brought her
stood up again.

showing a

of dilferent things at once. Population.

economy, what the land

.

govern-

"Nothing,

sir,"

in,

the guard said

in

Spanish,

and Espinosa nodded him away.
Her hair was darker, not quite brown, and

ment."

Espinosa was nodding. "My son is study
Science of politics."
whaLyou call

some

it.

of the long

v C

far
si?^!|||

strands had gone white.

'1 :
:

:::;">-':'-"
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jK\

:

.

Jy^^*k^&
^___^s^^ a

It

at his

City.

and Thomas

A^L^^^it^?
*»

a

friend."
"Si',

"It's

first

Espinosa asked

gently.

re-

son, at the university
of,"

the

turn.

cent?"

the

for the first time. IPs

some kind of pale foreign gods, doling
and expecting to be loved in reNo wonder they resent us.

out favors

with Prigogine's work.

"Kind

little

weakness any of us have let him see,
Thomas thought. Weve been holed up here
like

It

lot

a

to relax

puters."

"Okay, fine. But what I'm saying is, this
isn't what you're looking for. This is ancient
history. This is about the Mayan collapse,
a thousand years ago.
shows when the
cities died out. We're still trying to figure
out why
happened."
"Maybe they had rebels," Espinosa said.
"Maybe they did." It was, in fact, one of
the models he was testing, and consistent

"The dark areas, they are the most

Espinosa
said. He looked as if someone were explaining to him why his children were dead.
Sad, frightened, unable to understand.
Thomas suddenly saw the deliberate sadism in what he was doing, slapping Espinosa around with words and machines
.

'Search her. But

careful with your hands, you under-

me? And bring her to me,"
Thomas got up, sat back down again.
Espinosa was watching, and he seemed
stand

it

of regression analysis, using the region

said, his throat clos-

"Okey," Espinosa said

be

son, he uses the computers at the

university

Thomas

up on him. "Se llama Lindsey."
The soldier looked at him. "Si, verdad."

ing

I

a response surface."
"Trend.

"Lindsey,"

I

"My

Thomas

idea,"

One of the soldiers knocked on the open
door and came in. "There is a woman," he
said to Espinosa in Spanish. "A gringa,
blond. Looking for him." He tilted his head
toward Thomas.

afternoon."

lying out

good

real

said.

"Look," he said. "I understand your poYou don't want to be here. The government's scared, you're scared, you're
grabbing at straws, Es decir, asirse a un
bledo, ipkey?"
'Just talk English. understand you."
"Maybe you're afraid of this place. Because you don't understand what's going
on here. But there's no big mystery to it.
can show you how to use a computer this
sition.

They went to his office, and Thomas lurned
on his PC. "You wan! lo see my stuff or the
project stuff?"' He was networked to the
project database and could call in any of

-^t^

'

»«>*i*«*r«-p*=wr--^^4S^^
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She

wore eye makeup, but the eyes

siill

"Are you,

a web of fine lines like
come up at the corners
other makeup except a
Mothing to hide anymore.

thing''"

She wore a simple Knit dress, navy blue,
loose enough to fit local standards of mod-

"Can

looked

softer, set in

the ones that had
of her mouth.
little

pale

No

lipstick.

shoes, no jewelry.
Except her wedding ring.

esty. Flat

Thomas
how good you look."

"You look wonderful,"
can't believe

said.

"I

She had trouShe held on to her

"You, too," Lindsey said.

ble meeting his eyes.

bare upper arms, forearms crossed over
her chest. Thomas saw she wasn't going
hug him. The rest of his lantasies crumbled and blew away like fairy dust.
Your whole life has been like this, he told

to

been sitting around waiting
for someone or some idea to come along
and sweep you off your feet. How much
himself. You've

longer are you going to wait?
He offered her his chair, and she settled
cautiously, tugging on the hem ol her dress,
fiddling with her purse. Finally she looked
at Espinosa and then at Thomas. "What in
God's name is going on here?"
Thomas, shrugged. "Up until yesterday
we were trying to save the world. New energy sources, new food supplies, new
shelters, the

world

is

whole

bit.

not interested

Now
in

like

the

being saved."

He

if

looks

"I

like,

under arrest or some-

am

I

No! right now."
Lindsey asked. "I mean,
in private? It's.
It's a personal matter."
"Ah," Espinosa said. He put his hand
around his chin and looked away. After a
few seconds he said, "We go outside. You
sit and talk, far enough away we don'lhear
"Nol

"Sure,"

we

talk?"

"Do you want

.

we can see everything."
"So don't give her any microfilm."
"No film, no virus, no nerve gas." Thomas
could no longer roll whe:her Espinosa was
I

"Some

have

to

show him a

picture."

Lindsey

said. "Isthatokay?"

"Show to me."
Lindsey passed him a three-by-five
black-and-white print. Espinosa looked at
it very hard for a few seconds, then turned
it over a couple of times. He shrugged and
handed it to Thomas.
It showed three Mayans in robes, laughing and smoking dark conical cigars. A
fourth man, with equally long hair and the

same kind of colton robe, looked like he
was trying to get out of the picture.
The fourth man was his brother Eddie.
They

wanted a reaction from Espinosa but he

Thomas

didn't get one.

to fhe

sat

signment

on folding chairs by the pool.

shifted from side so side, listening

sand crunch under the runners

of

said.

to talk

about

it

or

"Where did you get

kid reporter took
for Roiling Stone.,

interview with the rebels.

it.

He's on as-

rrymg

He

to get

an

did a feature

on the Lacondones while he was waiting.
His editor knew Eddie in the Seventies and
recognized him."

"So now what happens?"
"So now go up there and
What else?"
Thomas shrugged.
I

look for him.

"For Christ's sake!" Lindsey said.
the

kidding or not.

Thomas

the piclure?"

officially.

you, but

"I

the chair.

not?" Lindsey asked.

Digame, Capitan Espiunder arrest?"

don't know.

nosa,

hell's

wrong with you?

If

this is

"What
Eddie,

then it means he's okay! He's alive! He's
your brother, for Christ's sake! Don't you
care?"

Thomas

said. "Maybe
care
care enough to leave
him the fuck alone he wants. Look, even
could get away from here, even if we
could talk Espinosa into letting me go, who
says tddie even wants to be found?"
"Maybe he has amnesia."
'Amnesia. Shit. Maybe it's not Eddie at
all. maybe it's his evil twin. You watch too
"I

care,"

more than you

do.

I

I

if

if

I

much

TV."

"What do you want
about him?"

me

lo

do, just forget

what you should do. The
is coming down around our
Those mountains arc full of rebels,

"That's exactly
enlire country

ears.

"

the guardia is going nuts trying to find
them. If you get caught up in that, you're
going to need somebody to rescue you."
"That's why want you to "come with me.
"You're chasing the past. Eddie chucked
I

it

fen years ago.

all

had

said what he

He

and
and got out. He's
he wants to play

cut his records

to say

finished. He's retired.

If

Indian for the rest of his

life,

he's entitled."

"What about you? Are you

retired,

too?"

Thomas remembered the look on Espiwhen he talked about his kid.
For the first time he saw through to somenosa's face

doubted Geisler and Shapiro
had ever seen. Espinosa's kid, the son of
a -career military man in a Third World
country, plugging away on his CRT.
that
know what was.
"I don't think so," he said. "I think maybe
I'm just getting started. I've been standing
thing that he

If

wasn't the future, he didn't
"

around here

a couple

for

of years with

my

thumb up my ass when there's real work to
be done. Changing people's heads. People like Espinosa. ivTiyba slopping the next

Chernobyl or Bhopal before we kill off the
whole planet."
She shook her head. "You tell me I'm living in the past, and then you start up with
all

this

Woodstock generation crap. You're
change anything hiding out

not going to

down

"

"

and

to

first

let

and stared
went away.

out?"

Thomas

it.

He was

the

and

here. They've got close to

sensors

a thousand

over the complex, feeding a

all

entire cities with solar technology, to

trofit

teach poor villages
that

one there

—

how

to build

boats

"Listen to you. You keep saying
hear everything you're saying but

buy

it.

I

ranch-style

down
homes and

greenhouses. Things are

ail

finally

It

He means

/(,

Thomas decided. No ultemade him pain-

motives, no bullshit.

rior

fully

It

self-conscious. "No," he said. "Thank

want to stay here.
so important to you? This work?"

you. But no.
"Yes,"

I

Thomas

said. "This work."

'they.'
I

I

- "Do we get our people back?" Shapiro
asked. ,They were in the mural room again.
Esp nosa had brought two of his men along,
but their rifles were slung over their shoulders, out of the way.
"No," Espinosa said. "We are not responsible for so many Northamericans all

their

don't

beau-

"Then what's the point? The three of us
by ourselves."
"The Republic will be you partner now.
in people to help you."
"Great." Geisler muttered. "We've just

can't run this place

start living in

just

going

to

go

We. bring

on the way they always have."

Thomas looked down at his sneakers,
tapping the sides icgoiher "You know what
they say about me here? They say I'm sanpaku. It'sJapanese or something. means
show too much white along the bottoms
It

I

of

my

of

balance or something. Well, maybe am.
years old. I'm divorced, no
no house, no car, no pension. It's time
me to start believing in something."

eyes.

It's

supposed

to

mean

I'm out

been nationalized."
"What people?" Shapiro asked. "The
Army?"
"No. think maybe my son like to work
here. He can bring others from the univerI

help him."
"Your son?" Shapiro said. "What kind of

sity city to

—

I

I'm forty-one

bullshit stunt

kids,
for

Thomas said, "just shut up for
He nodded to Espinosa. "I think

'Judy,"

once."

."

"Thomas.
"No," he said. "Maybe we can't change
everything overnight. But we can get
started. A little at a time. Retrofitting, rebuilding. When the ranch houses fall down,
we can put up something better. Even just
getting the information out tnere would be
something." Finally he looked at her. "It's
time for me to do this," he said. "It's what
.

I

want."

They both got

hand, and

Thomas

up.

She put

out her

of the

experience,

they feel

if

crucial, Hart notes, that

It's

members

people

of the group.

agrees. "There are common elements in all
activities intended to change behavior or
points of view," he says. "It's very important in all the healing professions that participants share the same worldview with the
therapist and that they believe in the ther-

think you're kidding yourself. Peo-

ple aren't going lo'ca.'
tiful

like

better."

trust the other

Espinosasat in the chair next to him, the
one where Lindsey had been sitting. "She
want you to leave with her?"
"Yeah," Thomas said. "That's what she
wanted."
"She is a very beautiful woman. Very
handsome."
Thomas nodded. He picked up a thumbsize chunk of cement and tossed it at the
nearest carp. The water killed its momentum.
drifted slowly past the nose ol the
fish, which had backed up two inches to
watch it. Fuck you, too, Thomas thought.
"I could let you go," Espinosa said. "To
go with her. You don't need to be here."

said.

central computer. They've got plans to re-

someiirng out

they deserve more, then the process works

Henry Herrerra, professor of psychiatry
and medicine at the University of Rochester School ol Medicine and Dentistry,

into the water,

"They're right up against the future every

day

nniruD

she

"It is

hid.ing

remember

go,

"I'm at the Hotel Capitol," she said. "Calle
Uruguay, near the Alameda. If you change
your mind."
"Not this time," Thomas said.
She stopped once by "he 'ar side of the
pool and looked back. Thomas sat down

here."

"Who's

"

already trying to

that's really

a good idea.

I

look forward to

apy and

we'll all have a lot
from each other."
"Thomas. ." Shapiro said.
He held up one hand, "Not right now,
okay? Maybe later." He walked over to the
door. His footsteps were very loud on the
parquet. "I think you guys can get along
fine without me, and I've got a lot of work

says. "But

I

would want

fects are uniform,

and what
any."

how

There were parrots

to

know

if

the

long the benefits

ef-

last,

the risks to participants are,

Too many

New Age therapies are

if

not

rigorously evaluated today, Herrerra adds.

Hart charges $10to$15for an hour-anda-half session. Some companies spend as
much as $1 ,500 for a full weekend. He now

Raghu Nath, a Unimanagement profes-

plans to join forces with
versity of Pittsburgh

a series of high-technology
centers. Advanced computer, robotics, and
eectronics companies would collaborate
push American technology to the edge
sor, to build

to

of the avant-garde.

As

part of that effort,

each center would contain one building
devoted to what Hart calls "high-sociotechnology"; the application of sociometechniques like future travel to help hutric

man

relationships

keep pace

with rapidly

developing high technologies.
"Ninety-five percent of the small hightech companies that start up fold within a
few years," says Nath. 'After the initial phase,

management

stiffens

up and acts without

1

imagination.* Nath thinks that future travel

could help prevent American high-tech
companies from stagnating. "Using this
technique," he says, "would keep man-

agement

fluid

and move businesspeople

from thinking only about everyday considerations into realms of pure creativity,"
Increasingly, corporations are using self-

realization

techniques such as future travel

management tool to promote creativ"I find this phenomenon very curious,"

as a
ity,

but

supposed to be
and scimore and more people

some

kind of symbolic, tran-

Herrerra comments. "We're

a highly developed technological
entific culture,

arc socking

scendental experience

to do."

been

of control groups to judge
"I have
no doubt that people derive psychological

benefits from this experience," Herrerra

I

.

however, questions whether

evaluated using methods of assessment

such as the use

meeting your son. think

to learn

the therapist."

Herrerra,

Hart's future-drama technique has

the effectiveness of the treatment.

—a

religious ex-

the trees behind

perience." Herrerra believes that this trend

until

They had the intonations of
speech but none of the sense. Thomas

him, too.

found

in big business forces us to ask questions
about our need for values and meaning in
contemporary society. "It's obvious that we
are not capable of sustaining a purely

took her

arms,
held her

in his

because he wanted to. He
she relaxed and put her arms around
The smell of her hair was sweet,
intoxicating, but when he tried to concentrate on
went away. was like he was

just

it,
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it

It

-

in

the gardens.

he

their cries"

knelt

in

the

somehow

damp

started pulling weeds.

comforting as
black earth and

DO

technological culture," he says.

DO

strange, hairy beasties,
These
cxlraterreslrial flowers, and

elegant abstracts are trophies
of the hunl. The hunler is
retired microbiologist Alex Rakosy.

He conducis

his

photo safaris

the unexolic lands of
Indiana,

ponds

in

drive from his

Over the
tracked

Illinois

less lhan

in

and
an hour's

home near Chicago.

last

nine years he has

down and photographed

hundreds

exotic flora

oi (he

and

fauna ihat can be found in a drop of
fresh pond water, Packing nothing
lethal than a fine-mesh plankton

more

net, the scientist/photographer

skims water samples Irom suburban
ponds. He then brings them back
lo his home laboratory, where he sorts
through his microscopic trophies
and photographs them using a
technique called optical staining.
Chemical staining, employed in
conventional photomicrography,
highlights microorganisms with color
dyes. One problem; The small
creatures not only die from the staining
process, but their delicate structures
are damaged as well.

Rakosy has devised a way
vivid color

creatures

photos

like

to gel

of living micro-

the liny freshwater

shrimp (left) and the iragile colony of
green algae f be low) without obliterating them. He photographs his
captives

drop-of-water habitats

in their

and adds
of colored

camera

various hues with a series
filters

lens.

"It

attached

to his

doesn't interfere with

Ihe creatures' well-being at

.

all."

he

says ot the process, "so you see the
organisms just as they appear
living

in their natural habitats.

LITTLE

BY HENRY

You also

DROP

WOUK

..

gel 10 see

pari:-. rA An organism that you would not get to see any other
like the fine hair structures on the body of the rnosquito larva" (above).
Rakosy seis out on safaris in the early spring and travels to vernal
ponds, bodies of fresh water formed by the melting snows. These pools
in the literal sense of the word- "Many ol the same organisms found in suburban ponds can be found all over the world— in
NewZealand. Africa, or the Malay Peninsula," he points out. "These crea-

way.

are microcosms

tures are the beginning of the food chain

—

true primordial lile. Without
them, there would be no higher lorms of life."
Every pond, he has found, has its own characteristic life forms and its
lile span. The environments in which these crealures dwell are as
fragile as they are. The average vernal pond, Rakosy estimates, lasts
barely lour months. Thus what was a body of water teeming with life in

own

Rakosy s sensitive photo technique captures the delicate structure o! the larva
an anopheles mosquito (above), green atgae in the early stages ol growth
(above right), the larva ol a midge (tar right), and reproducing algae /right).
ol

•Many. of the same organisms found

BG

OMNI

in

suburban ponds can be found

ail

over the world.^

The cycle of birth,

life,

and death in

this little

universe

is,

by our standards,

March is a barren slreich of parched land in midsummer. The cycle of
life, and death in this universe is. by our standards, all loo brief.
His explorations, which he describes as a kind of "wildlife photography
under the microscope," have shown (here are aesthetic as well as scidimensions lo the world visible through his microscope. Over time
he began noticing the recurrence of designs in nature, like tr
pattern made by the crystals found under one insect's carapace (far
left). The more of these he collected, the more a sense of deja vu crept
over him. Then one day he realized where he had seen these designs:
on the canvases ot abstract painters like Joan Mini, Wassily Kandinsky,
and Paul Klee. Rakosy has now moved on from simply cataloging the
creatures of this liny universe to searching for designs evocative of the
masters. Even in a drop of water, art and life become one.DQ
birih.

entific

it

all

too brief

Henry is planning an
a/i-American independence

Day

celebration, but
everyone knows he can't deliver

BY NEAL BARRETT.

JR.

He woke sometime
before dawn and brought the dream back with
him out of sleep. The four little girls attended
in Corpus Christ:. Their
Catholic junior high

hand-painted guitars depictec tropical Cuban
They played the same chord again and
nights.

again,

a dull

hitting

a drum. The

wads ol paper
light was still smoky, the furHe made his way carefully

repetition like small

niture unrevealed.

across the room, The screened-in porch enclosed the front side of the house facing the
Gulf, allowing the

breeze

to

How

in

three direc-

tions. He could hear rolling surf, smell the sharp
tang of iodine in the air. Yet something was
clearly wrong. The water, the sand, the sky had
disappeared, lost behind dark coagulation. With
sudden understanding he saw the screen was

clotted with bugs.

Grasshoppers blotted out the

morning, They were bouncing off Ihe screen,
swarming in drunken legions. He ran outside
and down the stairs, knowing what he'd find.
The garden was gone. A month before, he'd

covered the small plot of ground with old window screens and bricks. The hoppers had collapsed the whole device. His pitiful stands of
lettuce were cropped clean, razored on the
ground as
he'd clipped them with a mower.
Radishes, carrots, the whole bit. Eaten to the
stalk. Then
occurred to him he was naked and
under attack, Grasshopper socks knitted their
if

it

PAINTING BY RALPH GOINGS

3
kness. Something considHe yelled and struck out

vaged from the Sand Palace Motor Home
he'd gotten Rose to help, it was
Inn. Even

on knocking hoppers silly. The
was next to useless, and he retreated

a formidable undertaking.
No easy task to do individually rendered, slightly crazed, and plainly cokeeyed fathers of our country. Every George
Washington wore a natty clip-on Second
Inaugural tie and, for some reason, a sporty
little Matamoros pimp mustache. Now and

way up
ered

to hi^

his crotch.

blindly, inient

fight

up the

stairs.

Jenny woke while he was dressing,
"Something wrong? Did you yell just a
minute ago?"
"Hoppers. They're
"Oh, Mack."
"Little

all

over the place."

my salad bar."
It was doing so good."
doing good now." He started

iuckers ate

"I'm sorry.
isn't

"It

"You want something to eat?"
"I'll

grab something

eye.

Mouse

nie

got to

"I

T-shirt

ragged as a

coming against
go to work,"

kite.

A

cer-

him.

dreamed of little Mexican girls."
"Good for you." She stepped back to
gather her hair, her eyes somewhere else.
"I

was
"I

he going

He made

his

the dunes and
sea grass, following

way past

stilts off

to his

dead and wounded
behind. The sun came up behind dull,
anemic clouds. Two skinny boys searched
had moved

on, .-saving

the ocean's morning debris. He found a
pack of AgricuHi iral Hero cigarettes in his

pocket and cupped

his

out of half-dried shit

and

half

and crossed Highway 87, the asphalt
cracked and covered with sand, the tough
coastal grass crowding in. The highway
trailed southwest for two miles, dropping
where the red-white-and-blue
Galveston ferries used to run, the other end
stretching northeast up the narrow strip of
Bolivar Peninsula past Crystal Beach and

off

abruptly

Gilchrist,

then off the peninsula to High

Is-

land and Sabine Pass.

Mack began

to tind

Henry's posters

They were tacked on
telephone poles and fences, on the door
of the derelict Texaco station, wherever
Henry had wandered in this merchandising adventure. He gathered them in as he
snapping
them
off like paper towwalked,
els. The sun began to bako. hot wind stinging up.sand in tiny storms. The posters said:
FOURTH OF JULY PICNIC AT HENRY ORTEGA'S
DINER. ALL THEBApBECUE PORK YOU CAN EAT
north of the road.

EL DIOS BLESS AMERICA

Henry had drawn the posters on the
backs of green accounting forms sal94

OMNI

in

said.

"What

it

hear nothin' about

is

to-

it."

Rhode

fiat

across the

grill,

concentrating intently
'

because

he's already seen the

posters rolled up

and

said

fine.

Reds running

Island

There was always a good

Liberty County.

Mack wolfed down

the counter, poking

something

his food.

He

didn't

look at his plate. If you didn't look close,
you maybe couldn't figure what the hot
peppers were covering up.
When he got up to go he said, "Real tasty,
the thought had
Henry," and"then, as
suddenly occurreo. "Ail right you and me
talk for a minute?"
Henry followed him out. Mack saw the
misery in his face. He tried on roles like
hats. Humble peon. An extra in Viva 2apafa.' Wily tour si guide with gold teeth and
if

if

stuffed in Mack's pocket

hands against the

kelp and that the shit wasn't bad, but he
couldn't abide the kelp. Where the sandy
road angled into the beach, he cut back

to

chicken rumor going around somewhere.
That or someone saw a horse or a pack of
dogs. Miss Aubrey Gain of Alvin swore on
Jesus there was a pride of Siamese cats

Henry's

;

wind. George Panagopoulos said there
wasn't any tobacco in them at all. Said they

made them

do

to

brella Point.

standing over the stove behind

the path over soil, dry sand to solid beach,
right, the Gulf rolling in, brown as mud, giving schools of mullet a ride. The hoppers

Jase

three tomato plants 'bout

want

Panagopoulos told Mack that Dutch's
in Clute heard someone had
seen a flock of chickens. Right near Um-

Mack

<m

the dark rows of houses on

thai dope,"

maybe

don't

loose out on the beach.

say."

the ragged stands of

He won-

woman up

might

guitar."

"So you

the right."

to get into this or

matoes," said Panagopoulos.
"Don't make any difference what it is,"
Fleece said. "Man determined to get high,

"Nothing happened. They played real

bad

wanted

silently grateful.

seen

"I

Mack took
it

really

high as a baby's dick."

Jase and Morgan were in the diner, and
George Panagopoulos and Fleece. They
were a collection of gimmie caps anci
patched-up tennis shoes, jeans stiff and
fish.

in

the others waiting.

felt

he

if

go.

there's

vanishing farther out with tricks of the

the third stool down. Fleece said

it

Fleece jumped in. "Saw Doc this morning, sneaking up the dunes 'bout daylight.
Gotta know if those hoppers eat his dope."
Everyone laughed except Morgan. Mack

Something jumped out there or some-

sequined with the residue of

"Your loss, man."

he thinks you're

Mack
dered
let

thing didn't.

at Henry's."

She came to him, still unsteady from
sleep, awkward and fetching at once. Mintain yielding

said from
for you,

then along the borders, an extra reader
bonus, snappy American flags or red
cherry bombs going kapow.
Mack walked on picking posters.
Squinting back east he saw water flat as
slate,

looking for his hat.

body's seen Mendez for 'bout a week."
"Eddie's a good man ior a Mex," Morgan
down the counter. "He'll stand up

ii

connections. Nothing

Mack agreed
down the counter.

get hotter

leaned

it

could. Jase

"Hoppers get your garden, too?"
"Rightdown to bedrock is all," Macksaid.
"I had this tomato," Panagopoulos said,
one little asshole tomato 'bout half as
big as a plum; I'm taking a piss and hear
these hoppers coming and I'm down and
out of the house like that. I'm down (here in
what, maybe ten, twenty seconds flat, and
this tomato's a little bugger and a seed.
You know? A little bugger hanging down,
and that's all." He made a swipe at his nose,
held up a finger, and looked startled and
"this

goggle-eyed.
Mack pretended to sludy ;he menu and
ordered KC sleak and I'-es and coffee and
three eggs over easy; and all this time
Henry's standing over the charcoal stove
behind the counter, poking something flat
across the grill, concentrating intently on
this because lie's alroacy seen lha posters
"rolled up and stuffed in Mack's pocket and

he knows
sooner or

he'll

have

to

look right at

woman

in

Clute looks

Cesar Romero, and this
Nothing could rob him of
a'ou d pity a man win such bearing.

Mack

a

Irog.

look out the

roll

gave them back. "You know

of posters

and

better than that,

Henry. It wasn't a real good idea."
"There is no harm in this, Mack. You cannot say that there Is"

"Not

me

I

can't, no."

"Well, then."

"Come on.

I

got

Huang Hua coming

!

irst

trnng tomorrow."
"Ah.

Of course."

'Uesus, Henry."
"I

am

afraid that

I

forgot."

appreciate the
thought, and so does everyone else, This
Chink, now, he hasn't got a real great sense
"Fine. Sure. Look,

of

I

humor."
"I

was

thinking about a flag."

"What?"
'A Hag.

what

You could ask, you know 7 See
It would not hurt to ask. A

.he says.

very small and msigniiicani Hag

said.

understand?"
Mack looked down the road. "You didn't
even listen. You didn't hear anything said."

dow

like

He looked like
was his cross.
dignity, No one

Mack

later.

"Galveston's. got trouble," Jase
"Dutch rowed back from seeing

fit.

that

Said no-

of the diner. Just lor the

in

the win-

one day, you

I

'Just for the

one

day.

The Fourth and

nothing more."
'Get all the posters down, -Henry.

Do

it

before tonight."

"How did you

like

ton?" Henry asked.
sell.

Rose

George Washingdid all of those my-

the
"I

did the lettering, but

I

am

dered how a univalve mollusk with the
mental reserve of grass could dream up a
wentletrap shell and Ihen wear it. This and

dropping Ihe sa-s at p'ecisely the right
moment, a skil Mack appreciated all the

other things.

able to

has compensations, but
way of knowing what they are.
Life

there's

no

Coming in was the time he liked the best.
The water was dark and flat, getting ready
for the night. The bow cut green, and no
sound at all but a jazzy little counterbeat,

"The Washington was great."
"You think so?"
"The eyes kinda follow you around."
tried

the crosswind snapping two -ingers in Ihe
sails. The sun was down an hour, Ihe sky

"Well, you Hat out got it."
Jase and Morgan came oul, Jase picking up the rubber fishing boots he'.ti left at
Ihe door. Morgan looked moody and deranged. Mack considered knocking him

settling into a shade inducing temporary
wisdom. He missed beer and music. Resented the effort of sinking into a shitty

"Yes."

Henry showed

his delight.

"I

for inner vision of the eyes."

senseless.
"Look,"

Mack told

him,

"I

don't want you

my boat. Go with Panagopoulos. Tell him
be going with me and Jase."
'Just fine with me," Morgan said.
"Good. It's fine with me, loo."
Morgan wasn't through. "You take a nigger fishing on a day with a r in it, you goin'
to draw sharks certain. seen il happen."
on

Fleece'll

I

"You tell that to Fleece," Mack said.
stand out here and watch."

Morgan went

in

and talked

to

against the diner, asleep or

Mack

lit

ered the

Panago-

maybe

not.

an Agricultural Hero and considafter-taste of breakfast. Thought

of likely antics with Jenny's parts.

evening mood without help.
Swinging in through the channel, Pelican Island off to port, he saw the clutter of
Port Bolivar, the rusted-out buildings and
the stumps of roltcd docks, the shrimpers

he used to run hec-irg dnji ikenly in Ihe flats.
South ol that was the chain-link fence and
the two-story corrugated building, The
bright red letters or \s sice read shining
:

WEALTH OF THE SEA JOYOUS COOPERATIVE 37
WELCOME HOME INDUSTRIOUS CATCHERS OF

"I'll

poulos. Jase waited for Fleece, leaning

Won-

more because Morgan was scarcely ever
either rushing in to shore full
do
it,

a Viking bent on pillage or dropand leaving Ihcm bobbing in

sail like

ping

ofl early

the bay.

totally

responsible for the pictures."

This Chinese loony-tune message was
clear a good nautical rnie away; a calcher
of the fish with

a double cataract couldn't

pretend it wasn't there.
Panagopoulos's big Irwin ketch was in,
Ihe other boats as well, the nets up and
drying. Fleece brought the sloop in neatly,

greatly enjeyed this specrounc-eyes pacdlng the fortythree-loot H nckey in lo shore
Mack and Jase secured the lines, and
then Jase wenl forward to help Fleece while
ihe Chinks came aboard to look at the
catch. The guards stayed on the dock

The Chinks

tacle, the

:

and

looking sullen

important,

rifles

slung

carelessly over their shoulders. Fishing
Supervisor Lu Ping peered into the big
melal hold, clearly disappointed.
"Not much fish," he told Mack.
"Not much." Mack said.
"It's June." Fleece explained. "You got
the bad easterlies in June. Yucatan Current kinda edges up north, hits the Amarillo
Clap flat on. That goin' to fuck up your fish"
1

good.

ing real

made a

"Oh, yes." Lu Ping

note,

Jase

nodded solemn agreement.
Mack told Jase and Fleece to come to
the house -or supper. He walked past the
chain-link iencc

anc the b g generator tnal
kept the fish in the corrugated building
cooler than anyone in Texas.
in

The routine was, the boats would come
and tack close to the long rock dike

strelching out from Ihe southeast side of
the peninsula, oul of sight of the Chinks,
and the women and -ids would wave and

fuss and the men would toss them
canvas bags, flounder or pompano
if they were running or maybe a
sack el shrirrp, keeping enough good
onboard to keep the Chinese happy
but mostly leav.ng callish and shark and
plenty of mullet in Ihe hold, that and what-

make a
fish in

or redfish
rare
fish

ever other od<i--pooics came up in the nets.
It didn't matter at all, since everything they
caught was ground Lip. steamed, pressed,

processed and Irozcn

into br'ok-sizo

dies before they shipped

bun

it.

Mack thought about cutting Ihrough the
old part of the port then remembered
about Henry and went back, There were
still plenly of posters on fence posts and
abandoned bait stands and old houses,
and he pulled down all he could find before dark.

They

ate

in

front of the

house near the

dunes, a good breeze coming
Gulf strong

enough

to

in

from the

keep mosquitoes

wind drawing
fire nearly white. Henry brought
a large pot of something dark and heady,
was Acadia Parish shrimp
announcing

and gnats

the

at bay,- the

driftwood

il

cede
i

wasn

Chihuahua
I

Mack

Jase attacked

"Now

!.'')/>:

Urne waloh

style,

broiled
guitar.

and nobody

said

Meander over a grill.
Arnie Mace, Mack's

uncle from Sandy ^oint brought illegal rice
wine. Not enough to count but potent.
Fleece drank half a mason jar and started
to cry. He said te was thinking about birds.

He began

to call

them

off.

Herons and

plovers

and egrets

G.il e Eqi.awkii ig

cloud

liked to stand

A

her.

he remembered pink Ham noes in 'ho vca\
flats down by Ihe dike.
There was an old oastard in Sweony.
you know him. Mack," George Panagopoulos said. "Swears he had the last carin a hamster cage
dinal bird in Texas, Kept
Started dreamlong as he could stand
ing about it and couldnTslecp, got up in

gold, you

the middle of the night .and stir-fried it in a
wok. Had a frazzle of red feathers on this
hat for some time, but can't say that's how
he got em."
"That was Ernmett Dodge," Mack said.
"I always heard it was a jay."
"Now. I'm near certain was a cardinal."
Panagopoulos lookod :houghtfully inlo his
Ernmett had had a jay,
wine. "A jay, now,

padre.

I

:

"I

if

I

"I'm nol

taken
"I

hear!

This

"He said

"I

that?"

Fleece was unsteady
Mack looked around for Henry
with Rose and Jenny. He

"Well, fuck him."

angry

at

Just get that stuft

all.

;

I

I

It

the tragedy of
tor

my

my

race.

I

feel

warmth. Nada. Nothing more."
Tears touched the Cesar Romero eyes,
trailed down the Gilbert Roland cheeks. If
Jase plays "La Paloma," I'll flat kill him,
thought Mack. He left to look for Rose.

Jenny told him to come out on Ihe porch
and look at the beach. Crickets crawled
out of the dunes and

in

"The ocean scares

will

take them down,

I

will

go and do

it

feel

I

am

an

to

do

it

"No, what?"
"I

am

thinking that

I

cannot remember

"Fleece has already done this," Mack
said. "I don'l want you doing it, too. One
crying drunk is enough."
"Forgive me. cannot help myself. Mack.
I

I

don't

remember how
and the salt.

the lime,

Jenny

it

tastes.
I

I

remember

sometimes."

I'll

He worked his
and touched the small

write that down."
T-shirt

back. She leaned

comfortably

in

against him.
"Things are

bad, you get too

still

from the coast.

don't

I

want you

far

just

dering around somewhere."
"I haven't really decided, Mack.
it's

tequila."

it

not you," she said.

of her

I

I

"'It's

hand up the

now."

intrusion."

"I feel like you've had enough to drink."
"Do you know what am thinking? What
am thinking at this moment?"

like

it,

a lime
"Fine,

now.''

"I

the water.

at night,"

He wanted lo slop 'his but didn't know how
do
She was working up to it a notch

to
al

"You don't have

for

spill.

me

said.

your wishes, of course."
before Huang gels here

bow

the morning."
"I

the ropy strands of a

like

"Not always. You
lo

made

The sand was black, a bug tide going out
to sea. The crickets marched into the water
and floated back. In the dark they looked

a great

people."

bow

shall

'"Good. Just

quiet.

"Uh-huh."
but intact,

and found him

I

"Okay."

I

i'

is

sorrow

"I

I

tire.

Henry
can sense

to say,"

down before morning."
do what think s right, mi cornWhat is just. What is true." Henry
"What deeply feel in my
A voice cries out. has to speak.

only

tried for balance.

Mack helped Fleece ihrow up.
"Georgia won't talk lo me." Fleece said
miserably 'You the only friend got."
expect you're right."
"You watch out for Morgan. He bad-tafkin'
you ever chance he get."
"He wants to be pissanl mayor, he can
run. sure don't care for the honor."
"He says vou eves uogirnin' to slant."

by a

angry with me.

these things."

it

doubt he could've kept the thing
They make a awful lot of noise."

silling

took Henry aside.
know wha you are gone

He

said. "You are

it

it.

somewhere and walch
woman was fine as

oil

good-looking
caught her

white thick behind the shrimpers. Jase said

I

away
wan-

mean,

not tomorrow or anything."

"I

don't think you're going to find anyone,

Jenny."

He

said

it

as gently as he could.

"Folks are scattered

all

about."

She didn't answer. They stood a long lime
on the porch. The house already felt empty.

recall a certain

The chopper came
south,

tilted slightly into

in

low out of the

the offshore breeze,

snappy

farts as it set87 stirring sand. Soldiers hit the
ground. They looked efficient. Counterrev-

rotors churning

flat,

tled to

be dealt with swiftly.
Fleece and Panagopoulos leaned against
the diner trading butts. Henry came out for
a look and ducked inside. The morning was
olutionary acts would

oyster gray with

r-i

feeble ribbing of clouds.

Major Huang waved at Mack. Then Chen
came out ol the chopper and started barking at the troops. Mack wasn't pleased.

Huang was purely political— fat and happy
and not looking for any trouble. Chen was
maybe nineteer tops, a cocky little shit wilh
new bars. Mac! was glad he didn't speak
English, which meant Jase wouldn't try to
sell him a shark dick pickled in a jar or
1

-,

something worse.
The Chinese uniforms were gallbladder
to match the chopper. Chen and
three troopers stayed behind. The troop-

green

ers started tossing crates and boxes to the
ground. One followed discreetly behind the
major.

"Personal hellos," Huang Hua greeted
"It is a precious day we are seeing."
Mack looked at the chopper "Not many

Mack.

supplies this time."

"Not

many fishes," Huang

said.

It's going to be like this, is it? Mack followed him p.-isl mo diner down the road to

Shining Wealll Cooperative
i

little

things.

A

with creases.
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real haircut.

37.

Ho noticed

Starched khakis

He wondered what Huang

had eaten for breakfast.
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Grasp Handles,

Turn Right One S lowly.
BY NINA GUCCIONE

cent of patients, whatever their disease and whether or not they even
knew they had one!
For those suifering from lesser
ills, seeking perhaps to cure a mild
I:.ol.'cI "leuraigiii ,v
.:-.opiy
muscles, the electric dumbbells
e ideal. For those whose only
afflictions

wore mere laziness and

flabby bodies (my ancestors), the
Relax-a-cizor did the job—or at
least was alleged to. During this

ISA

"passive exercise, " electrodes
were attached to muscle groupings,

and

slight electrical

impulses

were emitted, causing muscles to
and thereby achieve tone
and firmness.
Other contraptions included
electric girdles, electric brushes
one for the head, one for the flesh
electric slippers, and even an
Glsctric bath. With a morning jump
start like that, who needs calfeine?
contract

IFbEVERAGEII

With a well-equipped toiletry bag,
you could calm your
nerves, curb your
dandruff, and cure

If

a few diseases before heading oil to
work.

IT

RELIEVES FATIGUE AND 15 INDISPENSABLE

FOR

Were Ihese

things so outlandish,

or were they

the foresights to

odern therapies?

8l
Ijk

RELIEVES MENTAL AND PHYSICAL EXHAUSTION
AND IS TJ1E FAVORITE DRINK FOR
i

Fleming or Philac
the grips at

left,

and o

creased by winding oat the
coveted cylinder to the right.

velvet-

>-

WHEN

^

1

vertised

in

the

back

magazines today
generators

of

women's

Violet ray

— with

Iheir var-

ious glass-tube attachments

housed the humming,

that

c

rays— treated
eczema, neural
rative

a lew. (I'd

know when

like to

n of

this device iefl
"quackery" and en-

alist,

circa 1982.

same as

the

page

the

II

my

skin spe-

even looked

one shown on

101.)

One of the worst problems with
quack gadgets, more likely to now
fall

under Ihe heading of allerna-

Lelt:

an English- made galvanic-laabove left

radic battery. This page,

Psycograpti used skull
rs

analyze personality. Far right:
shocker constructed in France.

to

laradic

was convicted

ot fraud

ir

1947 after a 47-day trial,
Even Ihe electric slippers nol
for wading: Were

—

recommended

cepted. The soles of your feet have
points corresponding lo your internal organs, and stimulating these

poorcirculalion.and

tered the hands of

Ghadiali

they really off the mark? In certain
circles reflexology is quite ac-

points of origin can diagnose
Ireat the

One ol

and

organs.
Ihe highlights of the orig-

—

BOOKS

naied with DC Comics and its various
and arhsis creating such books as
Batman, Green Lantern, and Hawkffian,
will decide that shared
worlds are in the same category but for

ment, even geography can wander. It's
even more difficult keeping a character
consistent. A con man can become too
aggressive: a tough, up-front woman starts
sounding meaiymojihed. Many of us will
continually check with each other to prevent a lot of trouble later," Cherryh says.
Anthology editors, of course, prefer to

writers

"Maybe people

"We
who

ogies.

also

owe something

to H.

G.

said. 'Change one thing, and
Wells,
see what else occurs.' Wilh Wild Cards

now attempting to go beyond the
into what we're calling
mosaic novel." (In mosaic novels, aube involved in creating more than
book will
be a group project, with the writers banding together to develop the plot and coau-

we're

adults," Shetterly says.

Shetterly agrees with Martin
ryh that for authors

who

and Cher-

generally work

shared world idea

solitude, the attraction— apart from profit

the

of creating

a shared world

with other writers.

is

in

tion

feedback from your peers, like an actor or
a dancer," Cherryh says. "You're also forced
to deal wilh charae'ers ana situations you
have never confronted in your work be-

(hor everything from beginning to end, tak-

ing

much

of the

anthology

burden

olf the individual

original and provocshared world books, Wild Cards

Perhaps the most
ative of the

that

released on Earth

demic

an
in

extraterrestrial virus,

1946,

caused an

of instant mutations.

mans become aces
Nignt,

shaoe

—

with

epi-

Infected hu-

such powers as
bendng. and

shi'Tmg. rrvno

tank-stopping strength

—

or

huge

jokers

whose

deformities range across a spectrum of horror, from extra an-ma or hi.. man
limbs to features lhal make the Elephant
Man seem like a Caivin Klein model.
Wild Cards's world of comic-book superheroes is frankly based on a shared
1

passion

for early

comic books and radio

And as Shctlerly poirts out, shared
world anthologies may actually haveorigserials.

fwHV
f

Dealing with

someone

BUREAU
Of
SUBJfcTMTV

MEW

who have

w.in a

can work quickly

similar artistic

sense of humor who
nk coherently. "But

arid Ih

they are exactly the individuals
visions

will

end up

bly

Shetterly says. "You inevita-

fighting

leu

consistency."

Nevertheless Cherryh

else's char-

comments

the

that

the singer
marketplace, spinning tales and
listener beg for more." Shared

"the oldest kind of storytelling
in

whose own

most often clash with the edi-

tors' visions,"

according to Cherryh, can aid
professional development "It's like play ng
doubles: You star; adding details and filling in empty spaces," she says.
The shared world's allure, however, can
also be its mosl boson re danger. "Everyone depends on everyone else." Martin
says. "One person missing a deadline can
eooa'C/e the whole project. And when a

is

making the

world writers, she says, are doing the

same

thing "on a kind of tag-team basis."
Eventually. Shetterly thinks, the
of

tives, even wnon the story's brilliant, everyone else has to adjust their stories and
patch the continuity back together."
Continuity can be a major problem, according to Cherryh, and the editors must
ike poces of a puzzle.
fit stories together
They must a:so pay close attention to defor a motails". "If you lake your eyes off

number

anlhologios 'lood':na he market will subf

side, with only the better

writer's story veers from the book's objec-

it

writers

— people

values

acter,

editor.)

presupposes

fore."

work with

the interac-

"You get instant

thors- will

just individual stories: the entire

ones

surviving.

"They won't die out, but there won't be as
many. Readers are becoming tired of them,
even disappointed," he says about many
of the anthologies

Asstill

in

a iiterary form, the shared world is
a developmental stage. "It's a com-

pletely

new

kind of literature," Martin says.

"Of course, a lot of shared worlds will fail,
but others that we can't even imagine today will be flourishing tomorrow. "DO
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gunships moved out in single file, each
three meters above the tarmac, the sound of their
filling the world with a roar that could be felt in teelh

rotors

ETICKETTO NAMIAND

gaining altitude, Ihe helicopters

V

and the noise diminished to
where shouls could be heard.
"First time out?' cried the guide.
"What?" Justin Jeffries turned away from
open door where he had been watch-

formations,

the point

the

ing the

shadow

of their helicopter slide

across the surface of the mirrored rice
paddies below. He leaned toward the guide
until their combat helmets were almost
touching.
"First

time out?" repeated the guide. The
small even for a Vietnamese. He
grin and the uniform and

man was

wore a wide

shoulder patch of the old
vision. Jeffries

was

First Air

Cav

Di-

and sotting several tali calms ablaze.
Bits of flaming deb's splashed into the
quiet rice paddy. The passenger::: laughed
and applauded. Sammee grinned back at
them and flexed his muscles. Elizabeth
leaned against nor grandfather and spoke
loudly into his ear. "Isn't this fun, Grandpa?"

He turned

to

say something, but

at that

to join the

.

to

see the

appear be-

village

low out of the heat, haze, and smoke.

fifth-floor

men

sat

.

pool on the fourth-floor terrace. It was well
past nine, but the tropical twilight lingered.

"You were on the village mission-tour this
morning, weren't you?" asked Justin Jef-

his beer.

man
Mr

next

ah

...

caves?"
"Most satisfactory," said Lieutenant Naguchi. "The situation should be stabilized
hill

a

at the table,

He

turned

the

to

Vietnamese

silent

fifth

in

a

white shirt and ciatx glasses and added
"No offense meant. Everybody
quickly,

knows

that your

pas c

the best foot soldier

V:el

in

peasant makes

the world.

Showed

us that lorty years ago, oh, Mr ... ah
"Minh," said the

hands around the
Minh's hair
his

.

man and shook

little

table.

was black,

.?"
.

"Nguyen Van

Minh."

face unlined, but

his

eyes and hands revealed

he was

that

age than that of the others.
"I saw you on the plane from Denver,"

.

was soaked

said Justin, "Visiting family here?"

<mTh e wail

showed image

image
combat

after

passengers

in

of

purses,

and
chests*

plastic M-16's to their

Jeffries

Elizabeth,

and

shoved

crowded space

to

find

"I

it

a sharp contrast

Up

norlh

I

am more

I

spend

to

mod-

techni-

more about
valuable

first of ihe helicopter wars
anyone who is interested in
You were a veteran of that

the
to

war, Mr. Disantis?"
Justin's father-in-law

their

general direction of the now-distant tree
firing

studs.

The

passengers instinctively clutched at their
helmets to block their ears. Heavy cartridges, warm but- not hot enough to burn
anyone, clattered onto the metal deck.
An explosion split the tree line, sending
phosphorous streamers fifty meters into the

the

fries of

stand

open door. The barrel of Elizabeth's plastic
M-16 accidentally struck the older man on
his sunburned neck, but he did not turn or
speak. Suddenly a series of flashes
erupted from the tree line along one rice
paddy. The passengers gasped audibly as
a line of magnesium-bright tracer bullets
rose up and lashed toward their ship, missing the rotors by only a few meters. Immediately one of the gunships at the rear
of the V formation dove, curved back the
way they had come in a centrifugally perfect arc, and raked the tree line with rocket
and minigun fire. Meanwhile, at Ihe guide's
urging, Sammee stood on a low box,
grasped the two-handed grip of the heavy
M-60. swung it awkwardly to bear in the
the

tonic.

ern methods.

is

his

next to where their grandfather sat by the

and depressed

and

military history.

There was a lurch as the passengers
and craned lor a view.
siHior.

"Lieutenant,

surprised that you choose to

your leave on an American's Veterans' Tour."
Naguchi shn ;;:jgec: and sipped at his gin

cian than warrior. Also, of course, learning

shifted their positions

the

I

He turned toward Naguchi.

heimets with one
hand and hugging cameras,

tree line to your right."

Sammee

"No," said Minh, "I have been an American citizen since 1976. This is my first trip
back to Vielnam. have no family here now."

am

garb, tourists clutching at their

with sweat.

back to plug his
bulkhead socket. His voice echoed tinnily
in every helmet and from hidden speakers.
"Ladies and gentlemen, please notice the

OMNI

this is

man. "Roger Sayers.
Nice to make year acquaintance, Lieutenant. So how's it going up there? Your guys
finally getting those liltle bastards out of

huh?" laughed Sayers.

around

terrace of the Sai-

gon Oberoi Sheraton. The air was warm
and humid. Occasional gusts of lauglre'
and splashing sounds came up from the

and stepped
microphone jack into a

110

'And

Sears, right?"

man
Later that evening five
a table on ihe

"Yes, yes," smiled the guide

line,

.

"Sayers," said the

before the next rainy season,"
'Japanese brains and Vietnamese blood,

eager

view,

it

chine-gun mount near the door's safety
webbing. He was the only person in Ihe
cabin not wearing a helmet. The back of

eight-year-old

.

shoving her brother aside to get a better

conver-

sation. "Daddy was here during
you
know ... the war. They thought might be
good for him to take the Vet Tour." She nodded in the direction of a short, solid, grayhaired man leaning aca nst the M-60 ma-

way through

.

at least in his sixties, closer to Disantis's

Healher leaned over

Ten-year-old

to his father-in-law.

the

wife's father."

his blue shirt

dipped

an;::

Justin gestured to the heavysel

second the guide announced that their
destination would be coming up on the left
side of the ship, and Elizabeth was away,

big even for an Ameri-

can. He was dressed in green shorts, a
flowered Hawaiian shirt, Nike running sandals, an expensive Rolex comlog, and a
US. Army helmet that had become obsolete the year he was born. Jeffries was
draped with cameras: a compact Yashica
SLR, a Polaroid Holistic-360, and a new Nikon imager. Jeffries returned the guide's
grin. "First time for us. We're here with my

nodded

Disantis

air

in

about

young

Oriental next to him.

was. Mosl inleresling." The man
a relaxed manner, but something
bearing Ihe precisely creased

"Yes,
sat

I

his

safari suit, the intensity of his gaze, sug-

background.
asked
man's smile and nod, Justin
went on. "Thought so. Here with the miligested a

military

"You're Nipponese, aren't you?"

nodded and took a

long swallow of beer.
"I just missed it," said Sayers with real
regret in his voice. "Too young for Vietnam.

Too goddamn old

for Ihe

Banana Wars."

Justin grunted. "You didn't miss much."

you were involved
asked Naguchi.
'Ah,

in

that period?"

"Everybody who
decade got in
Banana Wars. The tour today could

"Sure," said Justin.

Justin. At the

came of age

tary mission?"

on the
have been Tegucigalpa

in

the discount

or Estanzuelas; just

"No, merely on leave. R and R, believe
your people used to call it."
"Christ," said the overweight American

substitute' coflee plantations for the rice

who

and waved a

I

sat next to JusTn's tather-:n-law. "You've

been up north

the

in

PRC

fighting

Chen's

warlords, haven't you?"
'Just so," said the

tended his hand
Keiyo Naguchi."

to

Nipponese and ex"Lieutenant

Justin.

'Justin Jeffries, Kansas City." Justin's
huge hand enclosed the lieutenant's and

pumped

twice. "This here

is

my

father-in-

law.'Ralph Disantis."
'A pleasure," said the lieutenant.

"Pleased
"

"I

believe

to
I

meet you," said

saw you

"I

want

to

hear about

sluggish

"'A

that," said

Sayers

the wet, thick

in

air.

Tropical night

had fallen, and even the stars appeared
the. thickness of atmosohere.
Naguchi. looked up at a band of brighter
moving toward the zenith and then
glanced down at his comlog.
"Checking azimuth tor your spottersat,
right?" asked Justin. "It's a hard habit to

dimmed by
stars

Disantis.

with your granoch'l

dren at the village today.' said Naguchi.
boy and a girl?"

paddies."
waiter over to the table. "Another round for everyone," he said. From

somewhere near Ihe pool a steel drum
band started up, unsuccessfully trying to
mix American pop tunes, a Caribbean beat,
and local musicians. The sound seemed

break.

I

still

do

it."

Disanlis rose. "Sorry can't stay for the
next round, gentlemen. Going to sleep off
lag." He moved into the air1

1

some of this jet

conditioned brightness of the hotel.
Before going to his own room, Disanlis
looked in on Heather and the children. His

daughter was

bed

in

bulSarnmee

already,

Elizabeth were busy feeding data from
their father's Nikon through ihe terminal and
onto the wall screen. 'Disaniis leaned
against the door molding and watched.

and

"This

is

Sammee

the LZ,"

said exciledly.

"What's an LZ?" asked Elizabeth.
'Landing zone," snapped Sammee.
"Dpn't you remember anything?'

The

wall

dust,

showed image

rotors,

image of
shadows ol
camera

after

the predatory

Hueys coming

above

in

Justin's

the thin line of passengers

position,

combat garb, men and women

in

instinc-

bent low cespite obvious clearance
from the rotors, tourists clulching at their
helmets with one hand and hugging camtively

eras, purses,

and

plastic M-t6's to their

begun (ocry Evenluai y Hit; gocos helped
a young tourist couple use a field adio to
he .e~s were there in
call in an air si kc.
three A-4D Skyhawks
less than a minute
with antiquated U.S. naval "arkirgs brgh:
and clear on Ihe white wings. They
screamed in under live hundred feet nigh.
Justin's camera shook as the explosions
sent long shadows across the dikes and

called Charlie

made the tourists cringe and hug

tant

r

1

I

—

the earth

six hundred menad ^anaged to steady
the camera even as the napalm continued
to blossom upward.

from

Sammee. He

"Watch," said

froze the

'ramc and then zoomed in. The image ex
pahded. Tiny human forms, black silhoubecame visible against Ihe orange
explosions Sammee enlarged the image
even further. Disanlis could" make out Ihe
silhouette of an outflung arm, a shirttail
gusling, a conical oeasani':; hat Hying off.
"How'd ihey do that, Grandpa?" asked
without turning around.

dikes.

terminal keys.

enlarged
filled

until

The

zoomed and

shifted through
his grandtather's face
purple balloon ready to

became a

pop. "Stop it," whined Elizabeth.
"Crybaby," said Sammee, but some sixth
sense made him glance over his shoulder

where

to

Disantis stood.

Disantis blinked

"Naw, not holes.

'

sad Sammee. He

did

pieces

"This

is

the

lifting

her toy M-16,

good

part,"

you can see the
Betcha they were animates."

bright out there. Besides,
fly.

Ebabeln -otoci over from where she was
sprawled. Her pajamas earned a picture
Wonder Duck on the front. "Whal'd Mr.
Sayers mean on the way back, Grandpa?"
of

breathed Sam-

They had been

LZ when
had opened

returning to the

fire. At first the lourisls milled around in
confusion, but at the guides' urging they
finally, laughingly had lakc-n cover on the

when he said, 'Well,
showed Charlie today'"

"In Ihe helicopter,

guess we

really

Elizabeth

looKa

I

breath. "Who's Charlie,

Grandpa?"
"Stupid," said

"Charlie

was the

VC. The bad guys."
"'How come you called him Charlie,

one knee on the dike and hold Elizabeth's hand. He remembered noting lhal
the grass was artificial.
The tourists-returned fire. Their M-16's
flashed and recoiled, but no bullets were"
expended. The din was tremendous. Oh
the screen a two-year-old near Justin had

paused
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a white

in

puff.

said Sayers, "Excuse me. Rever-

gudo came forward

The Vietnamese
and put a red KIA
armband on Sayers. The Reverend Dewitt
and Tom Newton each received a yellow
WIA armband.
"Does [his mean don't get to go lo the
picnic?" asked Sayers.
The guide -smiled and directed the otha modevac LZ in a
ers on how to prepH
nearby clearing. Lieutenant Naguchi and
Minh cleared underbrush with machetes,
while Healher and Sue Newton helped
spread marker panels o- iridescent orange
with an apologetic smile

Sammee was

Grandpa?" per sis led

Elizabeth.

The frozen

screen cast an

explosion on the

'wall

ange glow on her

features.

"I

or-

Dewitt.

and Newton

bing

the sky.

bed before your father comes,
going to be a busy day."
alone n his room, sitting in silence
hum of Ihe air condihe could not

better get lo
lorn or row':-;

broken only by the

tioner, Disantis realized that

remember why

the Vielcong

propped

on
elbows and waved as Iheir stretchers were
loaded. The patrol resumed when the
medevac copter w.as just a distant throbin

Justin look point.

sal

He moved

line

hand up

to hall the

behind him, There were two more

wires

and a

stretch of

trail

how to probe ahead
last halt kilometer,

grass on either side

trip

salted with anti-

personnel mines. The guide
the

their

carefully,

showed them

with bayonels, For
they stayed in Ihe

of the

trail.

The picnic grcund was on a hill overUnder a thatched pavilion
covered with sandwich
fruils, and cool-

looking :he sea.

sat three lablos

makings, salads, assorted

don't remember." said Disaniis. He
w.lh his banc: on ihe door. "You two

Laloi.

downdrall thai l.a:lened the tall grass and
blew Disanlis's whirc tennis ha; off. Sayers,

all

Sammee,

grassy side of the dike, Justin remained
standing lo take pictures.
Disantis watched as :bose images built
themselves on the wall screen at a rate just
slower than normal video. Data columns
flashed by to the right. He saw himself drop
lo

with the

between Sammee and Elizabeth lo keep
them Irom quarreling.
Sayers stepped into a thin trip wire
stretched across the trail, a section of dirt
erupted a meter in front of him, and the
claymore jumped Ihree meters into the air

frequently holding his

"When?"

mee.
figures along a distant dike

and mixed

picnic the nexi day. Mr.

t.;

Disaniis shrugged. "Holos. maybe."

jerky

camera.

sat drinking. Their laughter

to Disantis

way to a

allowed to pop the
smoke marker. The redcross-marked Huey came in with a blast ol

nol Iry to hide his condescension. "Too

at the

still

thunder Irom a storm on the dis-

Sayers tripped a claymore mine.
The guide had put them on a simulated
patrol down a narrow jungle trail. Sayers
was in the lead, paying iilte attention to the
trail, talking to Reverend Dewitl, an airwaves minister from Dothan, Alabama.
Justin and Heather wort:- wa-king with the
Newtons, a young couple from Hartford.
Disantis was larther back in line, walking

plastic.

ups of hutsbeing searched. Healher
emerged irom a low doorway, blinking in
the sunlight, awkwardly

had ever

tab on a green

of

and waving

hie

r

Sammee made

and watched the

if

I

row of seven others.
Minh btinked
same with his*

did the

no acknowledgment ol his grandfather's
presence but advanced "he picture through
a montage ol new images.
hewsreef proceed. The abandoned village
rough huts. The lines of tourist-troops
along each side of the narrow road. Close-

up
of

Iheir

end."

the plastic saber

'

into a

and

wondered

and darkened horizon

On

"Shit."

^Disantis

nodded at the retreating waiter,
removed the swizzie
~stick from his drink, and set

Sammee

and widened

until

it

picture

only Disantis's grainy lace

the screen.

colors

floated

rumble

before exploding

"There's Grandpa!" cried Elizabeth. Disanlis saw himself, aging, overweight,
puffing heavily as he heaved himself down
from the helicopter, disdaining the guide's
outstretched hand Sammee tapped al Ihe

the others

in

ettes,

Sammee

lo

vantage point

their

ters away. Juki

chests with the other, groups moving away
from the raised ending platform along rice

paddy

I

known. He turned. out the light and opened
the sliding doors to the balcony. The humid
air settled on him like a blanket as he
stepped out
Three floors below. Justin, Sayers, and

had been

ers of beer. Sayers, Newton, and Dewitt
were already there, helping two guides
cook hamburgers snd nol dogs over charcoal fires. "What kepi you?" called Sayers
with a

deep

laugh.

After a long lunch, several of Ihe tourists
went down to the beach to swim or sunbathe or take a nap. Sammee found a net-

RH.1P
Rank Has Its Privileges

Ninety-nine Bottles of Beer

n the Wall"

during the short flight back.

There-

was nothing sched

afternoon;

and

alter the sto

everal people decided to go

Dne of ihe large malls betwe
,omplex and the park D.sant
utectric

bus

into

s

caught an

downtown Sa gon, where

e walked the streets

uniil

ma

The change ot name to Ho C

ts.

bars, res-

els Disantis
s

The

earlier.

nto the tourist
ihe city

-l.

itself

Etficie

-anc-giass

'

>fbu
!..'.
i

saying side sireel

reminded him af the cluttered" stylishness ol Tu-Do Street in the late Sixties.
Nguyen van Minn joined him as Disantis
waited for a lig'it to cnange or. Thong Nhut
that

Boulevard.
"Mr. Dis'antis."
"Mr. Minh."

The short Vietnamese adjusted

his

—

.

glasses as they strolled past the park where
the Independence Palace had once stood.
"You are enjoying the sights?" he asked.

"Do you see much

that

familiar?"

is

"Do you?"
Minh paused and looked around him as
had not pertained to him. "Not
Mr. Disantis," he said at last "Of
"No," said Disantis.

if

"Good

the idea

really,

rarely visited Saigon. My village
a different province My unit was
based near Da Nang."

course,

was

I

in

"ARVN?" asked Disantis.
"Hac Bao," said Minh. "The Black Panthers of the First Division. You

shook

his head.
say without pride ... the
most feared fighting unit in all of South
Vietnam
including the Americans. The

Disantis

"We were
.

.

...

I

.

Hac Bao had put fear into the hearts of the
Communist insurgents for ten years before
the tall."

buy a lemon ice from
a street vendor. The lights were coming on
Disantis

stopped

lo

and Tom Newton came

afternoon, Mr. Jeffries," said the

guide.
,

.

.

.

.

.

I

"No, no, everything's great," said Justin

and glanced back at the other two. He sat
down and leaned toward the Vietnamese.
His voice

ah

.

.

was a hoarse

.we wanted a little

whisper. "We
more than the reg.

.

.

stood

"I

...

in

here,"

April ot

continued Minh,

"right

and
had come
and firing.

<mJustin

the other four

shouting

I

The 32

"Yes,

I

I

at

children

—

get aboard that

to

a lieutenant.

I

was

twenty-three

years old."
"So you got out of Vietnam during the
panic?"
"They released us trom jail when the
North Vietnamese were in the suburbs,"
said Minh. "I was not able to leave the
country until several months later."
"Boat?" asked Disantis The lemon ice

was

melting quickly

in

the

warm

is to

get

chi. His

the drip of water from

"Maybe thirty,"
than

palm

leaves.

said the guide.

"No more

thirty-five."

"Weapons?" asked Naguchi.
"There may be some hidden in the huts,"
young
men and women. VC. Well trained."

air.

Roger Sayers stepped forward. "We
want some special action," he said.
'Ahhh," said the guide and finished up
Justin leaned forward again. "Nat Pen-

drake

was
"He said he

told

loudly.

us

it

.

okay,"
.

.

uh

.

he whispered
arranged
.

it

.

through Mr. Tho."
"Mr Tho?" the guide said blankly. But
the smile was there now.
"Yeah. Nat said that ... uh ... a special
action would be about a thousand."
"Two thousand," the guide said softly.
"Each."
"Hey," interjected Sayers, "Nat

a few months ago and

was here

."

" began Sayers.
don't know about
"Where?" asked Justin.
"The frontage road beyond the hotel
maintenance buildings," said the guide.
"Twenty-three hundred hours."

if

looked at Minh there was a dark gleam in
his blue eyes. He shook his head. "I never
left," he said.

He slid

.

.

'All right.

his universal

That's

tine.

card across the

table.

The Vietnamese smiled and pushed
card back.
"Cash, please," he said. "You

Jeffries's

tonight.
"I

the quiet village.
Finally Justin stood

on

American

rifle.

moved

and clicked the

"Let's

do

it,"

he

said.

into the clearing.

Ralph Disantis and Nguyen van Minh sat
together in a dark booth in an old bar not
far
It

trom what had once been Tu-Do Street.
late. Minh was quite drunk, and Di-

was

santis

let

himself appear to be

condition.

in

the

same

An ancient jukebox played

re-

cent Japanese hits and oldies but goodies
dating back to the Eighties.
"For many years after the fall of my
I

thought that America had no

honor," said Minh. The only sign of the little
man's drunkenness was the great care with
which he enunciated each word. "Even as
lived in America, worked in America, became a citizen of America, was conI

I

will

have

it

dollars."
.

his

Together they

country,

the scent of tropical vegetation, mimosa
blossoms, stagnant water, decay. When he

"Quiet," said Justin.

Here."

There was a long silence as they stared
at

salety off

his drink.

just

OMNI

kero-

"How many?" asked Lieutenant Naguvoice was barely audible above

and old people,

knelt in the dust
at the center of the village.?*

Minh nodded. 'And you, Mr. Disantis,
when did you leave Vietnam?"
Disantis tossed the paper wrapper into
a trash can and licked his lingers. "I came
here early in '69," he said.
'And when did you leave?" Minh asked
to sniff
again. Disantis lifted his head as
the night air. The evening was thick with

114

A few

"Yes."

Minh.

had been arrested by the govern-

was

the foliage.

"And they're VC sympathizers?" whispered Tom Newton.

villagers,

mostly children

in

said the guide. "Be careful of the

after. members of my unit had commandeered the last Boeing 727 out ol Da
Nang lo Saigon. We lought civilians

plane.

the face.

"Yes."

was only my third
had just been released

ment

women and

in

"Huh," said Sayers. "So our job

It

time in Saigon.
from four days in prison."
"Prison?" Disantis turned to look

and Tom

the information, right?"

in

There had been no opposition.

here

1975 and watched the helilast of the Americans off

faces. Justin Jeffries

Newton kept close to the guide. Behind
them, stumbling occasionally in the dark,
came Sayers and Reverend Dewitt. -Lieutenant Naguchi brought up the rear. Each
man was in uniform. Each carried an M-16.
"Shit," hissed Sayers as a branch caught

sene lanterns threw cold light from the
doorways of the dozen huts of the village.
"Vietcong sympathizers," whispered the
guide. "They can tell you where the cadre
headquarters is. Everyone in the village
knows the VC."

"Something extra?" said the guide.

copters take the

the roof of the embassy.

smudged

through a gap

much interest in his voice.

com log,

began. The

"Shut up," whispered Justin. The guide
motioned them to a stop, and the Americans pressed close to peer at a clearing

"Oh?" The guide blinked. His mouth was
in a smile.
"Yeah," said Justin, "you know. Some-

Embassy?" asked

"That's the old U.S.

them to a point
where the road ended and a
five men jumped down and

trucks transported

the jungle

followed the guide through the darkness.
The trail was muddy from the evening rains,
and wet fronds brushed at their cork-

thing extra."

"You see the embassy there?" asked
Minh, pointing to an antiquated six-story
back behind an ornate fence.
Disantis, without

The
in

not quite curled

structure set

have thought that the building
"I would
would've been torn down by now."
"Oh, no," said Minh, "it is a museum. It
has been restored very much to its original
appearance."
Disantis nodded and glanced at his

was gone.

him

ular tour."

along the boulevard,

all

guide stood
"See you then,"
"Have a nice day," said the guide and
"Right," said Justin as the

up.

trail

we'd all, mean the three
"We
uh
us and a couple of other guys, we wanted
to see you about something."
'Ahhh, there, is some problem with the
tour?" asked the guide.
of

remember

them, perhaps?"

.

Justin, Sayers,

to the guide as he sat alone at a table
near the back of the hotel bar. The three
Americans hesitated and looked at each
other. Finally Justin stepped forward
"Howdy," he said.

up

vinced that America had no honor. My
American friends told me that during the
Vietnam War there was news from my
country on the televisions and radios every
day, every evening. After Saigon fell
.

there

was

nation

nothing. Nothing.

had never
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existed."
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It

was as

if

.

my

.
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J ACKERMAN has long been thought of
the driving force in the fields of Science Fiction
and Horror, Mis collection is legendary- Now, in a
««<-«-i™-=>-i%time event, a great portion of this
/ill

be sold

THE COLLECTION:

at auction.-

Precious artwork, rare books

&

magazines, important manuscripts, photographs,
other highly desirable ephemera, L.
___d treasures, plus spectacular film
s and artifacts all will combine to make this
Z;uuu lot auction the most fantastic event in
Science Fiction and Horror history.
.

FRAZETTA. BORIS, FREAS; Where warranted,
Guernsey's
:

is

introducing significant additions to

the auction. We are therefore extremely honored t
be able to present for the first time, major work*
ofartr— all coming directly from the artists
themselves— from the most intipotf

the Fantasy Art world—Frank F
Chesley Bohastell, Kelly F

Vallejo,

ONLY ONCE:

But

this is just the beginning, the tin

—

of the iceberg. To miss this auction to miss
like Verne, Wells, Bradbury and Lo\
on Chaney, Lugosi and Karlbff; to gh

i

to bid on objects like the original m<
The Wizard of Oz—would gnaw at you mi eienmY-

Be* part .of this put-of-this-world auction

.
;
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The sequencer ace of DNA
is

tracking

down

the secrets of human

origins. His

machines

will

souped-up

enable scientists to
read our genes and

predict our futures before we're born

IfUTERV/IEUU

Model T DNA
This
sequencer
now."
is

just a

right

of

Leroy Hood pats the top
an unassuming-looking box the

size of a desk-lop copier. "In five

years

we'll

have the super-Cadillac

It'll probably be one hundred times as fast and one hundred times less error-prone."
Hood, the chairman of Caltech's

version.

biology division,
the

DNA

is

markable machine
revolution

the inventor ol

sequencer.
in

And

is

this re-

causing a

molecular biology.

"It'll

lake another live to ten years before we seriously sit down and sequence the whole human ge-

nome," he predicts modestly.

Before Hood invented fhe DNA sequencer, the gargantuan task of
determining the structure of the

human genetic code apwould take forever.
The human genome, the genelic

entire

peared as

if

repository ol

it

all

Ihe information lor

constructing a human, contains
from 100,000 to 300.000genes on
46 chromosomes The smallest
chromosomes consist of around 50
million base pairs, the chemical
units of genetic material. So far scienlisls
million

have sequenced only
base pairs. And a good

technician could

manage

12

lab

to se-

quence accurately only about
20.000-base pairs a year. Hood's

PHOTOGRAPH BY ALAN LEVENSON

—
"Model T" can sequence that many in a
a uto m ati c al ly.
A complete map of the human genome
would have an enormous impact on biology, profoundly expanding knowledge
about human development, evolution, aging, cancer, and genetic diseases. In the

—

we ek

future,
rain will

being familiar with this genetic terenable experts to analyze an indi-

chromosomes, peer into a newgenes to predict his future strengths
and weaknesses. "When a baby is born,"
says Hood, "we'll 'read out' his genetic
code, and there'll be a book of things he'll
have to watch for. This has the potential to
do enormous good. If you have a propen-

vidual's

born's

toward heart disease, rheumatoid aror cancer, you could modify your diet

sity

thritis,

change the environmental substances
exposed to."
DNA sequencer is the fourth in a

or

you're

The

quartet of instruments

Hood

calls the Mi-

Facility. The immunogenetiand his Caltech colleagues have developed them with experts at Applied
Biosysterns, Inc., a San Francisco-area

crochemical
cist

company

that sells

is then passed
of special gel. Photofilm is then laid on top of each gel
By .reading the resulting spots on the
developed film, the researcher interprets
the DNA sequence. It's a time-consuming
and boring process involving radioactive
tracers that are hazardous and costly. Tedious work that has to be done by hand,
this sequencing process can cost up to $5
a base. Hood's machine and its advanced
models will drop that price to pennies per
base. Hood's DNA sequencer has automated much of the process. First he replaced the dangerous radioactive labels

base. Each set ot fragments

through a slab
graphic
slab.

forthe

DNA fragments with four special flu-

orescing compounds, chemicals that glow
when stimulated by light. Then the team
built a detector array that uses a low-power
argon laser to read the unique color of each
fluorescent dye.

around $90,000. Hood's passion

for un-

derstanding the microbiology of the im-

mune system drove him
ate the technology

for

^What

to essentially cre-

investigating

it.

In

1975 his team built a protein sequencer, a
machine that uses automated chemical
analysis to determine the structure of a
built a DNA synthesizer to make
DNA; then they designed a promaking protein in the
fab. Finally they completed the DNA sequencer in 1986. Working in concert, the
machines will be able to manipulate and
analyze proteins and DNA in ways that were

group

strands of

.technologies

exploits these in

of

These nucleic acids are adenine
(G), cytosine (C), and thymine

the

DNA

molecule, adenine

This ladder twists aboui
double-helix structure.
"complementarity." or
units,

is

(A),
(T).

always

its

axes

to

form a

Because of the
affinity of the A-T and

one strand

DNA

of

acts as

a

template or pattern for another, creating
generations of identical DNA molecules.
Because every three consecutive base
pairs represent one particular amino acid,
DNA is essentially a code for the eventual
production ot proteins. The number of proteins thai

by

can

theoretically

—

code is enormous
number known to exist.

this

be generated
far

more than

cally

a-

in

the molecular biology

immune system,

he'd

have a

people. His lab has discovered a diagnostic tool and a potentially more effective, safe
vaccine for hepatitis B. They've discovered a strange new class of proteins called
prions; designed a simple blood test for
diagnosing T-cell leukemia; and defined
the process by which cancer genes transform normal cells into cancerous ones
just a few of Hood's other "interests."]
Omni: How many machines have you sold?
Hood: Oh, gosh, knew at one time. Certainly of the protein sequencer, the first of
the machines, there are at least six hundred or seven hundred out there. The. DNA
synthesizer, six hundred to seven hundred. The DNA sequencer, the newest, we
I

and have sold around
so far. The machines have
been purchased not only in the States but
in Japan and to a lesser extent in Europe. China's bought some; Russia's

thirty or forty

also

bought some.
Omni: What are your machines capable of
doing now?
Hood: Our protein synthesizers have been
able to make up lo one hundred and forty
amino acids, and that's the size of a small
protein. With our

differed! radioactive label to

—

west Hood thrived in that setting, quarterbacking the football team (undefeated
in his last three years of high school), acting in plays, editing the yearbook, and be-

Westinghouse Science
The world's
leading genetic alchemist still carries Montana with him: His voice has that flat Big
Sky accent. And Hood's love of the wild

coming

each

the

tirst

Talent winner from Montana.

outdoors still asserts itself in his passion
for rock and mountain climbing.
Writer Joel Davis caught up with the swiftscientist after his daily five-mile run.

The conversation began with a look at the
machines. The next time Omni checked in
with Hood, he was about to leave for the
Brooks Range in Alaska to do "a little ice
and snow climbing."

—

differ-

ent response. [Besides designing machines, Hood runs a lab of more than 60

with the

base components. Voilal A complete DIMA
sequence in hours instead ol weeks.
The son of an electrical engineer for
Mountain States Telephone Company,
Hood, forty-nine, was born and raised in
Montana first Missoula and later the tiny
town of Shelby, about 35 miles from the
Canadian border. The nearest big cities
were Great Falls, 70 miles to the south, and
Lethbridge, Canada, some 95 miles north-

moving

Before Hood's machines, decoding DNA
devilishly difficult. One standard technique involves faking four sets of genetiengineered DNA fragments and at-

was

taching

my other interests,
of the

raw

DNA synthesizer we star!

material, the basic nucleo-

tides [the fundamental units of

linked to thymine, and cytosine to guanine.
These A-T and C-G combinations^ or
complementary base pairs, resemble the
rungs of a ladder. The legs of the ladder
are made of phosphate and sugar units

the

ways^

DNA, deoxyribonu-

guanine

C-G

zillion different

impossible before.

The backbone

cleic acid— the genetic blueprint for all life
forms— is composed of just four chemical

In

a

I

just started selling

new

and

chemistries. Science then

tein synthesizer for

units.

drives

science isn't the individual
but development
of new instrumentation,

Next Hood's

specific protein or peptide

utterly

A specially programmed

personal computer stores the color data it
receives from the laser detector and translates each color into the corresponding

four devices for

all

Omni: What do your peers think of your
spending so much time building elaborate
machines?
Hood: Oh, think biologists will never really
give credence to people who go out and
make machines. They look down on them,
see them as engineers who produced a
useful tool so that they, the scientists, can
do real biology. [Laughs"] Yet if one knew

DNA] and

put together one by one an appropriately
ordered set of bases constituting the fragments of a gene. We can make a fragment
of one hundred bases or so. A lypical gene
may be a thousand bases, so we can make
one tenth of a gene. But because of the

complementarity of double-stranded DNA,
synthesize a set of ten smaller,
overlapping, sticky-ended fragments, and
they all self-assemble into the gene. It's a
very effective way of making genes.
So we. have a machine for synthesizing

we can

genes, and now we have a machine for
determining the order of the bases in the
genes a sequencer. We have machines
that synthesize proteins and machines that
sequence proteins that is, determine the
subunil order of polypeptides.
Omni: Could you have developed your
machines without recombinant DNA and
monoclonal antibody technologies?
Hood: Yes. Developing the machines was
an independent phase of biotechnology;
the chemistry and instrumentation used
were completely different. But what we've
lound each time we've developed a new
type of biotechnology is that it's often very

—

—

synergetic with preexisting technologies.

And

that

was

especially true

in this

case!

.

No one had any idea the synergy would
be anywhere near as enormous as it is.
These things, operating together in the last
eight years, have changed molecular biology in ways no one could have conyears ago. And we're not finished, either. We're in the middle. We have
another ten years of all these marvelous
developments that will change biology

ceived

ot ten

even more.
Omni: How do the machines interlace with
one another and other biotechnologies?
Hood: Let me give you an example of how
they work in a synergistic way. Often a
medical researcher will have a tiny quantity

some protein that's biologically

of

inter-

esting to him. For example, seven or eight

years

ago we looked

We had

terferons.
tities ol

at proteins called in-

vanishingly small quan-

them. This

is

how we'd examine

them now; We'd use the

protein

sequencer

suborder of all the interferon proteins. Having done that, we'd take

to determine the

this protein

DNA

sequence and
into

a

translate

it

into

ment but perhaps the whole
tein

interferon pro-

was
way some vac-

from which the fragment

This, parenthetically,

is

the

derived.

cines have been made.
What these [monoclonal] antibodies

will

different interferons are

and see where
used in different

and when and how

they're turned on.

let

you do

cells

is

go to

the animal

you here is how
we've used all four machines in conjunction with monoclonal antibodies and recombinant DNA techniques to study a gene
family. Now, this is a model system. We
.

at three

levels of information transfer.

One problem is the human chromosome. What are its secrets? How are we
going to characterize it? How can we idenevolutionary relationships that might
have diverged a long time ago? How can
tify

we develop superlast computers just to
handle the intormation in the total genetic
code of human beings?
The second big area is, Given this human hardware, the genome, what software
processes convert that information into a
human creature? How do red blood cells
turn on the hemoglobin gene, or brain cells
turn on a brain protein gene, and so on?
The DNA synthesizer has revolutionized
how we study this question. Now we can
make, at will, nucleic acid probes that allow you to study where, when, and how
genes gel turned on. [A nucleic acid, or
gene, probe is a short piece of radioactive,
single-stranded

a

DMA

DNA that pairs

strand that

up only

with

mirror image.

is its

It's

DNA

sequence. Next
we'd use the DNA synthesizer to make a
fragment ot the gene corresponding to this
sequence. Then we'd use classic recombinant DNA techniques with this artificial
fragment to clone the gene that encoded
that whole protein. Altogether we'd use a
combination ol two different kinds of machines plus recombinant DNA technology
to clone the interferon gene.
Now, with interferon we found there was
a whole family of twenty genes or so. What
you do in this case is use the DNA
sequencer to sequence the genes. Then
use the genetic code dictionary to translate the gene sequence back to a protein.
Next we'd use the protein sequencer to
make peptide fragments that correspond
uniquely to each of these twenty genes.
Then we'd use rabbits in special immunization conditions to raise antibodies that
could not only recognize the peptide fraglanguage,

compass everything and operate

What

I've illustrated lor

didn't

study the interferons exactly that way,
all those things in var-

about the fundamental problems

o!

mod-

ern biology!

I

it,

ence

advance

exploits these, using

different

ways

in lots of

Omni: When did your

ogy

was

of

that

science

them

in

a

zillion

different systems.

interest

in

immunol-

begin"?

Hood: In my first year ot medical school at
Johns Hopkins, gave a report on theories
I

antibody diversity. It was obvious that
there were questions of fundamental importance still to be answered and that the
immune system was very exploitable. Its
cells were in the blood, so with available
tools of cell biology you could get to them
of

and look

at

them

in

ways you

can't with,

say, brain cells.

Omni: What is antibody diversity?
Hood: Well, our immune system's main job
is

to

recognize foreign invaders or foreign
cancer cells. There's

recognize

billions of

— proteins,

carbohy-

to

foreign molecules

The

drates, fat combinations, whatever.

antibody system is one that does this. It
has evolved so it can generate hundreds
of millions
it
not billions
of antibody
molecules. Each one can recognize a

—

—

shghily different pattern.

.

and inject

it

into you. Your

immune system
would make antibodies

for it$

-The immune system has evolved a series of clever, combining mechanisms.
These mechanisms recombine or put together pieces ot genes that amplify the inlormation from only a few hundred genes.
This way, the body makes multitudes of different antibody configurations thai recog-

nize this universe of foreign invaders.
In

like a. customized nook
hooks that match it.]

And

the third level

iha!

is

snags only the

the most funda-

mental one from industry's point of view:
rules dictate how you get from onedimensional linear sequences of amino
acids to three-dimensional configurations

What

of functional proteins?

Once we

figure out

those rules, we'll be able to construct any
molecule we wish to order. A very important tool here is the protein synthesizer. It
we know the rules, we can take any gene
sequence and immediately know the threedimensional slructure into which it folds. In
the future we'll

know how

to relate three-

—

brand-new functions.
Omni: Give me an example.
Hood: We might make a protein that can
recognize in a highly specific way the AIDS
virus

Omni: What are they?
Hood: As see there are three absolutely
essential problems tor the future. They en120
OMNI

the Sixties

in

new technologies, instruments, and new kinds of chemistry. Sciof

mune system has

our peptide
synthesizer, one never seen
before on Earth,

tions better or

I

it

Caltech

at

really drives the

not individual scientists per se. Its the

enough information in the human genome
encode three million genes. But the im-

in

[with protein or gene, synthesizer or se-

quencer], and just takes me right around!
We can start anyplace you want in thinking

is

development

to

4/ could

take a chemical created

dimensional molecular shapes to the functions they carry out. And lhat means we'll
be able to optimize known proteins and
make proteins that nature has never seen
before
proteins. that carry out old func-

we have done

I

Dreyer

internal invaders like

You see. with these machines I've got
this beautiful circle. can start at any stage

but

ious combinations-

Hood: One of the visions received as a
graduate student studying with William

what

and

bring

wil'i 'ha'

iccognitionsdme-

i.hmg :hat could uniquely destroy

it.

Omni: Do you consider machines as important as researchers?

1965

Dreyer and Claude Bennett
concept that antibodies are

Bill

formulated

this

encoded by two separate genes thai have
to be rearranged to gel them to work. This
was one ol the first explicit suggestions that
the human genome is not an immobile,
They received a lot of ridicule
daring proposition. How could any

static thing.
lor their

responsible, sensible scienust ever come
up with an idea like this 7 Well. Ihere are

ideas Ihe world is not ready for, and if you
put them forth, smart people can think of
a hundred ways lo demean them. In the
end, the idea turned out to be right.
Omni: Isn't this typical in science: An outrageous idea gets ridiculed, and then in
years il's orlhodoxy?
Hood: Right. Or the alternative pattern is
lhat in

a

particular controversy, three or four

polar points of view emerge. Then,
all

is

said

and done, there turns out

when
to

be

each. This was true for the idea of
antibody diversity Some people said it was
Iruth in

all

present

in

the

chromosomes

in

germ line [the heritable
egg and sperm cells]

the

from the very beginning. Others said it's
one gen§ lhal mutates a lo!. Another
group said. "Well, you've got bits of genes,
and putting Ihem together in every possijusl

mo
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—
way makes a lot of diversity" It turns
each is right.
The question was. How could the hu-

ble

out

man immune system

react to something

had never seen before

—

that

it

even the hu-

man species had never seen before that
moment? could take a chemical off the
shelf, inject
into you, and your immune
system will make antibodies to
could
I

it

it.

It

be a chemical created in our peptide synweeks ago, a chemical
never seen before on Earth. And you'll still
thesizer just three

make

antibodies to

it.

Omni: You say that antibody diversity
evolved?
Hood: Because we were unclear on this,
wanted to see throughout the vertebrate
I

it

species, everybody did
the same way.
Or did mammals have a sophisticated version of a much simpler immune system?
it

We came to the conclusion that even in the
simplest vertebrates
nity

we

looked

immu-

at,

was pretty complicated. The verteimmune system, seems, emerged

brate

it

ments

that evolved from molecules originervous system. Lots
evidence indicates that stress affects
immune systems as well as their
nervous systems. We're' only just beginning to glimpse the fundamental connections. And in one immune gene superfamily, that connection is absolutely explicit! It
has eight multigene families and twelve
single—gene members identified so tar. The

where the Huntington's disease gene is located, you could use the program to identify maybe ten genes. Then with gene
probes you could probably identify one or
two gene pairs. And one would certainly
be the gene for Huntington's disease. you
compared the two gene pairs with genes
from a normal person, you might find a pair
that's identical in both. The one that's different could most certainly be the gene for

genes

Huntington's.

nally operating in the

of

people's

If

those connected only to the immune system; those
primarily in the nervous system; and those
shared by both the immune and the nervous systems. And we have absolutely no
idea what the shared sets do! But it's a
into three categories:

fall

Today the job of sequencing the entire
genetic code is still utterly beyond
We lack the computers

human

us technologically.

handle the task. And
worry about the error rate. Let's say your
was a tenth of a percent. With
three billion base pairs, we'd have an awful
lot of mistakes. What we should do now is
stage this whole ettort. We could lirst generate a mapping technique and create a
gross road map of the human genome.
We'd know in a general sense what is sitting next to what. Then, by pouring an
enormous effort into the technology for, say,
five years, we could transform our present
DNA sequencer into a super Cadillac.
Working that way we'd end up doing a hell
of a lot more over a ten-year span than
or software to really

Omni: The Harvard geneticist Walter

Gil-

bert has said that the sequencing of the

human genome is the
genetics. Do you agree?
total

Hood:
After

In

all.

stand

grail of

human

a classic sense, yes, it is the grail.
genetics is an attempt to underthe hardware of human infor-

how

full-blown at the very beginning.

This gets you into

some

interesting ev-

olutionary questions. For example,

genes can be shown

some

to cluster together in

what's called multigene families; three or
four

genes

that are closely related

of

if

in this big,

is

in its

you'd need clever strategies
eight

DMA

—

And these
code

new,

gin to

well,

cassettes can be-

for diverse

functions. This

experiment suggests that evolution can

matio.n

put together.

nome
vision

to

change

quickly.

Omni: Could you go back to invertebrates,
further still, to see how the immune
system evolved?
Hood: Absolutely. With the right tools you
could see the early ancestors of what be-

and

came

the vertebrate

you'd

need

immune system. But
design smart strategies for
going back more than eight hundred million years. The animals are available, but
the genes will have diverged so much that
you'll have to figure some clever ways to
identify the related things. We're designing
to

chemistries to

do

that

now.

intrigued with finding those

looks

like we'll

mune system
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be able
is

lies.

Now

it

to say that our imconstructed from ele-

to construct

itselt

human

Sequencing the human ge-

is a staggering problem. If you ena page having a thousand words on
it [each gene being analogous to a word],
then the genome is a book of three hundred thirty-eight thousand pages. In the last
decade the total amount of sequencing for
all animals has been the equivalent of three
hundred thirty-eight pages. We've barely
scratched the sur face.
Omni: Some molecular biologists say that
merely knowing the sequence is not as important as knowing what particular seg-

ments
Hood:

actually do.

Sure, but

knowing the

entire struc-

genome would give us comnew approaches to figuring out

ture of the

pletely

Omni: There seems to be a definite but
between the nervous
and immune systems.
Hood: Right And for fifteen years I've been

elusive connection

employs

organisms. If you're really going to understand a computer you have to know what
each component is and how they are all

proceed very

rapidly. With the duplication
these large families, you have the poten-

chromosomes
.

that contain

all

the

infor-

mation for constructing a human, okay? By
software
known as developmental biology in other circles— mean the rules and
machinery by which this hardware is translated into proteins, the basic construction
currency. How are chromosomes converted into protein information'' What are

—

I

making RNA? How do you
control the making ot RNA protein, make
the right ones and at the right time? Essentially this is the choreography of the genes.
the rules for

of

tial

to go back
hundred million years.^

big superfamily.

seventy-five percent resequence.
By duplicating a multigene family many
times over in the lab. you can create myriad multigene families
a gene superfamily.

I

what became the vertebrate
immune system. But

more than

Each
lated

in and started now.
Omni: You talk about human genetic hardware and sottware. What do you mean?
Hood: By hardware mean the sequence
of the genome, the twenty-three pairs of

early ancestors of

some single genes that

kinds of genes

we dug

right tools

—

multigene families
plus
don't have any other
close relatives— that have all been derived from a common ancestor evolutionary are called a gene superfamily. They
have a signature that says, for instance. "I
am a member of the immunoglobulin gene
superfamily." In the immunoglobulin gene,
there are at least twenty-seven different

a collection

iWiththe
you could see the

and

carry out related kinds of functions. Now,

I

error rate

beautiful relationship.

which parts

of

it

are involved

in

functions. For example, we've

important

developed

programs that can pick out those DNA
segments that encode genes. So we were
hundred to five hundred
thousand nucleotides surrounding the reif

.given, say, the

gion

—a

million

base

pairs

in

length

I'd like to understand this choreography.
Omni: Do we need to know the entire genome to perceive the choreography?
Hood: think it's the easiest way to understand
because the information for the
I

it

may

construction

cent of

all

constitute only five per-

the information

somes. But

we

don't

in

the chromo-

know where

to

go

to

it.
So it's probably easier to sequence the entire genome. Then you'd have
an encyclopedia of how to construct a human, and you could start studying how the

looK for

genome

converts linear information into the
three-dimensional informaiion of proteins.

Omni: The idea of unraveling the human
genetic code scares some people.
Hood: The tools of any technology we develop are intrinsically valueless: It's how we
use the technology. It's incredibly unlikely

sequencing the human genome will
lead to our being able to manipulate huin undesirable ways. Knowing the

that

mans

hardware

how
It

of

a computer doesn't

the software reads

isn't

uals

that we'll

whose

be able

intelligence

it

to
is

out

tell

you

and uses

it.

design individincreased by a

3
factor ol three.

change

isn't

It

be able

that we'll

physical attractiveness or

spec! the

to

emo-

whose

nome

nature

argue

I'd

that

itself is

sequencing the hudoes give

valueless.

It

to begin to impact on religion,
emotional and ethical issues. The classic
cases are the genetic diseases. If we have

genome and use

it

makes medical

that

the opporlunil'os science

all

you can

legislate

muscles

ethicists

we

lo

a

that

that.

And

I

difficull

say, "Let's

an

you've got

is

ethical

to
to

meet
work-

I

I

I

If

I

it.

I

I

I

I

I

It

that's

happened

in

the last live years. Dur-

we've gone from being skepabout gene surgery being able to
in animals and having Ihem
work to having that concept utterly veriing this time

Women

tical

—

pul genes,

have to go through

they have the right not to

OMNI

too

it's

head-on and come

Omni: Do you believe in free will, or are we
genes?
Hood: Gosh, guess have an intrinsic faith
lhal we can chart our own course. And
believe in the force of the intellect.
you
want to go into an area and change the
worldview in that subject, think can do
If
want to change my fundamental personality characferislics,
think can do lhat
loo. But it is a hell of a lot harder.
Omni: What miqni genetic engineering accomplish by 2001?
Hood: doubt anyone has the imagination
to conceive of whaf we'll be able to do.
would'vc been hard to envision everything

a Tay-Sachs child will die.
death within

—

let

something that'wilf later go on to become
a human being go through that kind of experience. But having said that,
also re124

look at the differences

able solutions.

I

born.

do it because

issue." All I'm saying
that difficulty

to the mother to certain

it's

want, not

behind those ethical issuo? and
not

persona fundamental and im-

right not to

it

ing lhat whole difficulty.
Omni: Could you use the Microchemical
Facility to study cancer cells?
Hood: Yes, you could compare cancer cells
with normal ones. The DNA synthesizer can
make oncogenes [genes that transform
normal cells info cancerous ones] as well
as normal genes. So you can put bolh
genes in any kind of creature you wish and

bulk up, but

the puppets of our

horrible, agonizing, brutal

have the

—

it

in

how

they func-

Then with the peptide synthesizer you
can make the products of the cancer gene
and see how they differ from normal products. The DNA sequencer allows you to
sequence cancer genes and'look at large
genetic areas that might be changed in

tion.

—

knowledge

to

We might
design hormones
do the two things

the five that are harmful

portant natural right for mothers. For many
reasons from rape and that kind of abuse.

eight to ten months after

sur-

immune system's B and T
by designing agents lhat target molecules on the cells' surfaces with cell-killing signals, l-see us finding the key to the
organ-rejection process and circumvent-

they also have

.

make these decisions for themThe issue of abortion is a classic
is

a

that just

the right to

haven't resolved yel.

is

ssrious side effects.

—

abortion

be more

that relate to Ihe

and things
like that. Any tool is a two-edged sword.
Omni: Some say it's better not to have the
two-edged sword in the first place.
Hood: The fundamental issue here is that
of individual rights
whether people have

we

there'll

prises of that- magnitude.

cells

euphorias, drug-induced states,

that

pre-

don't think

^Steroids cause

those proteins, thus creating simple access to the hormones. Then, as we understood how the proteins worked, we could
synthesize new combinations, new kinds
of proteins that have dilierent effects or sets
of effects. It's very conceivable that we
could find or create hormones that could
handle the depressive and manic cycles
of manic depression. It's something we
can't touch very effectively right now. But
you could also use those proteins to create

physical threat

I

phony ethical-

out on

it

will

knowledge

imperative.

social issues.

nervous.

ally think

human

Omni: You're not saying that the ethical issues are phony?
Hood: No, I'm saying that it's phony lo hide

Hood: Yeah, well, very soon we'll have sequenced genes that can encode for promind altering properties. Now,
you can use those proteins in marvelous
ways. There are many hormones in the
brain that have the ability to alter moods
and dispositions dramatically. Initially, what
you could do is clone genes that encode

one

this

sent us with. This quest for

iundamenia:

teins with

selves.

Within fifteen years

Omni: What will be the next big advance
in immunology?

question.

Omni: And

in

Hood: Understanding the machinery by
which the immune system operates. We'll
be able to selectively enhance the immune
responses to things we'djike. For instance.
we could enormously "enhance the response to the AIDS virus. Or enhance the
response to a variety of venereal diseases
that the immune system hasn't been able
to- handle well at all
gonorrhea, for example. If we understood those responses,
we could optimize any of them.
Or we could impede the responses we
don't like, such as those tnat cause the autoimmune diseases. If a person had rheumatoid arlhritis, would be likely thai we'd
have a way of blocking the immune responses he has to his own joints that lead
to their destruction. It's likely we'll have a
cure in the near future for these diseases,
but will go disease by disease. We might
be able to cu-'e leukem as and lymphomas

with

for cystic fibrosis, HuntingTay-Sachs, and so on, that
means we can make powerful prenatal diagnostic tests. That in itself is valueless.
But when you do the tests, then the philosophic debate arises about whether people have a right to abort fetuses carrying
defective genes. That's the essence of the
issue. And it's an issue all society, not just
scientists, has to get entangled in. We will
have a genetic probe for, say, Tay-Sachs
at least a decade before we have a cure.

ton's disease,

No

different

don't believe

And my feeling is we have to go ahead!
And we have to develop the wisdom to deal

to

genes

identify

have a

two-edged sword

You can extend

you the tools

the structure of the

who

using Ihese prediagncetic tools don't have
to go through those analyses.

idea in interesting ways. In the future, when
we "read out" a baby's genetic code it will
have great positive potential. But suppose
insurance companies get ahold of this
readout and say. "My goodness, Ihis guy
has a real chance of developing 'X' when
he's forty." Or employers could say, "Gee,
by the time this guy's fifty, he'll be on unemployment." It's all a two-edged sword.

raises serious ethical questions.

Hood:

man genome

right of others to

point of view. People

Those are all multigenic traits
and dimensions we don't
begin to understand. What we can do is
manipulate single genes and, in favorable
.cases, put back something that's missing,
or correct something that's defective.
Omni: Nevertheless, a lot of people feel that
just the possibility of sequencing the getional stability.

.

We can put genes in tissues, organs,
and now even the germ line and have them
fied.

function

in

a perfectly reasonable way.

neoplastic [tumor forming] cells.
Omni: Whai kind of large areas?

Hood: Many cancer cells have undergone
chromosomal translocations, where a piece
from one chromosome is iused onto anwould be nice to examine large
DNA sequences across these translocasee if there are unique features of
these chromosomes that have Ihis proother.

It

tions to

We could then
understand why these recombinations associated with cancer occur and could figure oui how to block them.
Omni: What about AIDS right now?
Hood: We're looking at a receptor molecule on Ihe T4 cell. The AIDS virus plugs
pensity to stick together.

into that

the

receptor profein

in

order

to

attack

immune system's T4 cells. We used the
make the functional
is what the AIDS
seems to recognize. Next we'll see

protein synthesizer to

part of the receptor, which
virus

what porlion of the

virus

part of the molecule.

connects

lo that

We know must be a
it

part of the protein-surface coating of the

So once we've identified the part of
AIDS coat (hat binds to the T4 receptor,

virus.

the

infancy, the fire

in ils

light. Like'

to the

others.

the people's only

is

am

I

irresistibly attracted

dance, pulled toward the lire like a
of the IKung al'l-nighl healing
is in progress, and the whole IKung

One

moth.

IKung's dances and Ihe ritual healing
practices of other indigenous peoples, we
may improve our own abilities to heal both
physical

community is here. The women sing the
healing songs as they sit around the fire.
and the men. joined at times by the women,
dance around the singers. The singing
breaks into crescendos, the women's
voices straining

n/um. Or

is

healing up.

becomes more

Kau's dancing

and

his breathing,

He

bored.

'

reach the heavens." The

"to

spiritual energy, lhal resides within

the healers

shrieks

intense:

deeper and more

Another

anguish.

in

la-

dancer helps him, holding him, rubbing his
sides. Kau's n/um is boiling. "This n/um is
hot." he cries out. "The heal is killing me."

Kau

ready

is

to heal.

He

calls out to the

gods: "Don't take any of these people at
the dance away from us. We love them all.
We wish to keep them with us." He bargains with the gods, fighting for the people's health. Without the halting hesitation

marks

of the blind that

his ordinary

states is taking place in the lield of psychology. In these types of therapy, a participant takes an extraordinary journey into

the unconscious, observing parts ol himor herself hidden Irom everyday, normal

consciousness. The experience is similar
a mystical journey in which everything
feels, or thinks about is vivid,
to

"When he

first

imagination" inspired Watkins, wrote, "Start

with any image, for instance, just that yel-

own

of their

fantasies.

A

trained therapist,

developmental and clinical psychologist,
and author of the recent book Invisible
Guests: The Development ol Imagmai Dta

collected

becomes

'

He

above my head, and he
to my eye level. And as

sockets, and they stay there

And when

the

women

stop

back
to

in

Ihe cloth

them
bag. and takes them up

heaven." Blind Kau's vision during the
is more than mere sight.
seer. By making contact

enhanced state
He becomes a

with the spiritual realm,

he becomes a

logues (Analy'ic Press) Watkins is one of
a growing number ol psychologists who
venture into the fantasy worlds of their patients to help them understand their own
myths and images and to teach them how
to move more freely through that symbolic
part of themselves Her practice emphasizes holding dialogues with unconscious

healer of the people.

figures, the invisible

As hunter-gatherers, the IKung are representatives of an ancient way ol living.
They are our link to human prehistory, the
source of modern-day cultures. (For 99

habit our souls.

percent oi

human

history,

people

lived

as

hunter-gatherers.) But for years, the IKung

known by the derogatory label of
Bushmen) and other so-called primitive
have been belittled, their ceremomocked as mere superslilion.
Today that's changing. Social scientists
(also

tribes

nies

is much to learn from Ihe spirpractices and close social ties among

believe there
itual

indigenous peoples. They are looking appreciatively at the IKung's

approach

treatment ot mental. distress and

to the

how IKung

society gives emotional support to each
individual member. The idea is that
we
can better understand and learn from the
if
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something;
is

its

just

do nothing

it

but

spontaneous changes

a speaking figure at

then

all,

say what you have to say to that figure and
listen to what he or she has to say."
In other words, visit with the image To
help people talk to these figures, Watkins

believes these conversations are a natural
of being human: No
drugs or hypnotic suggestions are needed
move into this altered consciousness and
lo accept the guests. "Children slide easily

phenomenon, part

companions who

in-

nal— as

in

word imagi-

"imaginal other" or "imaginal
of imaginary. What is

dialogue"— instead
imaginary doesn't

exist.

To Watkins, the

unconscious is very real: she deliberately
chooses imaginal to impress upon us the
reality of this unseen world.) Take the example of a client who talks about a fight
with her husband at the kitchen table. Watkins and client try to undersfand who the
husband was for her in the argument (protector,

bullying teenager, helpless child)

and who she was .as she fought (princess,
seif-nghteous do goodcr. frightened liveyear-old). In this form of therapy, the client
is

encouraged

lo

speak

dis-

often

dream. Watkins helps the person figure out
what his presence means or whom he represents. Is he a father tigure? An old friend?
In a similar fashion Watkins and her client
might ask whom a particular invisible guest
really talking to. Is

is

cate with the child
or
if

some other

with ihe invisible

in

it

to

it

and

communi-

trying to

the person, the mother,

part of the personality?

they discover thai Ihe client

is

try to

And

ignoring a

guest—perhaps because

particular

threatening or hateful

own

"The imaginal goes on all the time," Wat"It's not something peculiar or

kins says.

faraway." (Watkins uses the

it

takes learning how to go back and forth
between the straightforward conversalions of everyday life and the imaginal underpinnings of these conversations."
If a tall, dark stranger appears in a client's

lowers the eyeballs

my

it

course," says Watkins. "With adults

a healer of the people.^

the singing gets strong, he puts the eyeheal.

If

between the imaginal and everyday

a seer.

By contacting the spiritual
realm, he becomes

I

I

your dream. Contemplate

in

into

to

sight.

I

balls into

it

observe what
are. ...

if

is

but his vision during the
heating dance

is more than mere

them, he plucked my eyeballs out and put
them into Ihe bag. and then he lied the
to his belt and went up to heaven.

and

mass

make

warm, relaxing atmosphere in which the
patient feels comfortable, and the suggestion lhal they accept whatever voices they
hear, talking back
they desire. Watkins

•Kau
blind,

eyeballs

singing he .removes the eyeballs, puts

low

and carelully observe how the picture begins to unfold or lo change. Don't try to

employs rather simple techniques—

And now when dance, on the nights when
dance and when the singing rises up, God
comes down from heaven swinging the bag
with the eyeballs

it

powerful, or intense, The key to understanding these new modes: The insights
one receives surpass ordinary perception.
In a quiet room overlooking a lake, with
a wall ol books, soft chairs, and a large
couch, Mary Watkins accompanies her
clients through the uncharted landscapes

It

explains.

guest -the one she is fighting against.
'All persons' thought is dramatic;
is inhabited by voices and filled with imaginal
conversations." Watkins says. "In therapy
we can clarify what remain abbreviated and
poorly understood conversations Plays
may be going on in our thoughts, but they
haven'l been written out, and there is no
audience in attendance." Both the client
and analyst are there to listen and to converse with the invisible guests.
Carl Jung, whose work with "active

one sees,

move-

ments, he goes confidently to the people
at Ihe dance, healing each and every one
as he lays his hands upon them.
There are no eyeballs in Kau's eye sockets. But he can see when he enters a stale
of enhanced consciousness, called !kia.
is this state that also enables him to heal.
"God keeps mv eyeballs in a little cloth bag."

Kau

and emotional .wounds.
unusual work wilh enhanced

Some very

dances

it

is

— they pay attention

understand

more on

it

its

terms.

The idea
within us

of

has

speaking

its

roots

in

to the

characters

the distant past. In

the Middle Ages, for instance,

members of

on conversations
engaging in discussions to
questions and to hear answers arisa source other than consciousin her first book,

religious orders carried

with the soul,

"ask

il

ing from

ness," Watkins explains

Waking Dreams (Spring Publications).
"One was aware of things outside the ego
and could connect with them, but in a way
that could be consciously remembered and
experienced."
Watkins's respect for invisible guests
in part from her own experiences,

comes

some of which led her into her present
therapeutic work. Her book Waking
Dreams was inspired by a nightmare in

• Yhe document
says

humanlike
beings were badly
>^ed due to predators ^

that four small,

Whal

the big-

I's

gest story ofthetwentieth

one

mosl sophisticated hoaxes tn
the history ot UFGs.
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all
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firming evi
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century,

time

all
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in
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in
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docun
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leashed on the world
May 29 by UFOIolast

nm Moore.
According
the

Moore,

to

document

at the

home

arrived

of South-

ern California

televi-

sion producer Jaime

Shandera
roll

of

35mm iilm

Stanton

list

Decem-

in

Friedman, describe
themselves as "ninety
percent convinced"

ber 1984. Stored on a

Hap-

Moore

ial

UFD UPD/TTE

dated November 18,
1952. Its purpose; to
inform President-etect

Eisenhower
the remains

The

that the
of

two

first craft,

United Slates government possessed

Deep

Throal military-

-,

„

rces

A M
t

his

book The Roswell

alien crall

the

documenl

alleges,

was recovered

July 1947 from a remote area northwest of Roswell.
Mexico. In addition, [he document goe

in

New

naissance had located the bodies of "four small n
beings
badly decomposed due to action by The document also claims that a second UFO crash occurred along the Texas -Mexico bordei.
searchers arrived, the object had been incinerated.
Finally, the document supposedly includes Presi
man's authorisation of an investigation into the alto
under the code name "Operation Majestic Twelve
i

,

says he has heard
about MJ

.

:

operation members, Ihe document slates, included such
luminaries as Vannevar Bush, chief science adviser. Defense Secretary James Forrestal, and, most surprising to
UFOIogrsls. Harvard asironomer Donald Menie
hisdeath in 1976 was s r ilitant UFO Jebunker.
i

wllh the President

was suddenly
Intriguing

on Septembi

away

called

to won-

may be hi v.
inn for Brad Sparks, whohasbeei
documents lor the lasl two dec-:
document as a "complete Hoax.

though

it

i

-
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"People

i

me

who claim
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ark-

'What

.-

lhe.br letmg isatraud 'he says, "haven't

Moore says
iterrestria! visitations

soon

he'll

reveal

more

JEROME CLARK

Approaching death, anmay have seen

cient soldiers

dead relatives beckoning
toward dark lunnels leading
to light Medieval Christians

probably used nethe
visions to reinforce biblical

images

And

of

heaven and hell
and

writers like Virgil

Dante may have based the
epic underworld journeys of
Iheir heroes on the out-ofbody experiences of the
people around them
These are just a few of the
possibilities posed by Carol
Zaleski, author of Olherworld
Journeys, a scholarly book
that analyzes near-death
experiences (NDEs) from
medieval through modern
times

"I

felt

that historical in-

would be the key to
understanding NDEs," says

sight

ateacher of religion
Harvard University.

Zaleski,
at

While

scientific fields tike

astronomy or biology have
progressed immeasurably
over the last 1,500 years,
Zaleski says, "Some of the
most important aspects
of human experience, includ-

NDE, are perennial"
For example, ihe soldier who
ing the

returns Irom the

dead

in

the Dialogues of the sixthcentury pope St Gregory Ihe
Great describes a footbridge
where wicked souls fall Into
the slime of the river below.
The blessed, on the other
hand, pass to a peaceful
meadow on the other side

How does this

relate to

whelmed by

has considerably diminished
over the last 15 centuries

The salvation ot God, she
notes, has been replaced by
a more secular ecstasy.
Zaleski, who just had her
second

child, also reports

few women, especially

modern limes? Raymond

lhat a

during

his informants, too, often

the

return to their bodies over-

recent

OMNI

Perhaps

Ihe church's influence, which

Moody, the twentieth-century
guru ot the NDE, says that
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intense sensa-

tions of peace.

the greatest change in the
NDE, Zaleski says, is in

difficult births

have

visions that approximate

NDE

Although her most
baby was delivered

1

was

II

ible

"

,

experience,"

re-

"Sgmethjng
whieh was
I! waslheclosan NDE in my

i -iski.

Happened

for

I

eful,

to

I

is this

sheer mythology or

egitimale science'' ZalesKi

ste

it

ientiaJ

now, Bui she does
as evidence of the
a soul exists

A decidedly
version

left-leaning

of Mallei's
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Newfoundland
Fisheries Ministry in Canada.
The ministry has cried foul
against Mattel because
in one of Barbie's adventure
with ihe

books, the doll Sums. activist,
flaging seal
trd

Tom

dye

pups

to "protect

them

Ihe ruthless hunters

that slaughter the
lor their

young seals

soft white skins"

The Canadian province's

fisheries ministry has asked
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-

40

he ext
r
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from Ihe
body.— Robert Weil
entirely apart

has been

mlormsliori

lading only about

possibility that

Mattel to withdraw the crooks
on the grounds that there
hasn't been a whitecoat-sea!
hunt in lour or live years
Harold Murphy assistant

"It is

deputy

aware

mil

i

feels the Barbie bc»
gests that harvesting seals

somehow worse than

is
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i

the only time that am
of," he notes, "that
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I
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—Rick Bolmg

har-

vesting other animals

But Spencer Boise vice
president of public relations
says Ihe company
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"We Hold In

— Vern
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ien
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Huang looked quizzically at George
Washington, turning the poster in several
He glanced at the cardboard
directions.

CONTINUED FROM

Sergeant Fishing Supervisor Lu Ping
greeted the major effusively. He had reports. Huang stuffed them in a folder. The

was staggering. Mack for-

air-conditioning

got what

was

it

between

like

visits.

of authority."

looked meaningfully

back

at

Huang

Mack. "Retaining

ol fishes."

"What'll

happen

at the

"I did not think this was a good thing.
You said there would be no trouble. One
is
thing leads to a something other. Now

to Eddie?"

"The work you do here is of gravity, Mayor
Mack. A task of large importance. Your
people in noncoastal places are greatly re-

picnics

and

flags."

"The poster business,

right,"

all

Mack

"He shouldn't of done that. figure it's
The diner, now, there's nothing
wrong with the diner."
Huang shook his head. "It is fanciment.
The path to discontent." He appeared
deeply hurt. The poster was an affront. The
betrayal of a friend. He walked to the window, hands behind his back. "There is
much to have renouncement here, Mayor
Mack. Many fences to bend. have been
lenient and foolish No more Henry Ortega
said.

my

I

fault.

I

Diner.

No picnic. And

better fishes,

I

hopeful this

Mack looked

is

we

"Major, we're taking all the fish we can
We got sails and no gas and nothing
an engine to put it into if we did. You're
any shorting us on supI've got forty-one families on this
peninsula eating nothing but fish and rice.

not going to help
plies.

to eat the

Important,

rifles

Try

it

anger had abated, diluted
a day with Major Hua. He left and
walked to the beach. Jase and Fleece were
there. Jase had a mason jar of wine he'd
maybe conned from Arnie Mace.
"Tell Panagopoulos and some of the othyou see 'em," Mack said, "I want to
Henry. He's off roaming around
somewhere; don't want him doing that."
"Your minorities'll do this," Jase re-

ers

if

talk to

I

flected. "I'm glad
"It's

I

ain't

a ethnic."

a burden," Fleece said. "There going

be any trouble

with the Chinks?"

cormorant and a what?"
right."

"Good," Mack said. "Keep your eyes
peeled for Henry. He gets into that moonover-Monterey shit, it'll take Rose a month
to get him straight."

slung
"I think I'm going to go," Jenny told him.
think got to do that, Mack. It just keeps
away. Papa's likely gone, but Luanne
and Mama could be okay."
He put out his cigarette and watched her
across the room, watched her as she sat
at the kitchen table bringing long wings of
.

carelessly over their shoulders.

Lu Ping peered into

"I

I

eatin'

the hold, clearly disappointed.^

atop her head, going about this simple
task with a quick, unconscious grace. The
mirror stood against a white piece of driftwood she'd collected. She collected
everything. Sand dollars and angel wings,
hair

restraint.

"We are

engaging to help. You have no grateful
The Chinese people have come to

at
fill

air."

"Vacuum."
"Yes. Vacuum." Huang considered. "In
three, maybe four years, wheat and corn
will be achieved in the ground again. Animal and fowl will be brought. This is very
restricted stuff. tell you, Mayor Mack, because wish your nonopposing. have ever
shown you friendness. You cannot say
I

I

I

I

Mack

didn't answer.

Whatever he said

would be wrong.

Huang recalled something of imporHe looked at Mack again.

tance.

"You have a black person
"Two.

living

here?"

A man and a woman."

"There

is

no racing discrimination? They

are treated fairly?"

"Long as they keep picking
"No textiles. Only fishes."
"I'll see to it."

that cotton

twisted tritons

and

bright

coquinas

that

in a day. Candle by the mirror in a
sand-frosted Dr. Pepper bottle, light from
touching the bony hillbilly points of her
hips. When she left she would take too
much of him with her, and maybe he should
figure some way to tell her thai.

faded
this

"I

might not be able to get you a pass.
They don't much like us movI

don't know.

haven't."

"You will find sweets in this shipment. For
the children." Also decorative candles.

Mack walked back north, past a rusted
Chevy van waiting patiently for tires, past
a pickup with windows still intact. Rose

Toothpaste. Simple magic

hadn't seen Henry.

appreciate the

effort."

tricks."

"Jesus Christ."
"I knew this would bring you pleasure."
Huang looked up. Lieutenant Chen enpolitely. He handed Huang papers.
Gave Mack a sour look. Mack recognized
Henry's posters, the menu from the diner.
Chen turned and left.
"What is this?" Huang appeared dis-

tered

turbed. "Flags? Counterproductive celebration? Barbecue pork?"
"Doesn't mean a thing," Mack explained.

to

Here,

'Jenny'll appreciate that." A hesitation in
her eyes. As if she might say something
more. Mack wouldn't ask. He wasn't mad

"Yeah,

first

bugs.

than most."

all.

136

have

the only

"Tern."

"I

"I

I

is

at Henry. His

iThey came
aboard to look at the catch.
The guards stayed
on the dock looking sullen and

We

"I'm sure glad to hear it."
"Please to climb down from my back. The
Russians did the germing, not us."

empty

It

after

said. 'A

net.

this

Rose.

He will come to you.

chilies to Jenny.

fish.

I

There's kids here never saw a carrot.
try to grow something, the bugs eat it

know who did it."
Huang tried Oriental

him.

can grow the bugs won't eat.
Just this much, no more."

I

"Not if can help it."
"Fleece thought of two more birds," Jase

with

off

some

thing

on the

can."

right at him.

"You are better

to talk to him.

him."

take'

true."

cause there's no birds left
The food chain's fucked."

with fine bones and sorrowful
One-Eyed Jacks. He
remember the year.

want

just

"I -will tell

to

"We're doing the best

am

"I

see

think."

liant of fish."

"I

A woman

eyes. Katy Jurado,
couldn't

Sirloin

it

"I have reportage of events," Huang beHe sat behind the plain wooden table
his hands. "It is a happening of
unpleasant nature. Eddie Mendez will not
mayor himself in Galveston after today."
'And why's that?"
"Offending abuse. Blameful perform-

gan.

and folded

ance. Defecation

KC

Scrambled Eggs
Chicken-Fried Steak French Fries Omelet
with Cheddar Cheese or Swiss Coffee Refills Free He looked gravely at Mack.
menu,

P<-

"It's

OMNI

just

Henry."

he was. "He didn't
she told Mack.
"I

know

that,

She didn't know where
mean to cause trouble,"

Rose."

"He walks. He wanders off. He needs
He is a very sensitive

the time to himself.

man."
"He's

all

of that,"

Mack

said.

He heard

children. Smelled rice and fish, strongly
seasoned with peppers.
"He respects you greatly. He says you

are

muy simpalico. A man of heart. A

of understanding."

leader

ing around without a reason."

"Oh, Mack. People do it all the time."
Peering at him now past the candle. "Hey,
now, I'm going to come on back. just got
to get this done."
He thought about the trip. Saw her walkI

ing old highways in his head Maybe sixtyup to Beaumont, cutting off north
before that into the Thicket. He didn't tell
her everything he heard. The way people
were, things that happened. He knew it
wouldn't make a difference if he did.
Jenny settled in beside him. "I said I'm
five miles

coming back."
"Yeah, well, you'd better."

He decided, maybe

at that

momenl, he

wouldrfl

stop

to

Hod

her go

lei

her.

iigi.re oul

She'd leave him

in

a w.

a minul

Maybe come back and maybe not. He h<
know she was all right, and so he'd c
He listened to the surl. On the pore
luna moths big as English sparrows flung
themselves cra/ily against the screen.
to
it.

The noise

chopper brough! him

ol the

out of bed las!, on the floor and poking into
jeans before dase ar-d d .agopoulos made
,-ji

the stairs.
"It's okay, " he told Jenny, "jus! stay inside
and
see."
She nodded and looked scared, and he
opened the screen door and went out.
Dawn washed the sky the color of moss.
Jase and Panagopoulos started talking
I'll

both

at

once.

Then Mack saw the fire, the reflection
past the house. "Oh. Jesus H. Christ!"
"Mack. he s got pigs," Panagopoulos
"I seen 'em. Henry's got pigs."
;

said.

"He's got what?"
"This

is

bad

really

bad

Jase moaned,

shit,"

"this is

shit."

Mack was down the
house. He could see

and past the
other people. He

stairs

and Panagopoulos
chopper was on the

started running, Jase
at

his

heels.

The.

ground, and then Fleece came out of the
crowd across the road.
"Henry ain't hurt bad. don't think," he
I

told

Mack.

"Henry's hurt?"

Mack was unnerved.
Is someone going

"Who

hurt him. Fleece?

to tell

me

something soon?"

Chen

done a house"some asshole trick
like that. Come in north and worked down
rousting people out for kicks. Stumbled on
Henry; shit, don't know, Just get him out
of there, Mack."
Mack wanted to cry or throw up. He
pushed through the crowd and saw Chen,
maybe half a dozen soldiers, then Henry
Henry looked foolish, contrite, and slightly
cockeyed. His hands were tied behind.
Someone had hit him in the face. The rotors stirred waves ol hot air. The diner went
up like a box. Mack tried to look friendly.
Chen lurched about yelling and waving his
pistol, looking wild-eyed as a dog.
"Let's work this out," Mack said. "We
"I

figure that

likely

to-house," Fleece said,

I

oughl to get this settled and go home."
Chen shook his pistol ai Mack, danced
this way and that in an unfamiliar step. Mack
decided he was high on the situation. He'd
gotten hold of this and didn't know where
to lake it, didn't have the sense to know

how to stop.
"We can call

this off

and you don't have

thing," Mack said, knowChen didn't have the slightest notion,
what he was saying. "That okay with you?

to

IN

We

a night right now?"
Chen looked at him or somewhere else
entirely. Mack wished he had shoes and a
shirt. Dress seemed proper
you were
talking to. some clown with a gun. He was
close enough to see the pigs. The crate
was by the chopper. Two pigs, pink and
just call

it

if
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Jack Daniel's whiskey you buy today has
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first
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first

still

it.

way
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for over
it.

The

mottled like an old man's hand. They
were squealing and going crazy with the
rotors and the fire and not helping Chen's
nerves or Mack's eilher. Mack could just
see Henry thinking this out, how he'd do
fattening up lhe porkers somehow and
thinking what everybody'd say when they
saw wasn't a eke no: soyburger KC Steak
fat,
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be

his eyes,

shoulder.

Chen spoke quickly over his
Two of the troopers lilted the pigs

chopper.
"Now, that's good."

into the

Mack

fire, moving toward the>chopper in this jerky little two-step hop,
eyes darting every way at once, granting
Mack a lopsided hall-wit grin that missed

as wax from the

him by a good quarter

mile.

breath. He'd catch hell from

and underwater

.

.

.
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"Oh,

shit,

now

don't

ii

do that." Mack

":

1

-_

--

_i

«.

said,

Someone Ihrew a rock, maybe Jase.
Troopers raised nek nilc-s and backed off.
A soldier near Chen pushed him roughly
toward the chopper. Chen looked deflated. The rotors whined up and blew sand.
was
Mack shut it out. turned
back.
catching tip taster than he liked. He wished
I

It

Chen had lorgotlen lo take the pigs. The
seemed less than noble. He consome gesture of defiance. Bum
rice in Galveston harbor. They could all
wear Washington masks. He knew what
they'd do was nothing at all, and that was
thought
sidered

i-.

.
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reacting to the sound, not Ihinking any at
simply bringing the pistol up like the

all,

it

for jest
i-.Yirch

.•siieiv

•
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service,

it

knowing this was clearly all a mistake.
"Christ, you don't want to do lhat!"

is

li

24-hr.
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The feciyiiir

it.

le.

tor

lei

Huang, but

doclor hit a nerve, the gun making hardly
any noise, the whole thing over in a blink
and no time to stop or bring back. Henry
blew over like a leaf, tak ng his i.i~e. collapsing with no skill or imagination, noihing
like Anthony Quinn would play the scene.

d replace
al ,»i;i

1

Mack

was over. Over and done. He Iurned away.
saw Rose in the crowd and then Fleece.
Mack waved. Someone gave a quick and
sudden cheer. Chen jerked up straight, just

LCD display civcs vou dual lime capability,
le LCD display shows'tiiiK- continuously — in 12-hr,

s

["ho Ktroigtilor"

ccurate Japanese Lilian/ nun client powered by a liny
:ury cell. It should !,;si ,ii le.-si '.8 monihs before you

end

said, "That's

the thing you want to do."
Chen walked off pas! Henry, his face hot

Now, with new ratcheted safety §Af\Q5*
bezel, and still only ^rrcl

fi!

tine with you,

Chen stopped waving the gun. He
at Mack. Mack could see wires in
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looked
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An

and

I'll

the major. Thal'd
now, wouldn't it?"

this with

.

three masts as well as eight "Tall Ships".

are invited to join the "Great Adventurers" as a

rice

peppers. Not seaweed colfee or

grasshopper Creole crunch. None of that
play-food shit Ihey all pretended was
something else, not this time, amigos. this
time honest-to-God pig. Maybe the only
pigs this side of Hunan, and only Henry
Ortega and Jesus knew where he found
them. Mack iurned to Chen and gave his
best mayoral smile.
"Why don't we just forgei the whole thing?
Just pack up the pigs there and let Henry
be.
talk to Major Huang. I'll square all

the ultimate high profile, world-class adventure.

The Liberty Cup
The Exploration Society now announces The Liberty Cup 1988, one of the
amateur sailboat races in the world
Miami to Caracas
open to

largest

or chicken-fried fish-liver

line because Henry would gei up in just a
minute and they'd all go in the diner and
have a laugh. Maybe Jase had another jar
of wine. Mack was ;:er;air ho could put this
back logether and make it right. He could
do it.
he didn't turn around and look at
Henry, he could do it.
II

.

.

DO

EXPLDRATIOrUS
COMI'
jetpack, dash off to school in Italy, and be
home in lime for dinner. They imagined
centers set up to distribute free food and
clothing And they were wondering what to
do about the trend they saw in education,
where opportunities were becoming the

i

I

!

.

province ol the wealthy alone.
When Kurth-Schai asked the children
about ".he r slriKing charge r attitude, they
explained that their outlook had improved

,

because they had been stimulated by other
children's ideas.

This finding

is

perhaps one

of the

most

emerge from Kurth-Schai's
important to think about the
future in groups, in an ongoing, interactive
way' she exo'ans. "If you poll people by
walking up to them and asking one quesimportant to
protect.

"It's

about future life, you get nowhere because they jus: say wha: s:- kes them at the
moment." Indeed, studies done by her colleagues and predecessors show that
adults generally don't think or talk about
the future, and this may be one reason why
so many people feel as though they have
tion

no control over
"Everybody will have a great
it.

they don't, hopefully

family.

It

someone who has

a

"

nice family will lei them be part ol it.
Kurth-Schai found no signiticant differ-

ences in future thinking between the boys
and girls in her study sample, although
other research has suggested that girls and
women tend to have more negative images of the future. In pari, women's greater
negaiiviiy may be connecled to their suspicion that fheir roles'in the future will continue to be somewhat limited.
"We will know how to use the ninety-five
percent o! the brain that humans still don't

know how to

use."
the many factors shaping their

Among

views, the children ci:ed lno.se as the

most

important: thoirown opinions, their spiritual

and the dreams

beliefs,

m

that

the night. Parents, peers,

at

f

came to them
and

television

igured lower on the list.
Kurth-Schai asked the groups to

When

describe

their feelings

the project,

she found

about taking pari in
had

that her research

emboldened an otherwise powerless and
somehow diser-rar ch sed segment of the
population: "Children can be futurists." one
child said.

change

made me

"II

feel like

could

I

the luturei"

Anolher reflected, "/ left smart because
I could let my mind go and really think. I
Felt proud because* was giving my opinion
about things feel strongly about, and I
"
think people will listen.
The fact that children are not encourI

aged

or allowed to

make

important social

contributions. Kurth-Schai maintains,
lor

them and

for society

is

bad

as a whole.

"Children have a strong ability to imagshe says, "very dif-

ine superior worlds,"

ferent irorn' ours now.

to

let

them

ideas and to find opportunithem lo Tiake a contribution. "DO

express
ties for

We need

their
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The

blind will see, the deai hear,
Ihe paralyzed walk. The
messianic promise from the Old
Testament book of Isaiah may just be
fulfilled by the next millennium due io the
work of scientists at several major
medical centers. The reason: a new kind
of computer microchip that can be
implanted in the body to repair or replace

and

the

los!

Human

lunctions of
[rials for

damaged

devices

nerves.

like artificial

ears

or stimulators to conlrol paralyzed limbs

could begin within ten years; practical
implants might be in use in 15 years.
So far doctors can't do much for people
who lose a limb or are paralyzed by
spinal cord injuries. In these conditions,
however, the brain remains capable
of sending a nerve impulse to twitch a
muscle or of receiving an impulse and
translating it into sight or sound. But
damage to the nerves elsewhere prevents
the message from reaching its destination.

way

Find a

past that

damage, and.

doctors could restore. the lost functions.
That is where the new microchips

come

in.

For

good

control or clear senses,

a prosthesis should communicate with
many nerve cells just as Ihe brain does.
must talk to one nerve
But like the brain,
cell at a time. Otherwise, it's like people
trying to carry on a quiet conversation at a
loud parly: The message to each nerve
is drowned out by the surrounding noise
Ordinary wires are much too big for the
it

job.

They pick up the

many
many
In

electric pulses tram

cells at once, or they stimulate

a signal meant for one.
one chip can carry as

cells with

contrast;

many

as 40 microscopic gold wires that
press agains: ihe surfaces o! single
nerves. The more wires on a chip, the

because

Ihe nerves outside Ihe brain

not (unction. For these patients the
of

computer

scientist Kensall

University of Michigan

may

Wise

do

work
at the

offer the

best chance of a more normal life. If
researchers delected even crude Signals
from a couple of nerve fibers in Ihe brain,
ALS patients could control a prosthesis.
Wise points out that the nerve fibers on
the surface of the brain are so tangled
that it is almos' imposs be :o separate their

rectangles meant to lie across the
of severed motor nerves. They can
detect electrical aclivity from up to 40
separate nerve libers. "The first practical
application will probably be in a

tiny

stumps

computer terminal

that pa;ioir.s

a

large and lar apart, emitting clear signals.
So Wise has spent the as: six years

switchboard. Its purpose is to rejoin
the two halves of a severed nerve when
microsurgeons reattach a lost limb.
In use, the "switchboard" will be
implanted between :he :wo pieces ot the
nerve. Alter several weeks nerve fibers

of the

delicately s;aobirg liny o:oc". rode- studded

spears into the brains of ab animals to
reach the cells below the surface.
"A lot ot our work so far has been to
confirm that we could get usable signals
out of the nerves," Wise says. "In ten
years expect to see artiticial ears' and
I

stimulators to control paralyzed limbs."

A second aooroacn comes

from David
MIT Biomedical Engineering Center. Rather than being spear
shaped, his implantable microchips are

J. Edell of the

to build

much

that will function

like

should grow into each end of the unit.
Then the researchers will use a compuler
to identify which bits of nerve on each
side of the cut were originally part of the
same fiber. Once that is accomplished,
they

set the implant's switches to

will

carry nerve imouises
.liber to

the other.

In

Irorr

It's

an ambitious goal, and not

specialists believe the

scheme

—

disease) have no motor control
140
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at

all

oi

all

will

each

nerve

work.

about extraordinarily
complex devices, dealing with thousands
of nerves firing hundreds of times a
"They are

talking

second," says s National nstitutes of Health

researcher
fied. "It's

who

prefers not to

be

identi-

loo big a problem to take on
Rosen that, but he's

at this point. I've told

convinced they can do it."
Most researchers in the field agree thai
practical implants will be available wilhin
the decade. Gerald Loeb surely believes
so. After 14

years at the National

Institute

and Communicative

Disorders and Stroke, he

communication between brain
Each wire picks up one nerve's
one

one end

theory this should

restore normal control over the limb.

of Neurological

cell.

a telephone

"

better the

conversation from a telephone cable.
Engineers will use the chips to build artificial eyes and ears and- to control artificial
limbs that move as natural arms and
when" the wearer wills it.
legs do
But people who suffer from amyotrophic
lateral sclerosis (ALS, or Lou Gehrig's

control

tiny integrated circuit

They plan

The bodies

and

electrical activity like a wiretap stealing

can

almosl by thinking, much as they would
an artificial arm," Edell says.
Computer scientist Morton Grosser
and neurologis: josepn Rosen at Stanford
University are taking still another tack.

nerve cells
below the surface, however, are relatively

signals.

is

leaving to set

up his own en.y nee ring laboratory. He
upends to build an artificial eye that
will feed images from a TV camera into a
"microchip implanted in the visual centers
of the brain. "It will take ten years to
develop," he says. "The technology

need

is

reason

now

we

available.

can't build

we

don't see any
a device that will
I

bring eyesight to the blind. "DO

"
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"They're just not talking."
Lieutenant Naquchi stepped torward.

He

"Where are the VC?" asked Justin.
Smoke came through the open door ol Ihe
hooch. "Tunnels? VC?"

was relaxed, but he kept his M-16 trained
on the cowering villagers. "Mr. Jeffries,
will stand guard here if you wish to conduct

dark and dilatec

an interrogation."

showed between her

The

I

"Hmmm,"

He

said Disantis.

and beckoned

finished his

more.
"But you, Mr. Disantis, you are a man of
honor," said Minn. "I know this. sense this.
You are a man of honor."
drink

for

"Interrogation?" said Justin.

"There

I

Disantis

removed
drink,

with

needed

the retreating waiter,

a:

the swizzle stick from his fresh

and placed Ihe plastic saber in a row
seven others. Mr. Minh blinked and

did Ihe same with his.
'As a man of honor you will understand
why have returned to avenge my family,"
I

the

fire,"

iheVC."

shoulder.

.

near.

girl

of fifteen or sixteen. "She's prob-

Newton pushed the old woman back to
her knees and roughly lifted the girl to her
feet. Justin felt his mouth go dry. Behind
him the flames had set a third hut on fire,
and sparks drifted up to mix with the stars.

feti

silent

guide smiied.

Do

his lips,

you

second

like

"A joke, Mr.

Hac Bao,"
He hesitated
if

again.

You are a

Mr. Disantis.

can

"I

man

you

tell

this,

ol honor." This

was a question.

"Yes," said Disantis. "Tell me."

Two

were on fire. Justin and
had come in shouting and
There had been no opposition, The
of the' huts

flinched

raised his

hands

lowed, "Thirty clips
vice automatic.

people, knelt

in

the dust

at the

center of the

Sayers had knocked over a lantern
in one of the huts, arc the thatch and bamboo had blazed like an incendiary flare.
The fat American beat uselessly at ihe
flames until Justin called. "Forget Ihe fucking

hooch and get back

Tom Newton swung

here."

his

rifle

to

cover the

cringing villagers. "Where are the

shadows on

made

the

dirt,

and the smell
;

of

smoke

men's
"They don't understand what we're saying," said Reverend Dewitt.
"The hell they don't," snapped Justin.
142
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ros'r:!-:;

|h;s.

her ankles.

"Hey!" yelled Sayers. The young Viet-

namese had lurched

to his feet

and was

struggling to free his arms, Justin turned

dropped the

quickly,

times

fired three

knife, lifted the M-16,

rapid succession.

in

for the .45 caliber ser.

I

guided the smaller man toward the door.
Minh stopped, grasor-d Dsantis's arm in
both hands, and brought his face close.
"Enough, yes?" he asked.
Disantis nodded. "Enough," he said.
"Shit,"

said

Tom Newton,

"he's not going

room and
went back to
sat out on the balcony.
Sometime after three am, his son-in-law
and four other men materialized out of the
darkness and sat down around one of the
round labtes on the abandoned terrace
below. Disantis could hear the sounds of
beer cans being tossed into trash bins, ihe
pop of more tabs and b ts o' conversation.

tell' us anything," The young man from
ihem His black shirt
had been pulled back to pin his arms.
Blood was smeared from ihe corners of his
mouth and. nostrils. There were cigarette
burn marks doited across nis chest.
"Bring the girl here." said Justin. Sayers

his

of

own room and

"How the

hell did all the firing start out
Justin in the darkness. Sevothers giggled drunkenly.
voice with a Japanese accent an-

asked

there?"

eral of Ihe

A firm

swered, "O.ne

opened

fire.

of

them

ran.

joined him

I

in

The reverend
stopping them

from escaping."

damn

".
.

.

brains

all

over the place." Di-

santis recognized Sayers's voice. "I'd like
to

know how they

did that."

"Blood bags and charges every six centimeters or so under the synflesh,"

the slurred voice of the

came

young man named

Newton. "Used to work for Disney, Know
about thai animate stuff."
"If they were animates," said ihe Sayers
shadow, and someone giggled.
al

damn

"You

to

the village knelt before

pushed her to her knees, took a fistful
hair, and jerkec her head back sharply.

said. "You'll get your turns."

After seeing Minh to his hotel

putting him to bed, Disantis

."
Enough
He paused,
swayed a second, and straightened his
back. "Enough to do the job, yes?"
Disantis dropped money on the table to
pay the lab. le hoped Minn io his feet and
.

he

her.legs,"

and
instinctively.^

VC?" he

shouted.
"VC!" shouted Sayers. "Where are their
tunnels? Tell us. God damn it!" A kneeling
woman holding a baby bowed her forehead to the dust. Flames cast bizarre

away Irom

"Oh, Jesus," Newton said again. 'Jesus
is something."
"Shut up," said Justin. He placed the butt

Disantis set :he n.rth oast c saber carea row with the others. "How aboul
ammunition?" he asked.
Minh blinked slowly and smiled. "Three
thousand rounds for the rifle," he said. He
rted his glass in slow motion, drank, swal-

firing.

village.

'Jesus," said Newton and giggled.
Justin tugged he' olack pants halfway
down, slapped her knee aside when she
kicked, and used the knife to tear the cloth

rifle agans! rhe dazec girl's collarbone and pushed he: one her back. "Hold

.

fully in

the other four

thirly-two villagers rnostlvchildrenandold

moisture.

red pool.

.
.

I

time

Small, white teeth

of his

People screamed. The guide

and

he was sobering.
Then he leaned over and grasped Disantis's forearm. "I have a weapon," he whispered. "Two of Ihem. smuggled them in.
A rifle and my service automatic from Ihe
for a

.

Christ, Ihis

as the

Disantis iked.
what?

have a weapon?"

Minh hesitated, licked

:

and cheeks. He kicked backward,
spasmed once, and lay still in a growing

QThe cabin
resounded with babbie, then

said.

"Yeah," said Disantis. "With

fea

will'.

Flesh exploded from the boy's chest, throat,

family's

looked

Her eyes were very

said nothing.

girl

slightly parted lips.
"Hold her arms," Justin said to Newton and
He took a long knjfe out of its sheath
his web belt, slipped the point under
her buttoned shirtfront, and slashed upward. Cloth ripped and parted.
The girl gasped and wrilhed, bui the two
Americans held her tightly. Her breasts
were small, conical, and lightly filmed with

Sayers.

on

and

avenge

will

"I

honor by striking against the
maggots who have corrupted my nation,"

he

best to

ably got a brother or boyfriend fighting with

—

Mo one was

away from

"It is

toward the hut. "Not her," said Justin, "Too
old. Get that one." He pointed to a wide-

eyed

my

there,

them during questioning."
"Yeah," said Justin. "I remember. Tom,
cut a couple of them out of the herd. Hurry!"
Newton lifted a young man and an old
woman by the arm a.ne began moving them

'Avenge my brother who died fighting the
Norlh Vietnamese," said Minh. "Avenge my
lather
a teacher who spent eight years
in a reeducation camp only to die soon after
his release. Avenge my sister who was de." Minh paused.
ported by this regime for
"For alleged crimes against morality. She
drowned when their overcrowded boat
went down somewhere set ween here and
Hong Kong."
"Avenge," repeated Disantis. "How? And
with what?"
Minh sal up straight and looked over his
.

an empty hut

isolate

Minh said carefully.
'Avenge?" said Disantis.

—

is

said the lieutenant,

came

"It

.

.

,

know

that they were,"

'We never even got
park. Ten thousand

goddamned
bucks."

was so

santis

waves

well

Justin's voice.

out of the

goddamn

real," said a voice that Direcognized as oelcnging to the air.

.

.

minister. "But surely there

were no

bullets."

"Hell,

no," said

Newton.

"

'Scuse me.

©
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trees,
tion

and sorlcc

images wilh his Nikon, and then went
back to sleep.
Sometime later the guide broke the silence. "Please watch the riv.er as we turn
south. We will be searching for any small

".hornsslvss into forma-

as they leveled

otf at

of

three thousand

The panorama of highways and housing developments beneath them changed
to rice paddies and jungle as they entered
the park. Then they were over the river and
feet.

boats which look suspicious or attempt Io
our approach. We should see the
river in the next few minutes."

heading wes; Peasants poiirg small craft
upslream looked up and waved as shad-

ows

gunsnos

ol the

hooked

open door,
the safo:y webbing, and

in

flee. at

oassecl over Ihem.

Disantis- sat in the

hands
let

his

"Please ask the

ioned bench. Elizabeth sat on Heather's lap
heat.

then

will

everyone

to sing

instinctively,

iia

OMNI

see the

The

I

."
.

and

and

.,

"Be

.

quiet." Disantis

swung

the pistol

raised his

Disanlis

swung

in

and the big man froze in
mid-movement. "The next person to speak
be shot."

will

Sammee opened

his

mouth, looked at

and remained siminutes the only sound
the rotors and Heather's

lent.

For several

was

the throb of

weeping.
"Take down here," Disantis said

soft

it

.

slug ripped through

hands

his legs

into the cabin. "North, please," he said.
"Immediately."

songs, but few

pointed out several historical landmarks to
awoke briefly, shot a series

his wife. Justin

as the guide smiled. 'A joke,
funny one, am afraid.

from the guide's face. People screamed,

Dewitt tried to gel

camp

me

the guide flinched

tour an eight-hundred-year-

people were interested. Tom Newton

silent

let

Disantis fired.

old Buddhist temple. Lunch will be served
afierlhe temple tour,"
The helicopter throbbed north and
westward. Elizabeth complained that she

was hungry. Reverend

fell

Mr. Disantis, but not a

Please

.

bench.
Justin's direction,

his grandfather's face,

the bulkhead padding three centimeters

—

we

pilot to turn north."

The cabin resounded wilh babble and

Sammee

the left and right
and made machine-gun noises. The guide
plugged his microphone into the bulkhead, 'ladies and gentlemen, today we are
on a mission up the Mekong River. Our goal
is twofold
io' intercept lid! -iver traffic and
to inspect any area of jungle near Highway
1
where movement of NVA regulars has
been reported Following completion ol the
mission,

won't," said Disantis.

it

legs dangle; On his back was Samrnee's
blue backpack. Justin cJo~ed on a cush-

and complained of the
swung the heavy M-60 to

we

He reached
under his 'lowered shirt and removed the
heavy .45 from his waistband. He aimed
at the guide's face and held it steady.
"No,

fsi

"Mr. Disantis.' sad Reverend Dewiu, 'you
know, there are women and children
aboard this aircraft. If we could just talk
."
about whatever
"Put the damn gun down, Ralph,"
growled Justin and began to rise from the

Vietnamese Into his mike, The Huey
to descend, circling in toward the
clearing Disantis had poir:cd to. He could
see two black Saigon Security Hovercraft
coming quickly from the east, the down
fire

began

The guide spoke quickly into his microphone, snapped two monosyllabic answers to unheard questions from the pilot,

of the jungle

and the Huey swung
headed north.

above it.
The Huey's

and

oul of formation

"Daddy," said Heather.
"What the fuck do you think you're doing,
Ralph?" said Justin. "Now give me that
goddamn relic before someone gets ."
"Shut up," said Disantis.
.

.

at last.

He had been watching the jungle, making
sure they were well out of the park. "Here."
The guide paused and then spoke rapid-

blast of their fans rippling the leaf

"Come

canopy

as they roared ten meters

and the
and bent from the blast

skies touched down,

high grass rippled
of the rotors.
on. krds

"

He moved
out and then

said U.sanlis.

quickly,

helping Elizabeth

tugging

Sammee

trom his perch before

.

HeafbQ:' could grab him. Disanlis

down beside
"The

jumped

say," bellowed Justin

and

and the children had moved a
few feet and were crouching in the whipping grass. Disantis hall-turned and shot
Justin tn the left leg. The lorce of the blow
swung the big man around. He fell back
toward the open doorway as people
screamed and reached lor him.
"This is real," Disantis said softly. "GoodDisantis

He

bye."

fired twice past the cockpit

wind-

Then he took Elizabeth by the hand
and pulled her toward the jungle as the
helicopter lilted, off. A multitude of hands
shield.

pulled Justin in the open door as
swung away over the trees.

Sammee
at

left

and plowed

inlo the forest wall.

There

was

them.

you

hell

vaulted down.

hesitated for a

the

the heavy sound of machinery
trees breaking but no explosion.

and

Disanlis ran back to the jungle just as Ihe
second Hovercraft appeared
circled
once and then she! s'v; c;r" i.p unnl was
lost in the sun Disantis grabbed Ihe children and urged them on, circling ihe edge
It

it

again until they reached Ihe
spot where Ihe guide had entered the forest. The narrow trail led away from the light
of the clearing

into

the jungle.

and looked up -ji ihe white faces of
Elizabeth. They had stopped
"It's all right." tic said, and his voice
soft and soothing Behind Ihem and
above Ihem there were the sounds of rotors and engines. Gently, ever so gently, he
turned the children and negan leading
fingers

Sammee and
crying.

was

them, unresisting, along the path
darker

"It's all

Iheir

right

"

shoulders

he whispered and touched
lightly to

Ihe narrowing p-jlh

"

gu

cle

them down

F ve y thing's
<

Iknowtheway/'DQ

Huey

moment, looked

empty sky, and then stumbled after
sister and grandfather. The boy was

the

his

sobbing uncontrollably.
"Hush," said Disantis and pulled Sammee inside the wall of vegetation. There
a narrow fa cxtera'irg into the jungle
darkness. Disantis removed the light
backpack and took out a new clip for the
automatic; He ejected the old magazine
and clicked the new one in with a slap of
his palm. Then he grabbed both children
and moved as quickly as he could in a
counterclockwise jog around the perime-

was

i

always remaining concealed just within the jungle. When they
stopped he pushed the children down behind a (alien tree. Elizabeth began to wail.
ter of the clearing

"Hush," Disantis said

softly.

The Huey gunship came in quickly, the
guide leaped to the ground-, and Ihen the
helicopter

clawing
in

was

spiraling

for altitude.

upward again,

A second

later the first

Saigon Security Hovercraft roared

of the

over the treetops and settled next

guide.

The two men who jumped

to

the

out wore

black armor cloth and carried Uzi miniguns. The guide pointed to the spot on the
opposite side of Ihe clearing where Disantis had first entered the jungle.
They lifted the r weapons and took a step
in that direction. Disantis walked out behind them, dropped to one knee when he
got to within five meters, braced the pistol
with both hands, and fired as they turned.
He shot the first policeman in the face. The
second man had time to raise his gun before he was struck twice in the chest. The
bullets did not penetrate the armor cloth,
but the impact knocked him onto his back.
Disantis stepped -o.-ward. straightened his
arm, and shot the man in the left eye.
The guide turned and ran into the jungle.
Disantis tired
to the

once and then crouched next

dead policeman as a wash of hot air
The Hovercraft was ten meters
turning toward the trees' when

struck him.

high

and

Disantis

lifted

Ihe oolicemari's Uzi

and

fired.

He did not bother to aim. The minigun
kicked and flared, sending Iwo Ihousand
second SKywaro. Disantis had

flechettes a

a

brief

glimpse of the

pilot's

face before the

canopy starred and burst into white
powder. The Hovercraft listed heavily to the
entire

Look

into the

It was
there, quiet and cool,
The way was marked with crimson. The
children moved quickly to keep up with their

jungle.

grandfather.

crouched for a second and then
touched Ihe high grass at the side of Ihe
trail. Drops of fresh blood were visible in
"•the dappled light. Disantis sniffed at his
Disantis
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then

use the protein synthesizer

we'll

of that virus-coat protein.

make

Iry to

Ihose coat fragments.

antibodies againsl
-..These antibodies
of the

would recognize and attack the part

T4 receptor.
Omni: What about Candace Pert's Peptide
T, which she claims is connected to AIDS?
Hood: Perl and her people [at the National
virus that binds to the

Institute o1

Mental Health] have

tibodies to bind to the

T4

cell.

made anPeptide T

could conceivably be the direct bindingmolecule. Our studies may show that
she's already got what we're looking for. Our
peptide could be something more complicated than she's found. You see, they
haven't golten large enough quantities of
the receptor molecule to do really straightsite

forward, good, direcl binding-site studies.

Omni: Tell us about the shivering mice.
Hood: They're an interesting use of microchemical biology. Arthur Roach, a graduate student here at Caltech. asked me how
he might get into neurobiology. We eventually decided to clone the gene for myelin-basic protein [sheathing around nerve
cells]. The amino acid sequence for rat
myelin-basic protein had been deter-

was

mined. So Arthur

back

DNA

able

!o Iranslate

it

DNA sequence. We used the
synlhesizer to construct a genetic

into a

probe corresponding

sequence.

to that

Arthur was able to make the
myelin-basic protein.

Buy the Atari
Video Game Systems
where good service
is not a game*

to

make fragments
Then we'd

gene

for rat

In the course of this. Arthur found one
mouse thai seemed to have a degene lor its myelin-basic protein.
The mouse was born normal, but after
about twelve days it began to shiver and

type of
fective

shake. This

was a

result of demyelination.

the loss of the myelin "insulation" from the

nerve

cells,

which started about that

time.

Arthur used his DNA probe to show that
these shivering mice were totally lacking

RNA

gene. He went on. with
Naoki Takahashi. another grad student, to
show that the reason for this was the deletion of Ihree pieces of gene.
Here we have an ideal model for doing

the

for that

mammalian

A

SSL^
For friendly service,

sood

close as the nearest shopping

When

prices and great selection,

mall,

tein right inlo the

eggs
as

What we

nucleus of the

of shivering mice.

hundred
all

come to a Kay-Bee Toy Store.

Video Game Systems and
remember the store that's got easy shopping down

you're looking for the Atari

cartridges,

genetics.

mice

the
these embryos contained the gene for
myelin-basic protein— and expressed it!
is completely normal, while its
of

that

littermates are classic shiverers.

example

the

first

been

in

netic disease in a

STORES

It's

of a genetic defect that's

a mammal.
But while we were the

KMBEETOY

fertilized

About one in a
developed from

The animal

cured

to a system.

was

did

construct a transgenic mouse. That is. we
injected the gene lor rat myelin-basic pro-

that this

first

to

cure a ge-

mammal. hasten
I

to

add

has no implications whatsoever

for

human beings. In the foreseeable future.
we are not going to inject genes into human embryos. For one thing, only one
mouse in a hundred was cured. For an-

Why Were

These

Men

GREAT?

geno incorporates randomly, so
connects with some other vilal gene in
the embryo and destroys its function, the
e—bryo will die.
Omni: What about the military applications
Other, this

SUPER SAVINGS!

if il

of

sequencing the genome

Hood: The

military implications are mini-

mal. Pathogenicity,

Newton

Franklin

ghost of a chance thai we can sit down
or in the near future and use recombinant DNA techniques to design pathogenic organisms. There are much easier,
cheaper approaches using techniques that
have been around for a hundred years,

How does anyone— man or

now

woman— achieve

greatness?
not by the mastery of

Is it

sell?

Benjamin Franklin the
and inventor,
Isaac Newton who discovstatesman

Law of Gravitation,
Francis Bacon the
philosopher-scientist, like

many
women
By

learned men and
were Rosicrucians.

the investigation, study

and practical application
natural laws they learned
generate useful,
tive thoughts.
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Omni: What kinds of information will we unin the genes?
Hood: Take something as simple as in the
development of the eye. Humans start out
divides and eventually
as a single cell,
generates a hundred trillion cells. During
that process, a subset of those trillion cells
devote themselves to making eyes and all
[he pathways connecting the eyes to the
central nervous system. Right now we know
nothing about how many genes are responsible for (jenorat'ng the eye system or
how those genus are irrerregulated or
controlled so that the right things are turned
on in the right cells at the right time. The
retinal, or optic, nerves extend backward
from the eye to a major area where they
are hardwired into a precise one-to-one
wiring diagram. We don't understand how
this connecting of neurons is done.
All the information to construct a human
is contained in the twenty-three chromosomes, and we don't understand in detail
how any one major component system is
encoded and expressed.
Omni: Could we set up a genetic bank from
which we could lift mformaiion to create
entirely new life forms?
Hood: Once we understood the basic princover

ered the

and
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a

intelligence, is

like

phenomenon

involving very
complex inleran'.iors between the pathogenic organism and the host. There isn't a

multigenic

Bacon

for tailoring le-

viruses?

thal

3C=

3

;-

::-

specific sexes Mary ess have been done
to see if modified organisms can survive
outside the lab if they escape. The tests
have been reassuring. Normal, ordinary
organisms have a hell of a selective advantage over any organisms we play with
and fry to manipulate.
Omni: [President of the Foundation on
Economic Trends] Jeremy Rifkin's argument is just the opposite: Organisms fab-

ciples of dQveiopment, it's conceivable thai
we could construct organisms diflerenl
from any existing now. But within the next
ten to twenty years it's more likely that we'll
be able to predict the three-dimensional
structure of proteins.
lo

eventually

match

And

1

then well be able

particular functions

to-

particular structures.

Omni: What would we want to design then?
Hood: Well, you could design enzymes that
operate at very high temperatures, that
drive faster reaction tc exoedile commercial operations. Or you could tailor-design
molecules to carry out their present func-

ricated

ify,

hear a

lot

cause muscles
lots of

sign

demagogue

an articulate
who has probably served an
Well,

he's

some good. He starts to do damage when,
at the

behest

of

demagoguery, he begins

make advances.

things that are harmful,

to paralyze the ability to

He's perilously close to that position now.

biochips changing humanity or viruses that

genetic

kill

only

Hood:
years.

women

We

Omni: Would knowing the makeup of our
code take the mystery out of life?
Hood: Absolutely not! Would understanding how the latest fancy computer was puf

potential realities?

difficult for

It's

don't

any
in

scientist to

imag-

all the mysiery out of all the
wonderful things that with the appropriate
software you could do with the machine?

the next twenty

together take

know enough about how

to target specific kinds of cells,

much

less

Make the body you
want quicker, and enjoy

electrical impulses work
your body thoroughly

it sooner. Add inches to
arms, chest and thighs.

watch
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abdomen,
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—

while

in

a manner
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effective than regular

Computer
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f
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OMNr

that

"life

it.

a believer in

But again,

like

computers, when you

will

be.

The genetic bas>s

the compli-

'or

cated human circuitry, plus the circuitry's
feedback, interactions, and .controls, are
dimensions presently beyorrd us.
Omni: You are an avid mountain and rock
climber. It seems to be something scientists are drawn to. Can you explain why?
Hood: It's therapeutic. When I'm climbing
think of nothing else. For the next twelve
I'm nol going to think one thought
about science. Climbing is a wonderful
combination of physical and intellectual
challenge. You look at the face of a cliff.
You have to figure out how to get up it. and
then you have to be able to climb it. You
have to have the strength and endurance
lo do what you've intellectually figured out.
Those features arc really attractive to peoI

days

ple

who

are interested

in

science.

controlled
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Omni

DNA

guess I'm

Exclusive Pat. Pend.
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We

ies

tee

don't see amazing

Burn

I

operation

exercise. Medical stud-

cles

told

physics and chemistry," and

of

Well,

—

FREE video

you read or

TV—

similar to but

for

DNAj

has already been solved.

Hood:

ics.

Omni: Are the science-fiction scenarios
about plagues of intelligently programmed

ine those scenarios

life

emergent properties. What Watson said is
it is essentially cnemislry and phystrue

start putting multiple circuits together

important role in society. Anybody who
makes us thhK mo'c carefully about these
kinds of issues, to a certain extent, does

not the five

a matter

with the discovery of

Hood: don't know any scientific reason
that statement should be true. The bulk
of the data gathered to date says that
statement is utterly incorrect.
Omni: imagine that you are not a big fan
Hood: [Smiles.]

about steroids. While they
to bulk up, they also have
We might defhat just do, say, the two

structure of
just

organisms.

of Mr. Rifkin's.

serious side effects.

we want them to do and

natural

I

hormones

things

overwhelm

I

them

tions for

We

the lab would

why

much more

efficiently. Or even modto operate under optimal condiwhat you want them to do, rather
than what the body normally does. For instance, you could develop hormones that
are much more selective in their effects.

tions

in

at all. Understanding hardware doesn't
you the essence of the computer; the
software is every bit as important.
Omni: James Waisor "cociscoverer of the

Not
tell
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DO

Washington University professor John
Logsdon. Morrison is a foremost expert in
SETI (the search for extraterrestrial intelligence), and Logsdon
Policy

is

head of the Space
ishington Uni-

Insti

versity. In Space. Medicine 101, Lawrence
Young, director of the Man-Vehicle Lab at
MM discussed ways astronauts could
avoid the "bird-leg" efiecl caused by fluid
shifts at low gravity. (One method: Sleep
with your lower body inside a vacuum.) In
Space Business 101, professor for a day
Christopher Trump of Canada s Spar Aerospace, Ltd., noled that during the Sixties
North Americans spent S62 billion on booze
and only $30 billion to land a man on the
moon And space attorney Art Dula told
his Space Law 101 class that he gets his
Texas clients excited about space by

showing Ihem pictures of Jupiter and tellthem
is the largest natural-gas deing

it

posit

in

the solar system.

Every summer session will have this
mixed curriculum, plus a specific research
project. The project for the 1988 summer
session will be to work on a design for an
international lunar research base. "We're
giving these students
their future

a chance.to work with
peer leaders, "says-Diamandis.

to be taught by toe best possible facteachers they rnlghi no: ordinarily have

"and
ulty,

had any contact

with."

While the distant goal
training a

of

ISU

is

to

begin

space-bourc generation, an-

other purpose

is to

breathe

new life into our

space program. "The. vision once had has
been lost," notes Diamandis, who until recently had planned to be an astronaut. "It's
up to us, Ihe younger general on. to ma«;
this happen again."
Editors' note: Anyone who is interested,
in^applying to the International Space University summer session should send a
it
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ISU

Headguarters. Suite 201, 636 Beacon
Boston, MA 02215.
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Advertisement

Small Company's New Golf Ball Flies Too
Far; Could Obsolete Many Golf Courses
Pro Hits 400- Yard Tee Shots During Test Round

TV advertising is too expensive to buy on your own, at

Want To Shoot An Eagle or Two?

least for us.

ByMikeHenson

MERIDEN, CT — A

small golf company in
Connecticut has created a new, super ball that flies like
a U-2, putts with the steady roll of a cue ball and bites
the green on approach shots like a dropped cat. But
don't look for it on weekend TV. Long-hitting pros
could make a joke out of some of golf's finest courses
with it. One pro who tested the ball drove it 400 yards,
reaching the green on all but the longest par-fours.
Scientific tests by an independent lab using a hitting
machine prove the ball out-distances all major brands
dramatically.

The

comes partly from

extraordinary distance
a revolutionary new dimple design that keeps the ball
aloft longer. But there's also a secret change in the core
that makes it rise faster off the clubhead. Another
change reduces air drag. The result is a ball that gains
altitude quickly, then sails like a glider. None of the
changes is noticeable in the ball itself.
Despite this extraordinary performance the company has a problem. A spokesman put it this way: "In
golf you need endorsements and TV publicity. This is
what gets you in the pro shops and stores where 95%
of all golf products are sold. Unless the pros use your
ball on TV, you're virtually locked out of these outlets.
ball's

"Now, you've seen how far this ball can fly. Can you
imagine a pro using it on TV and eagle-ing par-fours? It
would turn the course into a par-three, and real men
don't play par-three's. This new fly-power forces us to
sell it without relying on pros or pro-shops. One way is
to sell it direct from our plant. That way we can keep
the name printed on the ball a secret that only a buyer
would know. There's more to golf than tournaments,
you know."
The company guarantees a golfer a prompt refund if

new ball doesn't cut five to ten strokes off his or her
average score. Simply return the balls — new or used —
"No one else would dare do that,"
boasted the company's director.
If you would Like an eagle or two, here's your best
chance yet. Write your name and address and "Code
Name S" (the ball's R&D name) on a piece of paper and
send it along with a check (or your credit card number
and expiration date) to National Golf Center
(Dept. H-588), 500 S. Broad St.; Meriden, CT 06450. Or
phone 203-238-2712, 8-8 Eastern time. No P.O. boxes,
all shipments are UPS. One dozen "S" balls cost $21.95
(plus $1.95 shipping), two to five dozen are only $19.50
each, six dozen are only $99.00. You save $43.00 ordering six. Shipping is free on two or more dozen. Specify
white or Hi- Vision yellow.
the

to the address below.

by mail and may be required

BMfUl

pedia of Science and technology, which is
available in public and school libraries and

.and return an affidavit of eligibility

other reference centers.
Be sure to read and caret ully follow these

Winners agree
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official rules:

names and

GRAW-HILL CROSSWORD PUZZLE

No purchase necessary. To enter,
in as many answers as possible to the
OmnZ-McGraw-Hill Crossword Puzzle.
Send your puzzle along with your name,

First published 25 years ago. the McGraw-Hill Encyclopedia of Science and

Technology has expanded

steadily,

keep-

ing pace with the latest advances. Today
the recently published sixth edition con-

by 3.500 consuch Nobel laureates
as physicist Val Fitch, physical chemist
Robert Mulliken, and medical researcher
Rosalyn Yalow.
The encyclopedia oifers a wealth of
possibilities for a crossword puzzle. And
even it you can't complete our puzzle, the
in, the greater
more correct answers you
your chances of winning our grand prize:
a 20-volume McGraw-Hill Encyclopedia of
Science and Technology. Three first prizewinners will receive the McGraw-Hill Concise Encyclopedia of Science and Technology, valued at $98.50. Andfive runnersup will each receive a one-year subscription to Omni, worth $24.
You might theretore want to doublecheck your answers a time-consuming
procedure if you. have to labor through nu-

tains 7,700 entries written
tributors, including

fill

—

merous

texts, and references.

But

remem-

answers do appear in a single
source the sixth McGraw-Hill EncycloOMNI
ber; All the

—
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fill

1.

—

address, and ZIP code, printed on a threeby five-inch piece of paper to Omni
Crossword Puzzle, Box 871, Boston, MA
02117 You need not use an original copy
of the puzzle; photocopies or printed facsimiles are acceptable.
Enter as many times as you wish, but

—

mail

each entry separately.

sponsible

for lost,

We

are no! re-

llegibe. ci 'ate mail. En-

must be received by
1987 Selectiorr-of winners
immediately thereafter.

tries

December
will

31,

take place

2. Entries will be scored based on the
most words filled in correctly. Winners will
be determined by highest scores earned

incompleting the puzzle. In the event of tie
scores, winners will be selected in random
erawmgs irom among tied entries.
Scoring, and random drawings will be
conducted by Proaction Marketing, Inc., an
independent luclging orgamzalion, whose
decisions are final.
Odds of winning are determined by the
number of eligible ernes received. No duplicate prizewinners..

Winners

will

be

noti-

fied

to sign

and

re-

lease within 15 days of date on notification.
to the possible use of their
likenesses for publicity pur-

poses without additional compensation.
3. The Omni- McGraw-Hill Crossword
Puzzle is open to residents of the United
Slates, except employees (and their families)

of

Omni

McGraw
filiates;

Hill,

their

Publications International, Ltd.:
Inc.; their

subsidiaries or af-

advertising

and promotion

agencies: and Proaction Marketing,
All

federal, stale,

ulalions

Inc.

and loca aws and reg:

apply Void where prohibited.

Prizes are not transferable, assignable, or- redeemable for cash. No substi4.

tution for prizes other than as

due to availability.
sibility ot

All

necessary

taxes are the respon-

the winners.

5. For a free copy of the Omni- McGrawCrossword Puzzle and the official rules,
send a self-addressee! stamped envelope
Omni Crossword :! uz?le. Box 894. Boston, MA 02117 by November 30, 1987.
No return postage necessary for residents of Washington and Vermont; Vermont postage will be refunded.
6. The solution to the crossword puzzle
and the winners' names will be announced
in a future issue of Omni, or send a selfaddressed, stamped envelope to Crossword Puzzle Winners, Omni, 1965 Broadway. New York. NY 10023 -596 5. CXI
Hill

to

process by which one can

relate to the

mat the
ThecarpeU
Institute in Big Sur. California, is now
semidarkened. Large window drapes
i

MAKE BELIEVERS

imaginal without being overwhelmed by it.
The presence of fantasy isn't a problem.
It's when the fantasy washes over the per-

Esalen

which she was being "raped and murdered with knives by an older woman. The
next day at dawn." she wrote, "I awoke
hearing a voice repeat over and over again,

son that problems occur."
Take the case of a man who has heard
a voice telling him to commit a violent act
against someone else. 'As a therapist," says
Watkins, "I want this man to engage ac-

mous—the

The

'To love is to listen; to listen is to love.'

voice did nol speak insidemy mind; came
from beyond the window, flowing into my
bedroom just as dawn poured in, saturating the space with light and words in a most
uncanny way." In an effort to understand
it

the

meaning

of her

dream, she began

her invisible figures.
IKung 's nlum is said to be an

to

The

invis-

energy that becomes "visible"
healers
they can touch and hold
IKung healers also carry on conversations

—

to Ihe

with

it.

deceased ancestors

in

order to bar-

gain for the lives of the sick. These
the IKung believe, have the

cide

who

and who

lives

spirits,

power

dies. In

to

de-

modern

Western cultures, though, the intertwining
of the spiritual and material are ignored. As
a result, the role imagination plays in daily
life has long been dismissed as useless,
nonproductive, even dangerous. Fantasy.
after all, can consume a person, trapping
him or her in a nightmare reality. The man
who believes he's Napoleon Bonaparte is
caught inside a world he can't get out of.
Because psychotherapists spend a

good deal

touches the forehead

images by supplying the image

arching his back and grimacing in pain,
Another holds her sobbing partner.
The Grofs move about the room, supporting anyone who seems to have spe-

"That's

why

I

to talk to

don't like to use the

in our ordinary thoughts.
Taking her cues from images

dreams and

in

in

the language

part of themselves and hold
dialogues with

are there. try to figure out where they
are at the moment. Are they drowning in
ocean? Are they in a desert without
I

the

water? Are they in an old-age home?"
Watkins sees this sort of therapy as beneficial to most of her clients, even those
labeled schizophrenic. "Often," says Watkins, "therapists will say, 'Let's not
to that

fantasy

lilo.

attend

Lei's jus; get this patient

back to normal.' But believe this can ignore both the meaning implicit in Ihe images that present themselves and the
I
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who

—

invisible

companions
sou!s$

inhabit our

twists

on the

floor

who

tator

watched

is

sits

Each person

intently

by a

One person

close by

some

floor like

kind of serpentine creature.

on the

ol his partner,

facili-

gently

who

is

They encourage some pargo further into their experience,

leading one person through a fit of gagging and choking, which slowly subsides.
The Grofs have been in this place before.
midway through one of their group
It is
sessions
a time when participants experience a lot of pain. They also know that
during the next phase, many people will
experience a release of emotional and
physical energy that may help them resolve the problem that's troubling them.
Stanislav Grof developed his use of en-

—

hanced

states

in

the Sixties,

working with terminally

ill

when he was

cancer

patients.

He gave many of his patients LSD —which
was a legal therapeutic drug then in a
warm, supporiive con:exl and accompanied their journeys with comforting mu-

—

relationship

imagined

between himself and

his

them

into

figures.

I

don't invite

the client's world."

But Watkins

is

not the only psychother-

apist to explore the lesser-known areas of

human psyche and to practice forms
enhanced state therapy. Czechoslova-

Ihe

his wife, Christina, a teacher of art and
yoga, work in ways more similar to the ancient IKung rituals than to the methods ot

there, rather than the figures

who

imaginary figures

kian-born psychiatrist Stanislav Grof and

clients deal with the characters "you think

and

writhes

cial difficulties.

night-

psychic landscapes without imposing her own preferences. It's important to approach the imagination in this
way, she says, in order to avoid having
clients'

Stravinsky's Rite of Spring resounds
throughout the room.
A few people are shaking violently, rolling and flailing on the floor; almost everyone's breathing is rapid and deep. One
person curls into the fetal position; another

ticipants to

<»Mary Watkins

dream

figures use, Watkins has learned to enter

ought to be

client's

helps her clients move freely
through the symbolic

of

time

her

a

word

take place, a state midway between waking and dreaming." Yet she is quick to argue that these conversations unfold all the

into

in

the voices

trance to describe my work," Watkins explains. "I prefer the term waking dreams to
describe the place where these dialogues

time

a midwife

clienl to visualize. "I'm

for the

people can become more

if

sometimes unusual positions.

therapist directs the content of the client's

of time with patients suffering

they learn
inside themselves.

creative

boulders that have
steep cliffs of Big Sur. Mattresses, soft pillows, and cushions lie scattered across the
floor; most- of them are being clutched by
the ten people who are lying on the tloor in
fallen

various,

it,

from delusions, they otten ignore the positive aspects of conversing with their inner
figures. Watkins would like to undo the
"psychiatric phobia" aboul carrying on
conversations in one's mind. She believes
that ordinary

which Esalen is fapounding onto the
from Ihe shaggy,

for

Pacific surf

'Why do you
unfolding dialogue, asking
want me to be violent? What would that violence accomplish?' " If the man can begin to talk to this figure, he may begin to
separate himself (his own ego) from the
says literally
voice and stop taking what
as a command over which he has no power.
Watkins identifies her role as "midwife"
to the dialogues between client and invisible guest. "I don't do guided imagery," she
says, rejecting that process because the
it

listen to

ible spiritual

tively with his invisible guest, listen to the

screen out the view

Mary Watkins. Among the iirst to grasp the
enhanced states,
began developing holotropic
therapy a technique that combines
potential of self-induced

the Grots

—

breathing-induced altered slates, evocative music, and body work (massage and
in the early Seventies.
other techniques)
Holotropic therapy is inspired by ancient
ceremonies such as those of the IKung.
Like the IKung healing dancers, the Grots
use music and a form of hyperventilation
to guide people toward an enhanced stale.
There is also a laying on of hands in both

—

groups: The IKung healers and the faciliworkshops place their

tators in the Grafs'

hands on the heads
embrace them.

of the participants or

experience nonordinary consciousness," Grof explains.
"The territory is the same whether it's triggered by dance, breathing, or drugs; It is
the realm of the spiritual, where people experience death-rebirth and the transpersonal. Some cultures use drugs to get
sic.

"I

call this territory of

there; others, like the IKung,

do

nol."

In "normal" states of consciousness, we
experience ourselves as existing within the
boundaries of the physical body and restricted by material reality, the limitations
of time and space. A transpersonal therapist such as Grof deals with all the issues
that emerge because of these limitations,
including mundane affairs, existential
problems, biographical data, and the fear
of death. But Grof also recognizes a reality
not limited by time and space. In enhanced state therapies, people identify with

other people, animals, plants, inorganic
matter, past incarnations, or their

ances-

Many subjects report fetal and embryonic memories .such as birth traumas
cellular level. Aceven regression to
cording to Grof. these transcendent experiences "can alleviate emotional and psy-

tors.

or

r

t-

i<-:

chosomatic problems, including anxiety,
depression, addiction, asthma, psoriasis,
and migraine headaches."

contractions of the uterus." The Grols are
also very careful when dealing with per-

spiritual aspirations of people are
in mainstream psychotherwhich locuses on patients' own psychology and their relation to others rather
than on how they see themselves in relation to the infinite. Graf's work with cancer
patients focused on their fear of dying and
iheir feelings about what was to come. Graf
believed thai if he could help people let go
of lhat fear, they might be better able to

turbance.

history of psychiatric dis-

in just

We now know

induce a feeling of euphoria. Raymond
Prince, a Canadian psychiatrist at McGill
University, has researched Ihe rale endorphins might play in healings such as those
the IKung practice

began developing holotropic therapy. Unmelhod is the belief that helplet go ol their fears Ihrough ihe
lead Ihem

experience a feeling of renewal, a rebirth of spirit. Watkins too has noticed a
spiritual element to her enhanced state

"This release of endorphins," Prince says, "helps to explain the

mysterious

and

their worlds," she explains in InvisGuesls, "one often experiences a lu-

one

In

of Graf's sessions, tor instance,

found herself

of the

initial

pain of being emotionally im-

potent expressed, the woman could begin
to make behavioral changes. Another
woman wrote, "It has been a year since the
workshop, and feel that what is with me
I

now is

lasting.

The most

satisfying resull

is

have truly accepted the place where
live as my home
after some sixteen
years of struggling with a strong desire to
that

I

—

I

leave here." Claiming to have had a transcendent experience, she said, "I realized
had flown thousands of miles to the workshop in order to be with myself. At that moment began living at home."
I

I

Of course, this sort of therapy doesn't
work for everyone, and critics charge it is
simply a quick fix. Lasting changes in how
an individual feels and behaves, they argue, must

be accompanied by insights and
understanding at each step of the way. The
Grofs agree and have tried to build opportunities for

such understanding

into their

work. But this sort of intense therapy

is

not

everyone. can even be dangerBecause of the strong emotional and
physical stress experienced in a session.
people with serious cardiovascular probright for

It

ous.

healers to endure what

But Prince is convinced that neurochemistry is only part of the answer. He
argues that a wide range of conditions can

a

on the floor.
and gagging. Her
rolling

'

fasting,

sensory deprivation, even

hgue or simple belief in the healing
The IKung are among the oldest
tioners of this ancient art of
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Canon personal .

there's a

copier for your

personal

style.

practi-

enhanced slate

r

lhat heals physical

and emotional prob-

Among the Fiji islanders it's called
mana; among the Dakota Sioux, wakan;
lems.

among

the Chinese, chi;

and among

the

IKung,

n/um. But questions remain

for

Western participants.

Is

the

contemporary

practitioner a modern-day shaman or
merely a limited and supencial m c::o' o*
traditional healers? Have Western approaches strayed so lar from the sources
|

ol spiritual power that it is no longer available lor healing? More important, how can
we as seekers of healing, consumers of

therapy, judge the validity

Ihese

and worth

of

new approaches?

these enhanced stales are as poweras practitioners claim, perhaps we must

If

ful

assume

that there

myslenous,

partly

is

a

spiritual ingredient,

to the healing process.

The 'Kung acknowledge

Ihis mystery: "We
know how this n/um will work.
why we fear
can kill you you're
The IKung tell us that one

don't always
Thai's

it.

It

if

not prepared.."

can lose one's
healing

soul,

even one's

dance is.not done in

K-;se states,

human

eaut.on

beings. "DO

Ihe.

life, if

ihe riant

the

spirit.

IKung. must be

to
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partner comforted her during the trauma,
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portrayal of her inner state--she had always had trouble speaking up for herself,
Once this connection was nade and some

ability of

should be unendurable pain when, for instance, they put their heads into the fire or
pick up burning coals."

minous or religious quality to these
dialogues; one comes upon prayer."

clutching her throat,
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of endorphins.
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home,

more peoples lives

Vrhan ever before.

and in altered states.
He believes that enhanced consciousness
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even triggered, by Ihe body's own release

to
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in

of

their place in Ihe universe. It was. to
help people with these problems that Graf
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personality
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and
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long-

term setting, providing a twenty-four-hour
supportive context."
Like the IKung. Mary Watkins and the
Grofs know that the meaning of Ihese en-
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STAR TECH
ACCESSING THE FUTURE
HEALING VIDEO
Can
relax,

the

way we

HOLOGRAPHY
WORKSHOP

think,

and imagine

strengthen our

actually

immune

Fascinated by holography?
You might try making your
own holograms. Spend

sys-

tems? Researchers in the
field of psychoneuroimmunology say there Is a
link between the mind and
body and that a person
can improve his immune
response by imagining the
immune system at work. Now
there's a 20-minute videotape to help people tap into
this connection and use
imaging techniques to,

new

a

including

make

to

soothe the viewer

LASER
VETERINARIANS
Millions of

people have

gamut—

ill

have a

difficult

on (heir own," Halpern adds.
"But a person who watches
this tape morning and nighl for
two weeks will be relaxed

and learn the images
thoroughly."

— Sherry Baker

Access.- The "Health
Imaging" tape sells for $39.95.
Call

1-800-468-7874

for

more

Om

information or write the
Corporation, 3400

Dundee Road, Northbrook,
IL,

60062.

to

$100,000.

Now

a

prestigious medical laser

center

at the University

of California at Irvine

Shelly,

days.
the.

was opened

to

four-day

"to

a 14-year-old schnau-

owned by Robert Reed

help them

[and] to get information

.

and experience that can be
used on humans." He hopes
to build "the

first

laser animal

hospital right next to our

present building."

—Jeff Hecht
Access: The
facility s

Irvine laser

avaiaoe

at

no cost

to local veterinarians. Inter-

ested vets should contact
Marie Wilson, Animal Treat-

of

ment Program, Beckman
Laser Institute and Medical

with

Clinic, University of California

San Clemente. Workingan Irvine urologist, San
Clemente vet George.Peavy
removed a plum-size tumor

Irvine. CA 92717. Phone:
(714)856-6996. People With

from the dog's bladder.

sick pets should

The

Irvoi.'cir: thei'

solid-state laser seals

In the past 15 years. Jeong
has taught a wide range of
people to make holograms,
from junior-high-school
students to Ph.D. physicists.

Some have

practical applica-

tions in mind,

Michael

animal lab

not to expenrnon:

on animals but

has

opened an animal center so
local vets can treat ailing
pets wth lasers.
The first beneficiary was
zer

it

Institute director

Berns says

$20,000

are

time relaxing and developing
these kinds of visual images

cuts, so the
lost less than a teaspoon
blood and went home in

just four

benefited from laser rnodclne,

which spans the

who

Halpern, president of the
the manu-

Om Corporalion,

incsions as

dog
of

facturer of the tape. "People

Greg

A

advanced works.nop also

from eye surgery to podiatry.
But few pets have, because
lew veterinarians know much
about lasers or can afford
medical lasers costing

production, according to

background how

several types of

holograms.

ocean waves and

laughter, play throughout,

helping

Lake Forest

covers color control, large
holograms, and pulsed-laser
holographic portraits.

animated segments showing

and stimulate endorphin

at

scientific

theoretically, fighi disease.

The tape begins wilh
a woman bathed in pink light.
Her soothing voice guides
the viewer through a relaxation
exercise and explains

white blood cells zapping
diseased cells, the brain
sending signals to activate
immune responses, and
so on. Subliminal noises,

week

College's summer holography
workshop, and you can
your own three-dimensional images.
Physics professor Tung
Hon Jeong has been running
the h^nds-or workshops
since 1972. In five days he
car" teach people with no

make

work

veterinarians.

dentist

such as a

who wanted

hobo/ams

of teeth.

to take

A

number, however, are

growing
artists

who see holography as a
new medium. One example
is

soJptor Michsm Croyden. a

member

of

Lake Forest's

art faculty who took Jeong's
course four years ago. His
first hologram won him an
award at a 1985 exhibit
of holograms on the Lake
Forest campus.
Jeff Hecht
Access: Tuition is $650

—

for

the introductory course,

which carries two semester
undergraduate

hours of
graduate credit, and $800
for the noncredit advanced
course. Contact Holography
or

Works ops, Lake Forest ColLake Forest, IL 60045.
Phone:(312)234-3100.
l"

lege,

—

—

STAR TECH

NEW 3-D VIDEO
GAMES

presentable type when a
typewriter or conventional

Two video game compaSega and Nintendo, are

word processor and

nies.

set to offer the

first

its

video is nothing new in itself,
but these games come with a

Writer

based upon

is

:

he glasses

he

soocial

come down, is
home 3-D arena

to

more

with the

traditional

tinted

3-D glasses (provided

The

with the game).

i.'islarilty

Nintendo carlridges can also
be ulayed in conventional,
two-dimensional mode.

can
change tro— trans
opaque Toe gasses

arc designee to work

3-D

game

willi

wh

TV

folders to

DEODORANT

Writer provides a
of three lenis

and

six

and shading. The
somca math whiz, since

underlining

Handy

Writer s also

induces a

it

built-in

Heavy sweaters now have
an alternative to anliperspirant creams, deodorants,
sweat bands, and the other
paraphernalia designed
to

hide or reduce-

oerfip.iral.ori

calculator

can print out a problem
and answer instantly.
The Handy Writer is suited
that

ELECTRONIC

small size, the

Handy
choice

ha:

:"'"'"-

:"'

:

,

keeps even

NOT TOO SMALL
FOR WORDS

Casio has developed the

is

world's smallest word proc-

darkened so

he;c

esso" a one-pound, hand-

thai only the

eye 'oceives the

when

:he

left

picture.

eye's

is shown. (The
pleases allornale so fast that

picture

one image is seen,)
The result is a 3-D effect
vial game —arke'.ers hope will
enhance the video game
exoenence not to mention

only

.

—

the bottom

game

Ijn.e

of video

companies.
-Marjone Coste-llc
Access: Sega's first two 3-
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its

Writer

in

reach ho
January '938

approximately $230.

it

so ayed, the left shutter
or eyeglass lens— is
ci

Likewise

file

Price:

labels to notebooks.

Despite

will

Unlet.: Stales in

.

picture for the

eye that alternates
one hi he iei". eye. Wnen

tho right eye's picture

."phi

Handy

currently available

Japan and
out

software that

picGL.ces a
right

everything from

hi.'ig ol

red/b ue-

unci lower-quality

pair ol liquid

crystal shutters that

psrert to

is

messages stored in the
Handy Writer are printed
by sliding the machine
across paper, including

character sizes, as well as

waiting for the price-of

ordering the

actually

no through a

Ioqk

the role of

/Access; The

video

IwiS'- They a'e designed to
work with spoo'a 3-D glasses

3-D glasses are

fill

— Marjorio Costello

D home

art liquid crystal display

can

ah "electronic rubber stamp."

games, Missile Defense
and Zaxxon, and Nintendo's
flatf Racerare due by Christmas, each carrying a
suggested lis: price of $40.
Only Sega, however, will
be selling liquid crystal
glasses— at $50 (shown
above, wih adapter plug,
above !e -). Nintendo which

technology.
Players wearing

is

of

small si^e, memory, and
p'-nlmg features, the Handy

3-D video games for
the home. Three-dimersiona.

state-of-the-

printer

Because

not available.

high-

quality

OMNI

l.

r

built-in

:
i

— comp.ete with

printer— called the

Handy Writer (at right),
The Handy Writer can

— through a
keyboard — upto 1,800
characters

in its

same

time on

feature of the
isits built-in

Handy

thermal

at

liquid

its

crystal display (LCD).

of blisters

or

ungal infections due to

memory and

can show 16 characters
the

Dpment

tiny

store

Anot
Writer

printer,

which operates at 13 characters per second. The

The universityFDA-approved proc-

wet feet.
tesled,

ess known as iontophoresis
stops emotion-related

heavy perspiration by
ausing "hyporkeratotic
piugs" to form

Studies have

m sweat ducts.

shown

that

when excess sweating
nanos.
is

!

eet,

stooped,

of the

and underarms
has no effect on

it

the body's thermoregulal on.

Drionic units are

$100 a

pair for hands, feet, or

arm pads. They

only lap-waler wetting
oallery

used.

under-

require

No chemicals

— Allan Maurer

and a
are

Access.- The Drionic
(oe.ow) sava.laoie with a
physician's prescription
exclusively from the
manutacturer: General
Medical Company, Depart-

Armacost Avenue,
Los Angeles, CA 90025.
mor'i :9o5.

played back either by Ihe
camera or by a special
recorder/player. Hard- copy
prints are also available

with special color printers.

Some systems offer add-ons
make possible to

that

it

transmit

and receive

mages over phone
The

first

still

lines.

commercially

available v.ooo siill camera
was from Canon, and now

other units are on the market
Irom Sony and Konica.

These electronic si sysioms
are geared toward profesil

sional applications, costing

upwards of 57,000 for a
camera and rocorder.p aycr.

Consumer
in

electronic

participation

sti.l

pho-og.'aphy.

however, will open up with
Casio s introcLcuon of its VS101 (below),

It

will sell for

about $1,000 and doesn't
require

a seoaiale ur

back images on a TV

:

>.;

pay

set.

— Marjorie Cosiello

Access.- Casio VS-101

be available

in

will

February

1988. The system will als„
include an optional printer

True instant gratification
in the photo
form of the

camera.
camcord-

still

Similarly to video

ers, the electronic-

—

-or

video
still camera produces images that require

no developing. You can
view the pictures instantly

because (he video camera
stores ils images electronically

on two-inch magnetic

floppy disks instead
of

TV

billed as

:I

:.

irst i-itoiacl

ve

;V,k.o

'After

Saenz. Maxie's creator,
all. San Francisco is

supposed to be 'sin city.'
They were quite serious,
though,

when

they told us

we

were in violation of several
city ordinances just by
publicly demonstrating Ihe
program."

Computer-generated

nude women

set

Maxie takes the concept
further, adding realistic
movements and a digital
recording of a seductive
female voice. "I think what
ciols people uosef— or maybe
whala:i'a.-;b

when

'v-

'o

-t

—

i:

never seen

that they've

says Saenz.

— Timolhy Onosko

Access: Maxie, the

Mas PI ay male, works on

the

fvli-jchtcsh computer. The
400K-disk version costs

Si'9.35:

chemically on film.
The floppy disks are

displayed on a

The woman in question is
aexally a comoutor program,

are nolhing new, but

CAMERA

electronic

oc'ce ^erc: seeing; says

her clothes on.

illustrations ol

FILMLESS

has arrived
field in the

INTERACTIVE
EROTICA
Al a recent San Francisco
computer expo, the vice
sqoac' askerj Maxie to keep

II:-:

BOOK

disk version,

$49.95. From Pegasus
Productions, Box 912,

Greenwich.

CT 06836.

connnnuruiCMTOfUB

up with domed cities and rip stop nylon
clothes from paleoos eolngical evidence
:

Ace in ihe Hole
was frightened when
I

l

read aboul the

ozone hole ["Watch This Space," August
1987;.

didn't

I

reaize the situalion

was so

severe. Environmental groups should or-

ganize a global summit and

invite

escapes me. And someone who can seriously look you in the eye and say the workweek in 51987 will be longer by looking
at a lot of bones
is nuts.
Roy Ledbelter
San Francisco

the best

scientists in the world to solve this problem.

Kaboom

The agenda also should deal with acid rain
and with preventing the destruction of the
rain forests, the pollution otthe ocean, and
animal and plant extinction.
Marilyn Hencken

Angus: 1987]

Los Angeles
Your article on Ihe ozone layer was interbu! the speculations about the
causes of the phenomenon were pure nonesting,

sense.

venture a guess: The South
will be found at the

will

I

—

—

ob|ect to Terry Rji

I

he describes

lie's

humor when

callous

bomb

al'or the

ile

[Lasl Word,

desensitizes us to the dan-

It

ger of nuclear weapons.
Yup, life truly would be different after a
nuclear war. The only likely survivors: cockroaches and perhaps rats. Nuclear war is
not a winnabk; propos on. not a realistic
or sane action, not a subject to be joked
about. If the white flash occurs, no one will
I

be around

Blaine Cross

Minneapolis

center of the hole.

Joseph Armstrong
Trenlon

Sherwood Rowland,

Space,"

is

cited

in

"Watch This

a professor of chemistry at the

University Of California at Irvine

Berkeley.

— not

at

Whi o Berkeley may be more Faof UCI is jusl as im-

mous, the reputation

portant to the studenls: After

being the Harvard

ot the

all, it's

not easy

West!

Dean Ulven
Irvine,

You Say To-MAY-to
After living

in

.

.

CA

Is Runte going to stay inside a cramped
Oscar Mayer wiener truck for weeks, eating
nothing but hot dogs and drinking from a
thermos oi coffee he had with him at the
time of Ihe blast? I'd rather be vaporized.
What will Runte do if all those loony survivalists, armed wilh Uzis and canned

goods, survive? I'd barter those hot dogs,
grab a gun, and make a run for it.
All in all, a good case for peace.
Nora E. Blevans
Vandenberg Air Force Base, CA
Night Porter

TV

I

by supposedly "squeezing air
palate." Gel real.

between the tongue and
Poop e say Sisk.

Night" [July 1987]

night rain.

society

Guy Lucas
Lenoir,

I

dis ike Ihe Ihoughi of

I

— there

a 24-hour

goes the peace and

wee

tude of Ihe

soli-

hours.

NC

Heather Wooding
Blairstown.

Enough is enough! Having spenl
part of

my

life

railing

sense. Nol only arc- tney compacl enough
lo lil into a suil pocket or orielcase. Ihcy
arc obviously more powerful, as they are

known :o have boon eel ectmg and storing
cosmic rays lor thousands o- years. Things
change; people do not.
On the lighter side, we tvso see the discontent of thai era win Ihe unscientific apto personality and character
analysis. In 1798 Franz Gall developed a

proaches

method
mental

shape
In

NJ

my beloved state, what happens? You people give everyone- carte
blanche to call it nuh-VAH-duh. Any selfnunciation of

mechanism consisted of a

vidualized analysis of your mental, spiritual,

and emotional

emphasize

(acuities, fo

the Psycograph's remarkable quali ligations, advertising to- this service likened it
to the

marvels

of radio, electric energy,

hydro- and steam power.

Long past is the elixir era.
sideshow salesmen pc-de mg

A great number of

of traveling
iheir hollies

these medicinal

contained alcohol, cocaine, oropiu"i.
his would explain the repeat business and posilivo testimonials. While Ihey
probably offered temporary relief, they
would have aggiavatoe some ol "ho conproblems
ditions Ihey claimed to help
concerning the liver, kidneys, and bladder.
Other remedies from these "dark ages"
.boasted ol all-natural ingredients. ConsidI

ering Ihe flourishing heallh-'ood industry,
it's apparent that people are still seeking
natural alternatives lo drugs, Shelves are

the better

against Ihe mispro-

determining character and
by measuring the skull

of

ability

— phrenology was born.

1931 Henry Lavery canilali/oc en this
^sycograph. a three-part

apparatus. The

base with a seal, connecting a support
column for Ihe allimporlanl measuring
helmet a metal network ol 32 adjustable
feelers to read your skull's contours The
information was processed m the recording box. which printed out a precise, indi-

elixirs

complimented by the arlicle "Into the
because live in the night.
is betler: nobody comes to the door to
sellvacuumdeaners the night even smells
better than the day especially the smell of
I'm

so-called experts say 'hey should be pronounced [Games, July 1987]. Just try say:

crystals.

of cure.

.

Ohio, Virginia, North Carolina,

and Arizona. have never heard a majority
of people pronounce words the way your

ing, Tsk tsk

new age of higher knowing, we
now have our healing and rejuvenating
These, of course, make more

lightened

Hi? inventoc the

to laugh.

magnetic axis (pole)

1=

PATENTLY ABSURD
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 105

Beau Monde
I'm a Peace Corps volunteer

lined wilh
in

Senegal

in-

homeopathic herb and llower

derivatives reminiscent of Lydia

F_.

Pink-

respecting

volved in constructing a primary-school
classroom. Your donation has made it possible lo furnish ihe schoo 30 desks, a desk

ham's Vegetable Compound. These remedies are for both prevent icnar.d cur no or
just for genera: fortification of Ihe immune

in

and

system. Certain all-natural,
extracts, cc
hvc brandy are ton s(i a

Nevadan worth, his or her weighl
gaming chips knows il'snuh-VA-duh, Ihe
second syllable pronounced like the a in
Get Ihe idea? We Nuh-VA-dans
by the way, a friendly lot.
Joe Bicketl

cat, bat, bat.

are,

one armoire, four
We hope to be ready

chair for the teacher,

windows, and a door.
to open the classroom for the 1987 1988
school year, which begins in Oclobor, Your
gift is greater than you realize.

Reno

Leslie

graduate student .n anT/ooology hi-o
archaeology and thought "Future Man"
[Continuum, August 1987] was highly
speculative
absurd, actually. Fifty" thousand years is a ridiculously short period of
time lo anticipate sweeping biological
changes in human form. Why Would humans get shorter when we have been getrig larger over Ihe years?
;:i

—

t

i

172

low the Virg n a forensic scientist

OMNI

came

Editors' note: Lord' Miller

Ihe

etiological

and per

..'..henkiker

under

.

llower

gunks

th

Welch

Mbour. Senega

"m

liquid

1

Huppe. directorof

°eace Corps contributed the honor-

arium she received

Word

for writing

June's

Firsl

nas

to this project.

and t'leir wares It's
determine what's legiti-

public from char lam s

no easy task

Write Stuff

he address for the "sslar watch [Star Tech,
August 1987] is .E.L.R Cocoon InternaI

tional, Ltd.

62460.DO

RR

1,

Box 21.

St. Francisville. IL

lo

mate and what's quackery especially
when an item cannol be deemed dangerous and may even be
patient's

psyche.DO

helpful,

if

only to Ihe

Test your knowledge of
science and technology in The World's
Hardest Crossword Puzzle

By Scot Morris

Omni- McGraw-Hill Crossword

65 Symbol for 87 down
66 Time determined by

Puzzle car a he tound in
McGraw-Hill Encyclopedia

67 Group

Tlio

answers

Ins month's

:o

Science and Technology

In

creating this puzzle, the

P

Sybil

152

that

OS en"nq spr,

liquid

78 Star diagram

164 Sourceof symbol

(abbr.)

clopedia, worth $1,600. For
additional prizes and Ihe
official rules, see page 160.

ACROSS

80 Female gametes
81

166
167
169

Identical offspring

84 Odorless gag
86 Mimicry of distasteful
Species
88 Dynatron
90 Circuit with two input-

i

Siudyof fluid motion
1
10 Microwave source
14 Dcossii nation disease

momentum
26
27

In

(original position)

Listeria

monocytogenes

infection-

29 C,H..O:N (amino acid)
32 Graduated iube
33 Radiation unit
34 Energy for the unconscious
35
gate
36 Secale cereals
37 Op. research (abbr.)
39 White ice deposit
40 Steel wife in concrete
42 Ring having families of
finite

members

47 Sinale-bianching chain
(prefix)

48 Acoenzyrne (abbr.)
50 Metallic element
51 Motion-producing mechanism
52 Distinguishes leplons and
quarks
55 Growth of upper leaf
surface

58

OMNI

monomers

amp

Operating state
Largest asteroid
resolving powe.' (abbr

i

115 Ratio of Inductance
to capacitance

116 Unit of luminance (abbr.)
117 A thermal detector
118 Damon Parana River
122 Brown seaweed
123 Transistor region
Mons
125
128 Joint made by overlapping ends
129 Attached statoblasf
133 Elem. no. 54
134 Glycine- max oil
136 Oriented intergrowth.of
potassium and sodium
feldspars

138 Calculator entry notation
-ila-Tientous

to

main chamber

185 Karman von.es
186 Unilof absorbed dose
188 Programming instruction
tor condition not met
189 A wing
190 Formicid insect
191 Elem. no. 24
'.92 Satellite iorcommunica-

diurnal in-

143 Elem. no. 18
145 Linear operator defined
op differentiable
functions
.147 Tree of

150 Order

genus Taxus

of Triassic reptiles

30

sis,

Amide polymer

32

gas (boso

:

'

of

a

assem-

blage}

38 Bound quarks with quantum number beauty
41 Standard conditions,
43
S (memory switch)
44 Older subdivision -of
Cenozoic
45 Adhesive

resin

made

from

glycerol

H,CH ,COOH(abbr.)
49 Plug to'cut infernal thread
51 Headland
53 Ground radio navigation
46 C

l:)

:

station

54 Ophthalmologic dispersing
prism

56 Elem.

(abbr.)

no.

77

57 CCIa COOH{abbr.)
59 Annulment of flowering by
reduced temperature

of

DOWN
1

of adja-

Todidae
diop

(iesifttanrLi)

31

lions/meteorology analy-

193 Faunal production
magnetic field

Bird of family

(abbr.)

(abbr.)

114 Microscope objective

76

bits

star

28

an

Rock magnetization

182 Relaling

ot ribbonfish

no'.

Star

22 Sudden brightening

-go gage
Circuil for locking

60 Helicopterlike

flight

tech-

nique (abbr.)
Bfaun lube (abbr.)
63 0.01 meter (abbr.)
66 Prostaglandin family

Native .salt

2 .Organic compound with
adjacent positive and
negative atoms
3 Standard cryptographic

61

of

compounds
-chen Tangla Moun-

68

algorithm (abbr.)

4 Functional group of genes
5 Superorder of Aves
6 A rocket society (abbr.)
7 Effect of superimposed
curves
8 Spectroscopy using inerlgasions (abbr.)
9 3-D sound pickup
10 Massive block of rock
'

in

orbit

174

(acid)

nematode

64 Tide associated wilh

maximum

of

.(abbr.)

R radar chart
61 Felis domestics
62 Atom' with K meson

cent

181

Bonding

Solvent transport

139 -a'asiiic

effect

60

equality

111

gas

Rare-earth elem.

signal ports

94
96
99
103
107
108

a noble

Int. Syst. of Units'
Sixth planet Irom sun

92 Aquafortis

23 Malt beverage
24 Asteroid
25 Intrinsic angular

Elem.

20 Dog

is

21 Unit composed
for

oscillator in phase (abbr.)
170 Salamander la.rva
173 Neuronal system producing norepinephrine
178 Genus of iropical American trees
180 Mineral usedfor jewelry

.

branches

circuil

13 Lacewing order
14 Wild marjoram
15 Elem. no. 99
17 3.14159
18 Cancer caus ng gene

natrium

165 Symbol

Fish with elongate snout
12 Meshless set of connected

11

16 Relative

hydrocarbon

161 The acid HI03
163 Elem. no. 52

appear

encyclopedia's

.only in the

i

1/2

object
160 Naturally occurring

Parker, incorporated

many terms

V'ficivr ro!.:

155 Increase siq-al ocwer
156 Elem. no. 58
157 Self-similar geometrical

planetary orbits (abbr.)
that includes

1

[:l:

o/

lains

71

Crystalline plutonic rock

-Newtonian fluid
72
Admin.
74
76 Air pump (syn., abbr.)
77 Wading bird
78 Joint of femur and hipbone
82 U.S.N, sat. system
83 A ripened cheese

3

7

Stretching muscle

)

GasGous element

Solid organic material
with no definite meltir

11

Female sheep
Conductors for

'3

2.5

3 Clay vein

14

Unit o( loudness

8 Cardiac glycoside source
9 Digestion of fibers .by

i9

common
cm

point

connection

Noncoding gene segment
1 Surface of a doughnut
15

8

11

Form

of

2

Airloil

transverse

missile

'1

5

bond

C a hyC00H) 2
mone

(acid)

(ab.br.)

Banded chalcedonic
quartz

3

Genus

of tiny

moths

member
seam

Pharmaceuticals standard (abbr.)

Galaxy with small; explosive nucleus

(suffix)
1

6 Calcium-regulating hor7

coal

4 Data unit of three bits
6 Typical number for a-set
7 Colloidal solution

4 Unsaturated hydrocarbon
with triple

in

139 Selection rules

Yellow crystalline explosive (abbr.)'

2
5"

Order of tooth shells
Type ol infrared laser

3

More

7

Blood

(prefix)
(prefix)

for

beta

140 Repeating sequenceof
computer instructions
141

Rotational

movement

of

162 Quantum number
165 Dominant of symbiotic
pair

168 Elem. no. 59
170 Subdivision of geologic

aircraft

epoch

142 Elem. no. 49
144 Quantum of rotational

enzymes

Primary leaf vein

SAM

Genus of Oniscoidea
1
2 Pinniped

isomerism

motion
helium

in

superfluid

146 Unit of pressure
148 Cytoplasmic svttem <jl
vacuoles (abbr.)
149 Displacement of radar
target indication

151

Satellite of Jupiter

153 Smallest unit of electronic
picture image
154 Backward (prefix)
158 Center of Earth
159 Unconsolidated calcareous silt

171

Spacecraft maneuvering
system (abbr.)
172 Spacecraft for moon
landing (abbr.)

174 Discharge of electricity
through gas
ffeutral pseu dose alar

175

176 Mining prop
177
-Mag no n
178 Bristle on oat bract
179 Insecticide (abbr.)
183 Elem. no; 73

184 Etem. no. 57
187 Process of varying
amplitude (abbr.)DO
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